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PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
PORTLAND, TUESDAY MORNING,

Tol. 5.

Established June 23, 1802.

JANUARY 23,’ I860.
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DAILY'PRESS,

JOHN T. GILMAN. Kdllor,

PUBLISHED

N. A. FOSTER & CO.
published

Tiik Portland Daily Tress is
per year in
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AdvertiMng*
length of column, constitute

$1.50 per square daily first week : 75 cents per
week alter; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Hall square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00 per square
per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
“Special Notices,” $2.00 per square first week,
$1.00 i>er square after; three insertions or less, $1.50;
hall a square, throe insertions, $1.00; one week,
$1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every parof the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion*
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Special Notices at the usual rates.
All Communications intended lor the paper
Editor of the Press,
should he directed to the
*
a

St,

facilities tor getting Lumber ami from
believe we

long experience in the business, we
defy all competition in tilling Ship ^rflern.
Consignments, Ord< rs and Agencies solicited. Attention given to receiving and forwarding goods to

our

the

business character to

and from tl»e interior.
Savannah, (ia., Dec.

WHOLESALE AND

—

Roofing

United States of America, )
District oi Maine, ss.
J
to vend. expo, to me directed from the
Hon. Ashur Ware, Judgoot the United States
District Court, wifcliin and for the District of Maine,
I shall expose and oiler for salo at pui lie auction, to
the highest bidder therefor, the following properly
and merchandize, at the time and place within said
District as follow's, viz:—
At the Appraiser's Officef No. 198 Fore Street, in
Portland, on THURSDAY, the Twenty-fifth day cf
January current, at 11 o'clock, A. M.
Five Eighth Casks of Brandy; Two Barrels New England Rum; Two Kegs of Branone Keg
Jamaica Rum; Three Kegs
dy;
Whiskey; two Kegs Whiskey; four Cases

E. IIERSEY, Agent*
Ho 16 Union Street.

PURSUANT

BRADBURY A SWEAT,
and Counsellors at Law,

Attorneys

117 Middle Street,

PORTLAND, ME.

Mr. Sweat will be in Washington after the 1st of
January, and will attend to any business entrusted
to him, before the Supreme Court, Court oi Claims,
dc20tt
or any of the Departments.

HENRY 1\ WORCESTER,

Gin.

GENERAL

The

Commission&Forwarding Merchant
all kinds bought and sold

Merchandise of
Northern account.

_0T

on

Office—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf,
Norfolk, Va.
Consignments solicited.

THE

For the transaction of

this city.
Joseph wescott,
GEO. P. WESCOTT.

DEALERS IN

DRIED APPLES, 4c.

Nov 29—dtt

Portland, Me.

SCALES, in the neatest manner, and
with dispatch. We also put in complete order Skates. Scissors, Knives,
&c. “Give us a Call.”
TUKEY & WATSOX,
68 Union St., cor. Middle.

/

of Produce.

to

consignments of all kinds
sep20dlyr

FOSS &

FEENY,

PLASTERERS,
PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

Notice.
Copartnership hereto ore existing under the
name of S. K
•( ACKSON it SON,
will be continued after this date under the style of
PEKKINS, JACKSON & CO.,

Copartnership

THE

J.

E.

Dealer

In

PICKET

T,

Photographic Goods,

mirrors and Engravings.

Copar tnoriship.
rilHE undersigned have this day formed a CopartJ_ nership for the transaction of a
General Commission Business,
under the name and firm ot
CHURCHILL, BROWNS &. MASSON.
J. B. BROWN is a special partner in the house,
and has contributed Seventy-Five Thousand
Dollars to its capital.
Jai. M. Churchill,
Phillip Henry Brown,
John Marshall
B. T. Manson.

Portland, Mr.

Deerin#, Milliken & Co.,
G. L. Storer ff Co.,

Successors to

JOBBERS

Furnishing Goods

!

CLOTHING AND

CLOAKS,

Agents for EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES for
Maine.

68 tuld 60 Middle Bt.,
Sept 7—dtf

CHASE,

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the name and style ot the

THE

“Portland Tanning Company,”
for the purpose of carrviniron the business of Wool
Pulling ana Tanning Sncep and Call' Skins,and taken
the

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

State of

Brown,

janldlm.

OF

.Dry Goods, Woolens,
And Gents’

Portland. January 1,18C6.

PORTLAND,

Factory on Portland Street,
Formerly occupied by G. M. & A. B. IIAYES.

CHARLES XV. HAYES,
MATTHEW T. VALENTINE,
BENJAMIN H. HOUSTON,
STEPHEN HOUSTON,
CHARLES THUNBUEG.
dc27d4w*
Portland, Dec 15,1SG5.

CRAKE k STURTEVANT,
GENERAL

Copartnership

Notice.

undersigned liave this day
selves under the firm name of

Commission Merchants, THE
Wldgery’s "Wharl,

ocilSdtiPortland, Me.
DANA& CO.,
Fish and 8 alt,

PORTLAND,

MAINE.

Luther Dana,
Woodbury S. Dana,
une ldtf
John A. S. Dana.

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

Fresco and Banner Fainter,
NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

associated them-

DOW «fc I.IBBY,
for the transaction oi a general
FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE BUSINESS.
At 96 Exchange Street, Pori land.
John Dow,
Fbank W. Libby.
Portland, Jan.l, 1866.—2m

COTTON PLANTATIONS

is admitted

a

as

our

Grocory Business,

expenses

Portland* Maine*

Jan.

1, 1866.

In

connection

with

Joseph

Mr.

fectly safe.

We assure northern men of perfect security in their
persons and property in any locality where such purchases and investments are made by us.
Wo believe no more favorable opportunity fir investment lor Northern men ever presented itself, and
at the same time it will supply the necessit ies of tho
free dm on by furnishing them with remunerative employment, and will help inaugurate the experiment oi
free labor in the cotton fields of the South under

Northern auspices.

Mortgages negotiated upon plantations for which
20 per cent, interest per annum will be paid absolutely, or one-third the net crop of cotton raised.
An agent of the company will leave for the South
ou tho 15th of January, to make investments and attend to the selection and purchase oi plantations;
until which time he can be seen at the office of the
New England Agency, No. 40 Washington Street,
Boston, Mass.
Send for lists of plantations and prices, in any desired locality. Send lor circulars. Call tor letters of
introduction to our agents in all parts of the South.

American Land

a d Company,
JOHN A. ANDREW. President.
Frank E. Howe, General Agent, B7 Broadway,

January 8th, 1866.

W.

WILLIAM H.

CLIFFORD,

COUNSELLOR
Solicitor

of

AT

LAV,

Patents,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

P L U M B E R!
MAKER OF

Copartnership.
Woodbury,

PORTLAND,

III

HILLMAN

the

fortable.
Everv ouq interested are invited to call at No.
SO FEDERAL ST., INVENTOR'S EXCHANGE,
and satisfy themselves of its practical utilitv.
Orders for the Weather Strips and Mouldings solicited—will be fitted tohousees if desired.
Parties in the State desiring largo or small quantities of
Weather Strips and Mouldings!

HILLMAN,

S. ATKINS.

The undersigned will continue the bn dness at the
lately occupied by Hillman & Atkins, under the

please address the undersigned, through whom
orders will be filled for the State of Maine:
by Express Companies C. O. D.
In all
other cases the money must accompany the order.
Agents Wanted throughout the State. Information will be given in regard to terms upon application by letter or in person.

all

flrmof

when sent

HILLMAN AM ELLEN.
G. 1). HILLMAN,
G. L. MELLEN.
Portland, Jan'y8tb, 18G6.
jaSutf

WHITTEN & SHEPARD,
80 Federal Street, Portland, Me.,
Gen. Agtgits for Maine.
Nov 28— (13m

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS, Dissolution ofCopartnership.
copartnership heretofore existing under the
THE
firm and style of
PREBLE STREET,(Near Preble House.)
PORTLAND, ME.

BICE &

TYLEB,

Sale Rooms, 110 and 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass
juneltf

PORTLAND ACADEMY

SONS,

Union

is this dav dissolved by mutual consent. The affairs
of tbo late firm will bo settled by N. W. lilt ’ll & GO..
171 Congress St.. Boston, and tlicv are authorised to
sign the name of the firm in

Winter

liquidation.

N.C.'TtICF,

Arcade

and

18

Free

Boston, Jany t,

d.J. hakkedl,’

PORTLAND, MB

E. CHAPMAN.

nov9*65dtf

KING &

DEXTER.

Successors to Chase, Littlefield & Co.,

Importers

of nud

Dealers In all kinds ol

Hardware and

1866.

Street,'

Copartnership.

t. DAVIS,

Window-Glass,

The undersigned have this dav formed
nership under the firm and style of

N.

W.

RICE

&

Counsellors

J.

REED,

at

Law,

02 Exchansre Street,
Portland, Me.
MAKASSEH

SMITH,

THOMAS B. REED,

jatdtf

Dr. Fred A. Prince,
X>entist,
No. 11

Clapp’s Block, Congress St,
PORTLAND, ME«

Sopt 29—eodtt

copart-

FILES, Principal,

O.

C.

TTIP

SAMUEL

CAN

SAMUEL BELL.

Oct 21—dtf

Fresh Arrival
-OF-

OYSTER S
_/

HATCH,

P. O. Box 471.

Chicago.

Rtf*srtnctt—Messrs. S. G. Bewdlear & Co; Mayrard A Sons; H. A W. Chlckering: C. H. Cunmuu
A Co; Chan. H. Stone; Hallett Davis ft Co; Boston,
.1. N. Bacon E>«q, President Newtnn National Hank,
Newton Man*; C. B Coffin Fan. N.Y.City fob23diy

Notice.
persons having claims against, or Indebted to
the Estate of the late THOS. R. JONES, are
requested to call and adjust the same with
T. H. WESTON,
103 Commercial Street,

ALL

Portland, Jan’y 5,1866.—d3w

j.

foster,
Machinist,

51

UNION STREET, Up-Stairs.
Sewing Machines of all makes and styles repaired,
adjusted and painted. Patent Office Models, Small
Tailors’ Shears
Patterns, &c., made to orde
ground. Keys fitted. Die Sinking, &c., «&c.
Jan 17—d«w*

BETTER HURRY UP
a

supply of

those

TT nder-Flannels,
Selling

so

LOW by

MORRELL &

CO.,

At 113 Exchange St.

6—dtf

EASTMAN BROTHERS
ABE OF FEEING

Winter Dress

Goods!

BLANKETS,
and

Flannels,

Heavy Cloths,

Together with

a

full lino of

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS,
be SOLD

CHEAP
a

Shawls!
AS

THE

CHEAPEST

call.

Middle Street.

129
Jan 13—dtf

QENTLEMEN, get yonr

OTEKOOATS
A. D. REEVES’, Tailor,

Nov 4—dtt

9ts Exchange St.

Portland & Roc hester Railroad Co.
persons entitled to Stock in the Pori land and
Rochester R. R. Co., are requested to call at the
office of the Company, No. 64 Middle St., and exchange their Bonds, Coupons, and Trustee’s Receipts for certificates of Stock.

ALL

LEWIS PIERCE,
Treasurer P. & R. R. R. Co.
defitf

Dec 4. 1S65.

To the Publie.
have
WETodd
lor Ids

made such arrangements with Mr.
will • nablc us to supply the demand
Hungarian Balm, tf»e best preparation lor the
Hair m use.
CROSMAN & CO.,
75 Middle St.
jal6dtw
as

House for Sale.
mHE three-story Brick House No. 70, comer of
A Danlorth ana Tate Streets. Tt has all the modern
improvements and is in excellent condition.
The house can he examined any day.
For terms, &c., apply to
burns e. wood,
No. 10 Central Wharf.
Portland. Not. 8,lECfl.—IstT

NOTICE.
ANNUAL MEETING of the Stockholders of
the International Steumsliip Company, will be
held at tbeir Office, comer ol' Union and Commercial
Streets, on WEDNESDAY, January 24th, 18GG, at 3
o’clock P. M., for the choice of officers, and the transaction of any other business that may legally come
before them.
H. J. LIBBY, Secretary.
Portland Jan. 15tli 1866.
dtd

THE

Piano

Highest Cash Prices

jal9

!lw

\Fortes

to Let.

AUGUSTUS ROBINSON,
No. 51 Exchange St.

PAID FOE

j

JOHN F. ANDERSON,

Second-Hand

Clothing, SURVEYOR

-BY-

Illinois.

Exchange Street,

Has J ust. received a choice lot of OYSTERS, large and
In fine condition, which he will sell by the Quart or
Gallon, and will serve in all styles,
iyf "Parties supplied to order.
Jan 12—d2w

Two elegant PIANO FORTES to let

OF

FLOUR, GRAIN, SERBS, PROVISIONS, LARD, BUTTER, sod WESTERN PRODUCE generally.
Partloular attention (riven to shipping by quickest
and cheapest routes.
No. ISIS South Wat*rSt.,

HEEL'S

be found one of tbo best selected stocks
of COOTS. SHOES and RUBBERS that can be
found in this city, which will be sold at the lowest
cash i>rice, at 363 Congress Street, near Orecn St.

And get

JOHN
Corner
Jan

of

CURTIS,

PORTLAND,

10

12—dim*

TTmDRICAN°F
...
dtf

Shirt
CUT

MAINE.

FRENCU»

P A N T

A$,t
Nov 4

ENGLISH

AND

A. D. BEEVES',Tailor,
No. 98 Exchange St.

Patterns,
FEOM

& CIVIL ENGINEER

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,
d&wtf'
Temr '<• Street

CHAS.

W.

MEASUEE,
Morion Block.

LUCY'S

WEDDING
....

OOOT>S,

By CHARLES CUSTIS A CO.
Maj3—dtt

mch 17

Middle and Franklin Streets,

CAKE!

Tin:_

CHOICEST TO BE HAD IN THE CITY,
be found constantly

on hand, or made to order.
promptly attended to at
NO. 91 EXCHANGE ST., Portland, Me

ean

All orders

Deccmbor ID.

TRAVELLERS,

conveyances may insure against loss ol life, or seribodily injury, for &:tOOO in case of death,
and IS l
weekly benefits in case of bodily iiyury,
or the small sum of

the Ladies ot

TEN CENTS PEE PAY!
Thus, 10 cts. will insure to Boston or New York;
30 cts, to Chicago or Milwaukee;
50 cts. to St. Louis or Cairo;
70 cts. to New Orleans, and so on to any part
of the country, and for any number of days desired.
Before entering a Rail Car, Steamboat, or other
conveyance, secure ji urself and family or friends,
Three Thousand Dollars in case of death, or
*n caae
^ur-v’ whoreby y°u n,ay h®

d?5 hi©ciwe€k

Policies issued for any sum, covering accidents of
anv kind, such as
Falling of Ice and Snow from
buildings, or Falling on tl»»- Ice Skating, or Broken
Bones, Bruises, Sprains, Cuts, Burns aud Scalds, Asby Burglars. Explosions of Lamps, Falls,
Hicks and Bites of Horses or other
animals, upsetting of or falls from Carriages, &c., &c.
Every person is liable to acciderts of some kind,
and should therefore insure without delay.
of

General

SKIRTS,
Shawls,

AND

Fancy
AT
TO

MAKE

ROOM

Goods !
COST!
FOR

HOLIDAY

W.

Ticket & Insurance Office,

EXCHANGE STREET.

D.

Dec 14—dtf

LITTLE, State Agent.

INTERNATIONAL
INSURANCE COMFY
No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

$1,000,000all paid in«
Surplus, 204,188,40

wire, at cost for a lew days only.
Fancy Goods, of every description, at prices to suit
everybody.
By" Don’t forget the number, 166 Middle Street,
next above Hay's Drug Store.
best

Nov 10—dti

dtt

BUSINESS SUITS, of the best Canada
Grey, made to order, at
A. D. BEEVES,
nov4dtf
Vi Exchange St.

1868.

\V.

R.

$1,204,188,40
Assets Jan’y 1, 1865.

HOWARD.

Tlii« Co. is the FIRST and ONLY Co.
ized on this Continent, with an

ever

organ-

Original Capital
Million

yeetr

in nilealire.

EfT* Readme Matter on all Pour Pueea.
The Incurables
•

Congress.

It is Swift, we believe, who proposed a hospital for the incurables, as he called them, or

for that class of men who are so
inveterateiy
fixed in their folly that they never either learn
or unlearn anything. In vain the seasons
roll,
in vain spring time and harvest come round,
in vain the years chase each other and bring
man from birth to maturity, and from maturity to decay; in vain empires rise and flourish
and decay; the pompous procession of the
tilings of life affect them not; they are what
they always were, immovable in belief, unchangeable in prejudice, as steady to their own
idea as the needle is to the pole.
Of this sort appears to be that small band
of mourners in Congress who assume the
name of Democrats, and who so
solemnly rise
one after another, like the
speakers at a funeral, to declare their conviction that “this
government is a white man’s government.”
No one of them varies the strain at all, any
more than a hurdy-gurdy changes its
tune;
not one of them has a single original thought
to present, scarcely so much as an illustration;

Dollars !

government is

a

entered; whereupon the littie gate
*nd locljed
again. We found our-

lulenprithl“
enclosure,

a

cultivated and beauti-

completely shut out from the
world, consisting, perhaps, of
half a dozen
acres, l„ the centre of which
was a
large handsome brick
edifice, three stories hlghcwith various
necessary outbuildings contiguous. This
fronted

upon the clean avenue that led
from
the great gate.
On ither side of this avenue were beds of
flowers, shorn lawns, trimmed shrubbery and
trees,

water-fountains, Jets,

in

and yet they persist in iterating and reiterating the stale and foolish notion that “this

CASH CAPITAL,

GOODS.

Hoop Skirts made from Wa liburn and Moon’s

Railway

31

NEXT TEN DAYS,

HOOP

Terms—$8,00 per

ous

One

No. 353 Congress Street.

"thos.

ALL

Tuesday Morning, Jauuary 23,

-el Jl

we

ful

The limit/ issue of the Press is larger than the eom*ird circulation
of all the other dailies in the city.

RAILROADS STEAMBOATS, SAILIN'!!
BYVESSELS,
STAGE COACHES,
other public

nolBtf

TOWN

At 152 and 154

to

Street,

Boot, Shoe & Rubber Store,

At

Street,

Post Office.

Nearly opposite

P. O. Box 103.
Jan &—d5w*

W. SYKES.

ACCOUNT,

90 Exchange

Portland, Nov. 9th, 1805.

28 Hanover St*

CO

For the purpose of continuing the Hide, Leather and
^ommision Business heretofore conducted hv TY.
LER, RICE & SONS, 171 Congress SC, Boston.
N. W. rice.
L* L. PICKARD.
jaldlm
Boston, Jany 1, 18G6,

PURCHASER FOR EASTERN

&

at ention paid to BOVS’ CLOTHING—
Cutting done to go out of the Store.
By strict attention to wants of customers and prices
reasonable, a share of patronago is solicited.
Remember the place

<

17If Middle and 11S Federal Sts.
Oct 2, *65 —d6m

SMITH

a

the Term.

PARTICULAR

RICE,
ALEXANDER TYLEB,
E. L PICKABD.

Woolens;

Free Street.

Began November 27th*

attention paid to
voung men preparing themselves tor College. Excellent opportunities offered for young ladies or young gentlemen
wishing to study French, German, Mathematics,
Book-Keeping, &c. Pupils of both rcxcs received
in all branches usually taught in a lirst class school.
The services of Miss E. JONES have been secured as Teacher of Pencil aud Crayon Drawing, &c.

N. W.

Importers and Jobbers oj

Hall,

Term

Pupils Received at anytime in

SAMUEL TYLEB,

DAVIS, MESERVE, HASKELL & 00.,

Furnishing Goods.

Barticular

Will

store

MANUFACTURER OF

Goods

Gents’

Will

HOWARD,

166 Middle

CLOTHING

which will be manufactured inti Garments which
cannot be surpassed for style and make In the city.
A1h> a Fine assortment of

HFTleasc give them

ARE

oonsent, and the
by either ol the
n.

CLASS

Woolens, Foreign & Domestic,

Dec

R.

Tailor, Hand-Knit Breakfast

FIRST

a

Cloaks and

moulding

warranted when properly applied t# Doors
and Windows to effectually exclude the Wind,
Snow and damp. It is for more desiraRain,
Dust,
ble than double windows, and afforded at one-fourth
the cost. It has never in a single instance foiled to
give satisfaction—and perfect satisfaction is guaranteed or the money will be refunded.
Persons who consult their interest will not fail to
have it applied to their Dwellings not only as regards
health ana comfort, but as a matter ol economy, for
in a room requiring to be constantly warmed it will
in a single season save onc-half the fuel that would
otherwise be required to make the appaxtment com-

& ATKINS.

Is this day dissolved by mutual
business oi the firm will be settled
partners at the old stand.
GEOEGE
GEOltGE

KIMBALL,

Rubber

Weather Strips!

firm ol
THE

Bowls, Brass & Silver Plated Cocks*

Dry

dcl4tf

AJND

Dissolution of Copartnership.

Aug. 26—dtf

No. 96 Exchange Street,

BUSINESS !

Bradstreet’s

store lately occupied by Randall & Woodburv, under the firm ot RANDALL BROS.
J. F. RANDALL,
JOHN RANDALL.

Goods Headquarters,
.145 Middle St., Portland.

CHISAM,

recently occupied by Messrs MCCARTHY & BER
RY, where may be found all the LATEST STYLES
of

respectfully

1866.

copartnership heretofore existing under

ME.

VERY description of Water Fixtures lor DwelJ ling Hou>os, Hotels, Public Buildings,
Shops,
&c., arranged and set up in the best, manner, and all
orders in town or country faithfully executed. All
kinds ol* JOBBING promptlv attended to. ConstantLEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
ly on hand
PUMPS Oi all descriptions.
apr9dtf

P.

on

Portland, Dec 12,1803.

Closets,

Warn, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

c.

carry

dispatch.

'rhe undersigned will continue the business at the

their patronage.

NEW STORE!

Merchant
opened
HASSTOKE,
at

33 S,

For variety and comprehensiveness wo think our
stock equal to any in our
largest cities, and will be
offered to the trade upon suen terms as will secure

announce

W. F.

Stock

y'gOO

respectfully
Portland that he will soil for the
WOULD

NEW STORE,

P.

Complete

Hosiery, Gloves, Yarns,
Cloak. Dress, and Tailors’ Trimmings,
HEAD NETS,
Beltings, Belt Clasps, die., die.

W.

poiitland.

Against Accidents t

Policies issued and Tickets sold at the

To close tlieir stock of

He would also
invite all others wishBread to give lum a call, as no pains will he
spared to till all orders for Bread with neatness and

day dissolved by mutual consent, and the busiof the firm will be settled at the old stand by
either of the partners.
J. F. RANDALL,
W. H. WOODBURY,
JOHN RANDALL.

FA 1ST C

INSURANCE!

or

Notice,

Mattress Ticks,
Nov 4—dtf

No*

a

2Yew and

C. PARKER.
N. B.—Special attention paid to clcasingBed and

ers.

is this

NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,

Short

And Satisfaction Guaranteed in all Cases.

Great Bargains !

No* 12 Willow Street,
Where he hopes that, by strict attention he may be
favo ed with the patronage of their former custom-

Jan 4—d3w

and Water

Pumps

At

Insure

WOULD

pared to show

Fancy

Got up in the Best Possible manner,

COBB,

City Carts,

ing

Portland, January 1,

CLEANSED

At

firm of
THE

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

Force

C.

BAKING

copartnership heretofore existing under the
&.

St.

InloTra their friends and the Trade generally that their spacious store, lately damaged
is
by lire,
again in complete repair, and are now pre-

GENTS’ LINEN

ness

No, 108 Middle Street,

Aug 25—dtf

Dissolution of
Randall

LINEN

dim

purchased the Retail Business of
Messrs. PEARSON & SMITH, together with
HAVING
intends to
the

Work executed in every pari oi the State.

juneldtf

Agency

and WilliaM L. Burt, New England Agent, 46
Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

their

Hanover

of all kinds WASHED and
without injury to the finest fabrics.

1866.

firm name, as heretolore.
YEATON & IIALE.
jaSd3w

36

single

shipped

MR. JOHN YEATON retires from our firm
in the Ship Chan llery and Grocery Business, from
this date; he will continue to do business as Commrcclal Broker,
Hale, under our

iVo.

AT

WE

VEATON & IIALE.

Portland, January 1st,

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY,

SALE.

have for sale, an<l ready for immediate occupancy, some of the best cotton plantations, in
the very best cotton (rowing region of the South,
with beautiful dwellings and all the
buildings and
machinery for cotton cultivation complete, and many
with the laborers ready ior work.
They will bo sold
with perfect titles for less than it cost to clear the
land or erect the buildings.
Any oi these plantations will pay for themselves
and all
by a
crop, ana must double in
value within a year. To raise a crop the coming
must
be
year, operations
begun in January. To facilitate investments at once, the company are preto
pared
purchase, manage and cultivate jdantations
lor northern owners, without any charge to the purthe
chaser,
expenses being paid from the not profits.
Wc also are prepared to negotiate for advances for
co
growing ton, giving bottom mortgage with perfect
title Uf on the entire plantation to secure the principal, and giving ono-third net crop ior tlie use of the
money—the plantations being run under the supervision of our own agents, and cotton
to our
order.
These advances can be deposited with our
agency in New York or Poston, and will bo paid at
maturity at the same place without expense.
Cotton, at present prices, will pay froYn 2 to 300 per
ce t. on these investments, amply s,cured and per-

Copartnership Notice.
FRANKLIN YEATON
firm in the Ship Chandlery
member of
MR.
and
from this date.

give

Sled

A Libel against THE SCHOONER It W\P>OW,
her tackle, apparel and furniture, seize
> ih«* Collector of the District of lMachias, on the did day of
December last past, at Milbrklge, in said I dstikt.
Which seizure was tor a breach of the laws
the
United States, as is more particularly set fcahin
said Libel; that a heariug and trial will he had 11 oreon at Portland, in said District, on the twenty-third
day of January current, where any person interested therein may appear and show cause, if any can be
shown, wherefore the same should not be decreed forfeit, and disposed of according to lav/.
Dated.at Portland, this sixth day of January, A.
D. 1866.
F. A. QCUNBY,
Deputy U. S. Marslial, District oi Maine.
Jan 6. d!4d

FOR

Manufacturer of Mirror A Picture Frames.
So. 28 MARKET SQUARE,
Jmuolgtf

PURSUANT

within and for tlio District of Maine.
roby
that the following Libei has been
Court, viz:

notice
public
In said

Wholesale and retail dealers in LUA1BEK, COAL
and WOOD, Sawyer’s Whari, foot of High Street.
Dec 21.1S65—dtf

STTJ000 AND MASTIO W0MES8,
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts.,
PORTLAND, HE.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing prompty attended to. Orders Irom out ol town solicited.
May 22—dtl

States of Ameeica, I
f
District qf Maine, S3.
to a Monition from the Hon. Ashur
Ware, J udge of the United Stab His rict Court

Notice!

We, the undersigned, having formed
copartnership, are prepared to repair
every description of FAIRBANKS

Batter, Cheese, Eggs, Lard, Beans

Special attention paid

U. S. Marshal’s Notice.
United

a

Commission Merchants,

■No. 3 Lime Street,

General Commission and

Copartnership

CHARLES CLARK,
U. S. Marshal District of Maine.

Jan 10-dlGd

Head Union Wharf, Commercial St*
Portland. Jan*y 1st, 166G.
ja12dlin*

PRODUCE

AND WHOLESALE

a

Ship Brokerage business in

Doc 23—dim

EOBINSON,

Street Riding and Livery Stable.

CHEAP

MERRILL & SMALL

same

Delated

uvdersignod have this day formed a Copartnership under the style of
JOSEPH WESCOTT & SOX,

Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell &
Senter; Gerrisli & Pearson; John Dennis & Co.;
no28dl>w
Clark, Read & Co., Portland, Me.

J. EDWARD GOVE & CO.,

having been decreed forfeit to the United
States, in the District Court for said District, and ordered to be sold, and the proceeds disposed of according to law’.
at Portland, this tenth day of January, A.

Copartnership.

South

Marshal’s Sale.

S.

U.

FOB FLAT B00F3.

Office

RETAIL.

Dec 1—d3m

COMPOSITION.

J. W.

GLOVES,

Ladies’ & Children’s Underflannels,

FIRE AND WATER-PROOF FELT

jan26dtf

AYD

HOOP SKIRTS AND CORSETS,

WARREN’S IMPROVED

l!d*m."AWKAIT’ j

Business Cards.

HOSIERY

dcldtf

AND

reasonable terms.
B3r“0all and examine for yourselvos.

L. B. FOLLETTE,

Fling & Drew, Portland.

—

“THE BELLE."
Also, Single and Double Teams to accommodate
Sleighing Parties—large or small—in good style, and
on the most

I

1865.

Gravel

AJkSLEIUH-BARUE

Maine.

References—Brigham <£ Baldwin, N. A. Hardee, Ervin & Hardee, E. C. Wade & Co., Savannah;

Pub-

lishers.”
|3p- JOB PRINTING, ol every description, executed with dispatch; and all business pertaining to
the Office or Paper promptly transacted on applies*
tion as above.

2,

ALL RIGHT A GAIN!

tuility

Portlaud,

can

“square.”

and those of

our

Sleigh hide.

a

The subscriber would take this opport0 r«ndnd his friends and the pubilint bo
ready with his beautilkl

IN

West India, Rio, and Ship Lumber.

advance.^

Now for

which

white man's government.”

The old Democratic party in the days of its
power aud glory, when it had not only a name

On reaching the
Penitentiary we were conducted through the hall to a
spacious room,
where after being seated, we were soon waited’
upon by the Matron of the
Mrs.

establishment,

Cooper, an elderly lady, who bade us welcome
and explained to us the character and
design
of the Institution. She had held
charge tbeie
twenty years, and has eight female assistants.
No males are connected with the
Asylum but

such as are
necessary to attend to certain outdoor service. Of all
descriptions oi crime or
vice, which afflict poor human nature, Mrs.
Cooper thought this the very worst to reform
or cure; and she did not
give us so encouraging an account of the permanency of the reform after the patients had been
graduated, as
we could have wished to hear.
Many, however
are saved.
We uoticed in the reception-room the marble statue of a
Magdalene—pale and hopeful.
It was significant of the design of the Penitentiary. In a short time the Matron rang a

bell,

and a servant

girl appealed bearing

a

waiter that contained a decanter of brandy, a
pitcher of water, a couple of goblets with
spoons and a bowl of sugar, all of which were
laid upon the centre table and we
were politely invited to refresh ourselves before

ceeding

pro-

to the

chapel for the Sabbath exerto live, but a principle of vitality, used to boast cises. This appeared singular to us, and
very
that this country was the home of the exile contrary to our principles and habits at home
and the refuge of the oppressed. Manhood, or abroad. Of course we respectfully declined
elsewhere down-trodden, was taught to look the proffered hospitality. The honest matron
to the young republic as an asylum in which
appeared at a loss at first and almost disposed
to regard our reiusai as an offenceit found its last fetters broken and its every
against
liberty secured. So the governments that our the laws of good breeding; but on assuring
fathers instituted were not governments of a
or race, or a peculiar set of men at all,

class

but governments of universal human justice,
to protect the rights and fUrther the

designed

her that our abstinence was

intended

as no

disrespect to her, but that we were pledged
against the use of intoxicating beverages, she
yielded the point, and complimented our trans-

welfare of all men, without regard to religion, Atlantic fashion. “Would all the ministers of
this country (she said) follow the same tashion,
race, or personal peculiarity.
These were the generous and noble ideas of our churches would not be wbat too many
the original Democratic party —the ideas
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
pastors and people now are.”
At a proper time the bell rang, and we
which commended it to the popular mind and
We are prepared to issue policies on DweUing
Is open Day and Evening, for a full and thorough
and it was not until its leaders had co- were conducted up stairs to the spacious chaph?art,
BUSINESS EDUCATION, located on Middle St.,
Houses ior a term of years, and also upon EVERY
No. 161, opposite H. H. Hay & Co., Apothecaries.
habited with slavery, that it began to teach el of the institution. It would accommodate,
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
The Principal lias had 21 years’ experience.
RATES.
any other doctrine. When it had defiled it- perhaps, two or three hundred persons, seatI do not protend an extension of Gold Linked Series of Colleges into the other Continent; and that
»;lf with the harlotry of the plantation, it ed on benches with desks before them. The
my
Diplomas and full Scholarships, are good all
could find no excuse for its debasement but in room was plainly finished; the floors were not
oyer this great world; but I do claim they will
MARINE
prove intrinsic to the Students (either LADIES
these puerile and shameless fallacies about the painted,but scoured and sprinkled with white
or GENTLEMEN) n any part of the United States
Marine Insurance on HULLS, CAEGOES, and
distinction of races, and the divine right of beach sand. Directly the harlots, entering by
of America; and also that our Counting Booms
TAKEN
SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
FKEIGHTS,
for inductive training (without any copying,) both in
the white skin. Slavery had no political pow- pairs, appeared in companies, each led and
Accounts and Native Writing, Mereaniile Law, tfc,
POLICIES. The public will find it for their intereet
ifc., offer as full, thorough, complete, practical and to give us a call.
er, aud there was a motive why the Buchan- governed by a proper officer as attendant, and
for
facilities
BUSINESS
EDtTCAexpeditious
ans and Pierces and other weak creatures
marched to the several seats allotted to them.
TlON, as any College in the U. S.
This is the only Commercial College in the State
New York Estimate of the International.
All stood till the whole number of classes were
should fall into its embraces.
where a filll and complete Scholarship in Book-keepAs an indication of how this Company stands AT
But slavery is now dead; its political and
ing, Writing, «&c., is taught without copying, so that
in, when, at a signal, the girls got down, covno one can pass through the conrse without obHOME, we take the City business of 106 Companies social supremacy are alike destroyed; and ered their eyes with their open hands, and
a
education.
taining thorough counting-room
and Agencies, named in the Treasurer’s Report of the
Mr. Brown would present to the Citizens
rested tAsir foreheads upon the desk in
there is no occasion for anybody to roll himfront,
New York Board of Fire Insurance Companies, for
of Porfclap I and vicinity; his team gratitude for
self
in its filth in order to curry its favors.—
as if engaged in a short
their kindness and liberal patronage rhe past ti teen
and
ejaculatory prayer;
find
that
THE
INTERNATIONAL RE1864,
and
with
of
the promise
faithfulness, soyears;
When the Chanteys and Rodgerses and Boyers after wiiich each one took the Bible before
CEIVED MORE PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF
licits other,favors!
NEW YORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY,
R. X. BROWN.
and Randalls and other degenerate remains of her, opened to the lesson for the
day, which the
Portland, September 18,1865.
seplfkleod&wly EXCEPT ONE! This list includes the English Com- the Democratic
party rise, one after another, matron read aloud,all who could read pronouncand
the
Hartford
panies
Agencies, 4dl of which fall to utter their
pitiful nonsense about ‘‘the ing in concert with her. The Scripture thus
for behind the International in point of pafcrona .e in
white man’s government,” we cannot but exread was John’s Gospel, viii, 1—12, to which
this City.—JVew York Commercial Advertiser.
claim in compassion. Ah! quanto mulavo ab
the reader will do well to turn. After this a
This is a most gratifying and remarkable fact, best
understood by those who best know the real merits
ilia t Where are the old thunderers of the hymn was given out, and certain singers
and s illful management oi this stoning corporation,
Dem<>cratic party, whose voices rung like amongst the Magdalens constituted the choir,
which thus within two years takes the lead of scores
trumpets blowing to the charge, when they all of whom sang the air in unison. Alter
of other Companies that have been established from
some remarks by the writer, our friend, the
talked of the free and equal rights of all men ?
a quarter to a half century.
Are these the men to wear the robes oTChose invited chaplain of the day, ascended the pulCHAELES TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.
giants? Are these the decendants of our pit which was in one corner oft he chapel, and
C. C. HINE, Secretary.
Jacksons, and Bentons, and Wrights, and preached a sermon. It was a pertinent disOLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.
course.
But each a congregationl It was
Hofiinans, who once led us to victory.
OFFICE, 166 Fore Street, Portland, Me.
No; if the Democratic party would ever be what we had never looked upon before. It
John W. Munger <0 Co.,
revived, if it would wipe out the fatal odium consisted entirely of street prostitutes from 14
*
o^tfldly
Agents.
to 33 years of age, mostly about 20. They
it incurred during the war, if it would rally the
people once more to its standard, it must dis- had a wan, haggard,forlorn look as if they
had lost all Belf-respect, or perhaps never
miss such blind guides as now take its name—
guides as blinded to the midday radiance of knew what it was; some, however, appeared
the nineteenth century as the owls of the
All were clad in uniform,
fresh aud fair.
which consisted of a checked calico gown,
incurable in their errors as
churchyard—as
a
they would be if they had just stepped out of covered by a short brown merino cloak, a long
a tomb of the middle ages, and were learning
white apron and a plain cap with plaited lace
in front During the addresses all were silent
an American gospel of freedom for the first
THE CHARTER OAK Life Insurance Company
and orderly; but few, however, were attentive,
time.—IN. Y, Evening Post.
declares Dividends each year, and pays them at the
or seemed to care for what was said.
Some
To restore Grey or Diseased Hair
payment of the second and each succeding premium,
A London Penitentiary.
of our friend’s appeals were very touching;
thus aiding the insured in meeting their payments by
to its natural condition and color.
an
In this country we sometimes call our jails but we couid parcelve no sensation produced,
Eradicates all Humors and Danor a tear shed, except in a few instances, once
and State prisons, Penilentaries. They are not
IMMEDIATE RETURN.
the
Head.
Will
druff from
prevent
The advantages of this system over that of divior twice when allusion was made to the days
such. A penitent-iary, as the word
properly
and cure JVervous Headache.
Will
dends payable after a term qf pears without interest,
of chUdhoocTi innocency and a mother’* ’me
is a place for p nitents—an asylum
implies,
are obvious.
No other Company pays dividends in
cause the Hair to grow, giving it
where the slaves of vice or crime may be reand care. Then, indeed, we did notice a few
this way.
the natural color and beauty of
^
with a view to their reformation. Such
cieved
that seemed affected; and of such we thought
The
Divj£ends of the Charter Oak are equal in is its English sense,And such is the
youth. It wtll not stain the skin,
value to those of any Life Co.
meaning’ there might be hope. The sermon being endor soil the finest linen.
Dividends without interest payable in four or five
of the establishment, some account of which
ed, a printed prayer was read by the matron,
years, or at death, suffer a remarkable diminution
the writer proposes to give in the present arto which the harlot congregation responded;
when reduced to their present value.
after which the Magdalene choir sung another
ticle.
It
was upon a pleasant Sabbath morning in
hymn in unison; the Benediction was proPROMPTNESS
Proprietor,
nounced, and the several companies or classes
August,that a London sexton called at our lodg
In the payment of losses is a distinguishing feature
MAINE.
in Swinton Street, and invited us to accomwere inarched in order out of the .chapel to
PORTLAND,
ings
oi this Company,
their rerpective apartments.
BPricc $1* For Sale by all Druggists.
pany a clerical triend who was requested to reIT NEVER HAVING LITIGATED A CLAIM!
Jan 12—eod&wlyr
When discharged, none are ever re-admitpair to a “Female Penitentiary” in that city, for
the purpose of conducting a religious exercise ted. We thought this wrong. The Christian
CARE
HATHAWAY’S
rule is, till seventy times seven we should be
therein. The invitation was accepted.
Also in the selection of risks, its losses for the last
six years having been from 30 to 70 pr. ct. lew
There are several of these female Asylums
willing to receive a confessing penitent. This
CELEBRATED SHIRTS than of any other Co* of an long standing* in London. The
of them, it is said, was
institution, however, and all kindred ones In
plan
As the losses of a Co. are so are its profits, and as
projected by England’s royal mistress, Queen London, are amongst the happy results of
would call the atl ention of persons who are
its profits so are its dividends. The moral is readily
to
have
Shirt
to
our
particular
apertecl fitting
Victoria herself, having tor its object the re- Queen Victoria’s reign, and cannot but have a
understood.
stock of fine White Shirts which we are having manform of the fallen of her own sex, whose name
ufactured to our own order, by Mr. Hathaway; they
good effect in correcting that opposite most liA fow competent mon wanted as solicitors.
are made in the most perfect manner and from the
is legion, in that great metropolis.
Very centious influence which proceeded from her
best materials.
We will warrant a lit to men ot all
sizes, from the smallest to the very largest size.
largely has she endowed these institutions.— throne whilst occupied by her male predecesOffice Mo. 25 Exchange Street,
Persons at a distance from the city can be supplied
>
Tbaxi,
and a good lit guaranto'd, by sending us the measBy her direction female committees are ap- sors.
S. H. MeALPINE,
ure around the neck, and the length ot arm; the
all
over London, whose duty it is to
pointed
measure to bo taken from the ccnte
of the back to
State Agent far Maine.
the knuckles. The prices are as low as possible.
seek out the Mary Magdalenes, and induce
The Pleasant Side of the Pioture.
Not. 15.
These goods are really of the most reliable characau*26’65rtly
them, if possible, to enter some one of these
ter, being manufactured specially tor us for our own
The
regular South Carolina correspondent
retail trade.
Asylums, where they are assured of safe and
of the Doston Daily Advertiser, who baa reHOLYOKE
comfortable homes, are taught to work at some
MARR BROTHERS,
sided in that state for about seven
useful labor, are medically treated if need be,
months,
and
183
Middle
St.
179,181
T
and has now returned home to make
Jan
19—dlw
arrangeand, above all, aie placed under those kindly
ments for a permanent residence in the
moral and social influences, which may serve
South,
denies the statement often made that Yankees
SALEM, MASS.
Kiln Dried Meal and Rye.
to reform and save them. They are kept there
are not safe from personal insult and violence
two years; at the end of that time, good, virin that section of the country, and
ot tho condition ©f said Company on
gives the reare
for
them
in
the
tuous places
provided
the 1st day o! November, A. D. 1865, being the
BBL3. KILN DRIED MEAL.
sults of his own experience and personal obthe dangerous temptations of
date ot its exhibit next preceding 1st December, 1866country,
beyond
lOO HALF BBLS. KILN DRIED MEAL.
servation in confirmation of his statements.
Amount of Capital Stock,
$684,406 49 city vices, where they can obtain their living
'400 BUSHELS RYE, In store and for sale by Consististing oi notes and statPerhaps his experience has been an excepat honest service; and if at the end of one year
ute liabilities.
$504,879 84
tional one, but here is what be says about it:
WALDRON & TRUE,
And of cash assets as follows:
after that they shall have preserved the virtue of
viz., investments in
N*». 4 Si 6 Union Wharf,
“As a civilian, I have never concealed the
Dec 29—d4w*
Mortgages.
$39,796 27
chastity, the Queen sends to such each reformed
Bank Stock,
fact of my being a northern man, an ex-army
47,561 17
a gold sovereign in token of her approval.
one
Railroad Bonds and
officer, and a thorough abolitionist and YanStock
There was at the time of our visit, through
A. N. NO YDS & SON,
15,493 63
kee in every possible light. During these sevUnited States, State
Victoria’s moans, no less than ten thousand en months of constant Intercourse with the
and City Bonds,
No. 35 Exchange Street,
52,030 53
Loans on collateral,
such females in London under this humane Carolinians, not always under favorable ausand Notes ReceivaPORTLAND
MAINE,
pices, I have never had occasion to carry firetreatment and in a course of reform.
A woble,
9,042 49
arms, have never experienced injury, insult or
Real Estate,
Manufacturers of and Dealers In
12,800 00
Victoria
a woman, and an honor
is
man—for
Cash >n hand,
the slightest discourtesy by deed, word or look;
2,673 17
Balance In Agents
to her sex—who will do so much for the chasnor have I known of any case ot such treat189 39-179,586 65
hands,
of her sex is entitled to the
personal friends or acquaintpraise and ment among my
-$684,466 49 tity
instance of outrages on
Amount at risk,
ances, except in the
01
of
the
civilized
world.
12,356,619
gratitude
Victoria’s United States soldiers committed In the
(bokinjr, Office and Parlor Stoves,
Amount of liabilities (other than amount
exat risk), viz.:
power is felt, not on her throne alone, but in
treme upper districts of the state, which were
And WORKERS
OP HEAVY IRON.
Claims for 1obs<js,
00
3,500
all the departments of education, humanity infested by outlaws before the war, and except
Unclaimed dividends,
882 2i>
There are no other liabilities, unless of bills not
and sound morals. She is, herself, one of the also the recent discourtesy to Bev. Mr. StebPUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
bins. Furthermore, I have traveled along the
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
rendered for expenses.
Sabbath School teachers amongst her domes- Georgia coast and in Florida
A. STORY, President.
Iron, in quantities to suit.
during the past
THOS. H. JOHNSON, Secretary.
ics in Windsor Castle, willingly holding a pomonth, and have to record only pleasant InSolo Agents in Portland for the Celebrated
tercourse with the resident
sition with her class subordinate to the Superpopulation and
such southern travelers as I have met.
Magee Furnaces and. Stoves.
Many
intendent. This she designs as an example to acts of kindness and
E. WEBSTER & SON,
hospitality come to my
Orders from the Conntry respectfully solicitthe ladies of her kingdom.
mind
as I write; and
It
must
be
said
Agents,
although
ed. Job Work done to order.
augddtt
Passing through several streets to the vicin- that the spirit of coldness to the government,
and abstract hatred of the Yankees is prevaNo. 74 Middle Street.
ity of one of those largo parks which ,thoug hin lent and
dec30d3w
apparently unconquerable, it has
the heart of Loudon, make one feel asif he had been
my gi.od fortune to collect personal
the green quiet couninto
once
at
ail
emerged
proof that this rancor has not overcome all the
subscribers have ibis day formed a copartnerunder the shadow of a
SUG ARS !
kindly feelings of private life. It Is the fixed
s'11}’ lr>r the transaction of tne Wholosalo Crocktry, we found ourselves
aud
Glrss
Ware
of very many who have had excellent
ery
brick wall running quite a disbusiness, under tho lirm name
opinion
high
very
long,
for observation, that our only
opportunities
street
the
of
which
lino,
midway
C. E. JOSE dr CO.
for a happy reunion, and for complete
boxes eight Havana sr- tance upon
hope
qOrt
columns
of a huge tight gate,
oOU GARS, jnst lauded per brig “SNOW rose the massive
O. E. JOSE,
ustice to the blacks, lies in introducing Into
H^ K.I I,
R. S. MAXCY,
having the following inscription over the bell- the South a sufficient northern element to
300 BOXES
BROWN DO., per brig
J. C. SMALL.
and change public sentiment. To this
•ROVER,” trom Havana, lor sale by
Portland, Jan. 1,1666.
knob: “.dsi, and ye shall receive; seek, and modify
.Ial6d2m
opinion I give unqualified adhesion, and bringand ye shall find; knock, and it shall be openingpractice to the aid of theory, shall return
FINE ASSORTMENT of
13arleer & Co., ed unto
you.” The knob was pulled, and to Charleston for permanent residence with'
Dress (.’lot Its,
At
A. D. REEVES’,Tailor,
139 Commercial St.
forthwith a tidy pcrteress opened a wicket out apprehension of danger,”
Nov 4—dtf
98 Exchange St.
j*10d3w
Jan 9, 1866.

INSURANCE.

CHARTER

It is not

Life Insurance

OAK

Company.

WARKAIEE®

AUSTIN B. FRENCH,

WE

Mutual Fire Insurance Company,

150

STATEMENT

FURNACES, RANGES,

Copart n^r^hip.

THE

_

A

Lynch,

One of the most striking results of the successful issue of the American war is manifest
in the indications among all classes of people
whatevin Europe of a deepening interest in
'1 he splendid triumphs
er elates to America.
us as a
o our arms have fixed attention upon

inquiry in regard to
such rethe institutions which couid produce
a powertul impulse to
have
and
given
sults,
nation,

after getting drunk again, would
keep drunk pretty much the rest of the year.
Rev. Mr. Richardson having got hold of him at
camp-meeting, made this prayer:
and

American Securities Abroad.

have stimulated

emigration.
A correspondent of the New York Tribune,
writing trom Frankiort-on-the-Main, gives
s jie facts iu relation to this growing intere. t,
and to its practical effect on certain financial
problems. Tbe letter says:

“O Lord, Thou hast many times converted
this poor sinner, and now again hast Thou
made him a subject of Thy saving grace. We
pray Thee, O Lord, to take him home, and to
do it now, for if he remains on earth, he will
be drunk again in less than a week 1”
The prayer was answered to some purpose;
for it so frightened the poor subject of it, that
from that day he became

a

reformed and tem-

perate man.
Senator Sprague on American Manufactures.
one of the most exSenator
of R.

I.,

Sprague

“Gold or paper dollar is the question which tensive manufacturers in the country, recently
agitates the German press aud financiers. The offered a resolution ofinquiry in the Senate,
more they discuss your financial prospects, the
and its object being misunderstood and unOn all
more they invest in your securities.
■Changes, the transactions In them are enor- justly criticised in ceitain quarters, he took ocmous.
since the receipt of the President’s casion a few days later referring to that resoMessage aud the iieport ol the Secretary of
lntin, to .ay:
the Treasury, the United States securities rule
to recommend or to adthe market almost to the exclusion of every
otiier loan. The Wirtemberg official paper
h w brought out a long article warning against
the excss ivo investment in your bouds; over
J of guilders having been invested iu
the n, to the detriment of other interests. But
to tue disappointment of the Government,
cent
your bonds tue next day rose two per
the
the L bs.al press taking the ground that
than invest In
poop e could do nothing better
loan offered
Anuriev 1 securities, as the safest
Those bonds are the most puwerin an

1j05)0j,00

age.
iu. uuu laJuenuai emissaries you could have
to coavert the
s as over to the Old Continent

They never
to republican principles.
k3;ore iiCiru so much tai<£ about America j
future aud
your means and resources, your
masses

are

ducusscd everywhere, and

your proopects,
in iuch favorab.e terms that emigration is the
topic among the sturdy masses; and
the next year wih bri,ig you, tor every 51,000
of your bonis taken In Germany, at least one
of her industrious sons.”

ieuding

A Good Time Coming.

The Good Time Coming,” of which all may
read—in the datlv papers of the city, is the entertainment to be given in the City Hall tomorrow evening, by the Young Ladies of the
“

“it. F. Society,” m aid of the Freedmen. They
propose, la addition to a Promenade Concert,
to surprise the audience with some attractions
of surpassing beauty and interest. “The ArtLt’s Dream” will be represented by a series
of fine tableaux, which cannot fail to please,
and then the pantomime of “Bluebeard” will
afford food for reflection to at least two
classes of ladies,—those who think that wedded life, to be happy, must be “clothed in purple and fine linen, and fare sumptuously every
day,” and those whose curiosity predominates
their

over

il

prudence.

ent.rtainments of this Society of
young ladies are worthy of particular attention from all classes, and make a strong appeal to the generou3 support of all, because of
tho objects had in view and to promote which
The

“i did not propose
vocate the increase of duties upon imported
articles; I desired simply to draw the attention
oi the Senate, of the jHouse of Representatives, and of the country, to the tact that I
lr’da ce tlilted by pnctical experiment and
hsrougu practical inf imation ce.ivedfom
caauneis known to the bn mess men of the
country, hut which 1 believed had not been
sufficiently considered, that tiffs disparity exexi.ted. I Je.ired .imply at that moment to
raise a voice of warning, a voice oi alarm at
the existing state of things growing out of the
fact, which 1 had ascertained from the practical experiment and this practical knowledge,
that the taxation under the internal revenue
system was greater than the duties upon the
imnortation of goods from abroad. It occurred
to rue that if that state oi things were permitted tj exist, the manufacturing tor this country will be done i England, France and Germany, instead of the manufacturers of our
country being employed. Why, sir, today 1
can import an article of cotton goods, pay the
duty, pay commission, pay the difference ot excuange, and sett that article of cotton goods
here at the same price it would take me to
make it here, in consequence of the increased
co t of production in this country, growing
out of the internal revenue tax directly upon
the manufactured labric and indrectly upon
.abor and the various articles necessary to be
used in the consumption of the manufacturer
to enable him to produce the fabric.
to those radical free"

Reierring particularly

trade notions which it is for the interest of
foreign manufacturers to have prevail on this
side of the Atlantic, Senator Sprague said:
I do not believe that those countries across
the water, which have occupied the attitude
tha. certain unnamed ones have toward this
country for the past four years, are entitled to
much of my sympathy, or much of the sympathy of the American people. Sir, when I
see a

petition brought into this Senate for

a

system whose sole advocates are the men who
are in the interest of those people across the
water, whose sole advocates in this country

paid by capitalists of other countries, and,
as 1 am told, are kept up and fostered constantly by means sent from there, I am less inclined to believe in the honesty of the purposes they are endeavoring to advocate.
Sir, the humble individual who now adare

private
even denominational enterprise
dresses you has come under the criticism of a
that these young ladies seek to promote. They
prominent paper in New York, and a distinbut
work not for selfish or restricted objects,
guished member of the other House; and the
that I proposed on a former ocrather for those objects the benevolence of simple inquiry
casion is held up as being not only a ridiculous
be
denied
can
all
and
to
which L patent
Toy assumption, but as something criminal, which
none.
ought to have been cried down the moment it
was uttered.
On that point, all I have to say
The proceeds of their entertainment will be
—and I desire to say it here
that
paid over to the Freedman’s Aid Association, criticisms and animadversionspublicly—is
and complaints,
to bo used by that society to assist its great from the sources from which
they have come,
If I did not know it in
are desirable to me.
work of educating and elevating those hitherother
I
know
I
that am right because
way,
to down-trodden and oppressed people who, any
they would make me wrong, t know, s'r, that
rather
than
the
of
Government
the
power
by
(he course which these instruments have been
by any art of their own, have had freedom pursuing for the last five-and-twenty years is
suddenly thrust upon them, and with it all the inimical to the liberty, to the prosperity, and
to the independence of this people. Sir, for
cares, responsibilities and duties which apper- advice as to
my public course, 1 shall not go
tain to their new condition.
to Great Britain, or to any of her champions,
receipts,
poration, or
the

are

devoted. It is no

cor-

The Freedman's Aid Association in its work
of benevolence and Christian love, appals to
all for aid. It has no other sources of revenue; it lays ifo claims before a philanthropic
people, and it asks of them, in their own way
and by means of their own selection, to raise
money to enable it to go forward with its
work. It forbids no one to aid in casting out
the d8vii3 of ignorance and brutality from the
miaJsof the freedmen,because of differences

in cree l, in political opinion, oi-Jou nice questions of sales. It Juki only the feeling heart
and tnojhelping baud. Whether the required
aid L, exhaled through the church, the lecture -o->.p, she fair, or the hall of innocent
ara n;o.uaut, it is e juaily acceptable, and will
be appropriated to the one great end of benefit,jpg lac class w.iich now has the strongest
c isas u.ua the philanthropy of the nation.—
To aid in this good worn is ihe object of the
and we trust a generous public will
“it,
bear the met in mind.
An Interesting Document.
JOHN

M.

BOTT’a “REASON 8.”

The Richmond Republic says: “The document balow in the hand writing Of John M.
Botfo, was sent to us sometime since by a
gaatisAta ia the country, to whom Mr Bolts
had given it:

“Reason. :, as theypassed through my mind on
lh reijhi of the 21,h April, 1S62, os I lay af■

soli.ary cjrifinemem in the negro jail, as the causes of my confinement:
“1st, Because I would not aid in breaking
and hi,
up :hc Union formed by Washington
compeer,, which, irem iniaucy, I had been
adore
as
the
only
taught to veaeiate and
suec anchor ot national greatness, prospeiity
ter eij l weeks

and freedom.

“2. Becausa I would not aid in the destruction of toe best government the world ha,

looked upon.
“J1. Because X would not aid in bringing
civil war, desolation and famine upon my own
section of 'he country.
“dtu. Because I would not aid in the disme.mv'ermcutJ impoverishment and ruin of
my native State, and desolation of the whole
South.
‘3th, Because I would not aid in the slaughter ot the hundreds ot thousands that have
been and will be sacrificed.
"6th, Because 1 would not aid in breaking
up tno social ties, and life-long personal and
family intimacies that tor generations have
exited.
"7th. Because I would not aid m making
widows and orphans unnumbered and unever

told.

“SUn Because I would not aid in turning
the instincts at humanity into that of wolves
and other brutes.
“ilth. Because I would not practiec alow deception and au unworthy trick, as thousands
have done, trom motives of selfishness, ambition or idar.

Because I would not adopt for myrecommend for others, a policy by
which the truita ot a country’s labor must be
“10th.

self,

or

thrown away.
“11th. Because I had the firmness to adhere
with fidelity to the principles I had cherished
and labored for thirty years to establish, and
which my state had just adopted at the polls,
but w,.ieh she renounced and repudiated
at toe dictation of a daring and corrupt democracy-.

“I2tU. Because I preferred living under a
and enduring government, to one

permanent

Umt wa, constructed on the principles of a
bomb-shell, cont.dning the elements of destrucUon within itseif, that sooner or later

explode and leave a wreck behind.
“ldth. Became I preferred a government
that wouid protect its citizens, and their
would oppress and rob
proparty, to one that
them.
“24th. Because I preferred rational civil
liberty, under a constitutional form of government, to a hateful military despotism.
“I2th. Became I would not sacrifice the
best intmesis of the people to perpetuate the
power of democracy under a Southern Confederacy, when they had lost it under the nationl
mu,t

government.

even

those that are the most liberal.”

ITEMS OF STATE HEWS.
The Whig say3 Mr. Doane, of the firm
of Ockes & Doane, shipbuilders at Brewer, had
his leg broken in tho yard a few days since.

Sy* Captain Whytal,U. S. Quartermaster,
sold at auction yesterday, at the Cony Hospital, several hundred cords of dry hard wood,
varying from $3AO to $4.00 a cord.—[Augusta
Journal.
ijy~ The Lewiston Journal says tho gross
reoeipts of the recent Catholic Fair in that

city, were

over

$1,500.

Tho Journal says that on New Year’s
day the house of Miss Betsey Merrill, in Lew-

iston, was

entered by thieves and robbed of everything the villains could take away with
them. A few days after, the police were put on
the track and succeeded in finally arresting
the guilty parties. Nearly all the property
stolen from Miss Merrill was recovered except
several valuable papers, which it is feared the
villains destroyed.
83jF* Dr. Wm. D. Herriok, formerly ono of
the ablest and ino3t successful physicians and
surgeons in Chicago, died on Sunday week,
very suddenly, at the Insane Asylum iu Augusta. He had been suffering with mental de-

rangement for several years.
VVe have heard of a death by starvation
and cold of a child iu East Maohias, during the
late intense cold. There are rumors which we
do not care to repeat without more authentic
information, in regard to the parsimony of the
of the poor.—[Machias Republican.
W o have received the first number ot a
little paper oalled “The Battle-Axe, for hewing
down the Upas of Intemperance.” It is published for five cents a copy,Monday mornings,
by tho Rockland Division Sons of Temperance.
It is small but spunky; little but full of light-

overseers

ning.
8®“ The Lewiston Journal says

musical
convention, larger than any gathering of the
kind ever held in this part of the State, is to he
held in Lewiston in a few weeks.
8®“ The City Council of Bath have instructed the Mayor to remonstrate against setting off
the town of Woolwich from Sagadahoc to Lincoln county; also against the removal of tbe
U. S. District Court from that city to
Augusta.
8®“ Tho Lewiston Journal says that the
a

Postmaster at Sabattus has his office iu Web-

ster, boards in Greene, and sleeps in Lewiston,
but in all these movements
distance of about 40 rods.

only

passes over a

Before the Supreme Court in Belfast
last week, says the Age, a case was tried, in
which Benj. F. Nourse, Esq., of Boston, was assessed $036 damages in favor of Benj. F. Hewey, in consequenoe of defendant’s foreman hav-

ing burned a piece of felled woods on the defendant’s farm in Orrington, in Jnne, 1864,
which

spread

over some

to

land of

twenty

acres

plaintiff

and burned
of wood and timber

AND SELECTED.

An exchange truly says that “you may

things in a newspaword of approbation from

insert a thousand excellent

per, and never hear a
its readers; but just let a line or two not suited to their taste slip in (though by accident)
and you will be sure to hear of it.” One of the

greatest troubles in conducting

keep it free

from

A stable

a

newspaper, is

objectionable matter.”

Charlestown,
Mass., Sunday morning last, together with
was

burned in

eight valuable team horses, and other property.

Loss about $4,000;
partially insured,
rr- In the Senate on Saturday, Mr. Guthrie
took strong ground against
continuing the
Freedmen’s Bureau in
Kentucky, Missouri,
Maryland and Delaware, and gave it as his
opinion that the adoption of the amendment to
the Constitution respecting
of it-

slavery had,

white men.

go;
doubt the

locality. As the story runs one Jim
very rummy customer, who used to

Wiison, a
get converted at every August camp-meeting

some

and took an emetic.

JJ- “Remember, madam, that you are the
weaker vessel,” said an irate husband. “Ex
actly,” said the lady, “but do not you forget

that the woaker vessel may have the stronger
spirit in it.”
g^—The citizens of Gloucester propose to
erect a new public hall, the building to cost

$50,000.
The hotel keepers in New York held a
meeting a few evenings since, at which it was

resolved to do away with the present system of
passing” or “dead-heading,” and to charge evthe
ry person who receives accommodations
usual rate of board.
EiiF* There is trouble in the Congregational
Church at East Weymouth, growing out of

raiding at a recent fiiir.
By The melancholy wreck of the packet
ship Guy Mannering, Capt. Bourne, from New
York to Liverpool, on the coast of Scotland,

Reports received

the Freedmen’s Bureau show that the whole number of
negro
schools in the South is six hundred and
thirtyone, with an aggregate of over sixty-five thou-

sand pupils.

at

and her royal highness with the infant princess
in her arms, looking on from a window. “After
each cottager had ieceived his or her gift, he or
she passed along the terrace, making grateful
obesiance,” and then AVales went to churoh,
and afterward to dinner, with the inevitable
escort. In fact, both the Queen and her son
celebrated the occasion like the larger majority
of the landed aristocracy of the country, bar*
ring the attendance and the
noto-

occurred on the Gth inst.
gy “Madam,” said a gentleman to his wife,
“let me tell you facts are very stubborn things.”

“Bear me, you don’t say so,” quoth the lady,
“what a fact you must bo!”
By The Boston Post takes great comfort in
stating the fact, if fact it is, that Mrs. Harper,
the colored lecturer, aad an audience of only
four persons in Brunswick. Perhaps that paper will not be grieved to give notice that at
Waterville Mrs. Harper lectured to a full house
of the best class of our citizens, and at the
close of the lecture there was a liberal contribution. It may also add, that it was the judgment of her audience that few women of lighter complexion could hold an audience with better eloquence or sounder reason, or tangle the

democracy of the Post stamp
gument.—[Waterville Ma:l.

with

first

quality of green hard wood in
$5.50 per cord.

Augusta,

Ky What is the difference between

a

is

belaboring.
By What is the difference between acceptrejected lovers ? The accepted kisses
the-misses, and the rejected misses the kisses.

Why

must an analytical chemist be a
Because if he’s not an analyzer (Ann

female ?

and count the telegraph pos s as he passes.—
The number of posts passed in one minute and
fifty seconds will indicate the number of miles
per hour the train is moving. This, of coursei
is based on the assumption that the posts are

placed at ten rods interval, which is said to be
commonly the case.
B#'1' Molly,” said Joe Kelly’s ghost to his
wife, “I’m in purgatory

this present,” says
he. “And what sort of a place is it ?"
says she.
“Faix,” says he, “’tis a sort of half-way house
between you and heaven; and I stand it mighty
aisy after laving you.”
“Sir said one man to another who hesitated about benefitting himself at the expense

reputation

of the

ceased,

You

of

a

and almost the

certain

individual,

de-

notoriously an immoral man,
utter opposite of a Christian,
you believe in heaven. Why

you say
do you hesitate then, in a matter like this ?”—
“Because, sir,” was the grave reply, “the late

Mr.-, though a peaceful man, hated anything sneaking; and I fear that if I should take

advantage of his death, I might meet him in
heaven, and he’d lick me like blazes."
5;3f~ The hearing on the motion for a new
trial in the case of Commonwealth vt. F. O. J.
Smith, in the Superior Court at Boston, has
been assigned for Saturday next, 27th instantIn reply to an inquiry made by the district at-

torney, the judge said that the motion oould
not be entertained unless the defendant was
present in person.
US" The City Council of Georgetown, D. C.,

by a

four-fifths vote, has eleoted a6 Town Sura returned rebel who has not yet been

veyor

pardoned.
A New York letter writer says that the
Sound Table has about paid expenses thus far,
and that the Nation has been a loss to its proprietors of about $8,000. He estimates the
profits of the Herald for the past year at about
was

recently discharged

from his commission in Liverpool for being
drunk one hundred and tetf consecutive days.
What does a telegraph' operator do when
he receives the heads of important news ?—
Waits for de tails, of course.—[Bangor
Whig.
m- At Keene, N. H., Sunday
14th

morning,
inst., a young man named Timothy HaJlley was
found frozen to death in the door-yard of his

boardi ng-house.
The house formerly occupied by Daniel
Webster at Boston, is now filled with Irish fam-

ilies;

block of stores stands where Rufus
lived, and the residences of the late

a

Choate
Dr.

Frothingham

and Edward Everett are to
be demolished to make way for blocks of buildings for trade purposes.

Secretary
masters

Stanton dismissed a quarterclerk, named Jones, on Wednesday, for

“I am not in favor of decapitation, but
I would like to sec Sumner sent to bis
long
home.”

saying,
W~

The Boston Advertiser charges the Post
of that city with printing interesting
paragraphs from the general dispatches of the Associated Press, as “special dispatches,” thus

giving

the

impression

of extensive

enterprise.

Great is the realm of humbug.
fcSF"Within a few months past, the Inspector of Weights and Measures in
Albany has
confiscated no less than one hundred and eleven
sets of false scales used by farmers and butchers at the markets in that city.

grand Italian projects arc reported—
railway through the Italo-Helvetian Alps

—Three
a

aline of steamers between Genoa and Ameri-;
ca, backed by American capital; and the
conjunction of the Mediteranean with the Po.
—A Madrid letter in the Paris Tempt states
that M. Monturiol, a Spaniard, has solved the
problem of submarine steam navigation, by the
invention of a vessel which can remain for
hours at a considerable depth, can discharge
from below, and even act as a ram for
piercing the hulls of iron-clad ships.
cannon

Used

faculty.

lor

T I N-TYPE S !
LOOK !

and recommended by the Clergy and the

Clock's Excels

or

PORTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY
jaltSNdtf

Warranted to restore gray hair to its original color, stop hairfrom rolling off, and restore hair on bald
heads where the disease is not hereditary.

or

the

The circulation of the Independent Beige is
prohibited in France till further orders. The
Paris correspondent of the Daily News remarks
that in this" the French Government is showing its teeth without being able to bite. It will
strive in vain to effect the darling object of exercising jurisdiction over the foreign press.”
Special services have been held in Westminister Abby in celebration of the eight hun—

dredth anniversary of the foundation of the
Abbey by Edward the Confessor.

English paper says: “We learn from a
source on which reliance may be placed, that
thefollowing are among the propositions to be
contained in the Reform Bill: Every person
who pays income taxes, and every one who pays
40s. assessed
to be admitted to the fran—An

taxes,

chise. The qualification in counties will be reduced to £20, and in
boroughs to £6.”
Queen Victoria kept Christmas quietly at
Osborne with the junior
princes and princesses,
going to church at
like a de-

Clock's Excelsior Hair Restorer!
Stands above comparison with all other preparations.

do
do

Clock’s Excelsior Har Restorer!

2d series.
3d senes.

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer!
Once

use

it and you will always use it.

Cl cks Excels

or
\

CfcyThe entire Stock of

price

sold by Druggists everywhere at 1.00 per bottle,
or B.00.
Call for DK. CLOCK’S EXCELSIOR HAIR RESTORER, and take no other.
Dr. F. B. CLOCK, Proprietor.
Manchesteb, N. H.
H. H. HAY, Wholesale Agent, Portland, Me.
Dec 21—sffeod*w3m
Is

or

and rich DRESS

new

GOODS, which have just been received at the New
York Store, No. 126 Middle St., will be sold for three
weeks for whatever
ihey will bring, to close the
Stock, on account of the ilness of Mr. Lucas.
These goods are entirely new, and one of the best
■elected stocks of
Goods ever opened in Portland, and must be sold
ja8d4w

Htir Restorer!

six bottles

Dry

_MARRIED.
A
A2fD

In this city, Jan 21, by Rev Mr Bray, Joseph G
Partridge and Mrs Martha Ann Brown, both of

Clean Month

A

SWEET

Portland.
In Waterville, Jan 1C, Brev Col H C Merriam and
Miss Lucy J, daughter of Ebenezer C Getchell, all of

BREATH!

Waterville.
In West Waterville, Jan 16, Charles W Taylor, of
Waterville, and Adaline H Mosher, of Smithtield.
In Fairfield, Jan 11, Thomas Dearborn and Maiy

Abomatique Is a fragrant Mouth and Tooth
Wash, composed of Aromatic Gums and Balsams.—
It communicates a delightful fragrance to the breath
a cooling and delicious taste to the mouth, hardens
the gnms, allays a sensitive condition of the nerves
of the teeth, stops toothache, and arrests decay of
the tooth. Solo manufacturers,
CASWELL, MACK & CO., New York.
Sold by
CROSMAX fc CO., 75 Middle St.
Jan 12—TT&slm
Ecr

J Brown.

DIED.
In this city, Jan 22, Willie T,
Ellen A Chase, aged 15 months.

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS.
FROM

NAME

DATE.

FOR

Manhattan.New York. .Vera Cruz.... Jan 23
Eagle.New York. .Havana.JaD 24
Scotia.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 24
City of Manchester New York. .Liverlool.Jan 24
North American... Portland.. .Liverpool.Jan 27
City of New York.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 27
Hansa...New York. Bremen.Jan 27
Pennsylvania.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 27
North America....New York. .Itio Janeiro... Jan 29
Corsica.New York. .Havana.Jan 29

Asia.Boston.Liverpool.Jan

splendid hair dressing.

Cortez.Boston.Havana.Feb
Nova Scotian.Portland....Liverpool.Feb
Germania...New Y ork.. Hamburg.Feb
Moro Castle.New Y ork.. Havana.Feb

It.

IT IS RECOMMENDED AND

USED BY THE
MEDICAL AUTHORITY.
fy* Ask for Hall’s Sicilian Hair Renewer, and
take ne other.
R. P. IIALL & r0.,
Nashua. N. H., Proprietors.
W. W. Phillips if Co
Wholesale Ajcnts.
aagl0snd&w6m

31
1
3
3
7

FIRST

Miniature Alumnae.January 23.
Sunrises.7.22 I Moon gets.
AM
Sun Bets.5.03 | High water. 4.00 PM

MARHSTE
PORT

BASCOM’S

and

Croup Syrup l

OF

days.

Sch Water Lilly, (Br)
Fortress Monroe.
Sch Ida F Wheeler, Dyer, Baltimore.
Sell Pembroke, Laughton, Boston forfPembroke.
Sch Emily, Grant, Boston for Ellsworth.
Scbs Emma Wadsworth, Horsey, and Pinta, Bryant, Eastport for Boston.

For Couohs and Colds, one bottle will satone that it must be kept m the house.
For
Consumption it will give relief when all other remedies fh.il. PRICE FIFTY CENTS.
Prepared an i sold by Be. E. F. Bascom, No. 15
Middle Street.
BURGESS, FOBES & CO., Wholesale Agents, No.
SO Commeicial Street, Portland, Me.
Nov. 15.
dlmsn&w3cn#
equal.

any

Purdy,

Signal for

a

brig.

CLEARED.
Steamship Nova Scotian, (Br) Wylie, New York—

H & A Allan.

Barque Ellen Stevens, Howe, Cardenas—Hight &

Chilblains Can Be Cured!
Use CHARLES’ LINIMENT.

Follcw the Dtrec

lions strictly and we warrant a care.
For sale, Wholesale and Retail, by

BURGESS, FOBES

CO.,
Agents,
80 Commercial Street, (Thomas Block,)
dec27dtfsN
Portland, Me.
Mr. Todd,
Dear Sir :—I had lost my hair by a disease ot the
scalp, and on- the top of my head there was a place as
large os a silver dollar, entirely bald, smooth and
glossy. I was told by judges that it never would
grow. I can give you fifty names, if it is needed,
to prove to any one who may doubt the fact that the
hair has grown out as perfect as on any part of my
head; and I know that it was brought cut by the use
of your Hungarian Balm. You are at liberty to
publish this.
Respectfully yours,
CHARLES B. SAVAGE,
Jan 19—BNdlw
Bath, Me.

The First National Bank
OP PORTLAND.
ON

DEPOSITS.

THIS Bank will Issue Certificates of Deposit, payable on demand, bearing interest at favorable rates.
W. E. GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, Nov. 13, lSGS.-dtfSN
WARREN’S

GOUGH

BALSAM!

HaB been fonnd by experience to be the

BEST REMEDY
For the various diseases of the Lungs and Throat,
such as

DIPHTHERIA,
A at limn,

Bronchitis, Consumption, Croup,

Influenza, Pleurisy, Pneumonia, or
Inflammation of the Lungs,

Whooping Cough,
In these complaints this Medicine has NO SUPERIOR, and while thus efficacious it is perfectly safe to
and

administer to persons of all uges.
The Cough Balsam possesses the two-fold advantage of being at once valuable as a curative and invaluable as a preventative of all the diseases ot the
Throat, Lungs and Bronchia.
The world is challonged to produce a compound of

equal efficacy
safety.
#*# Prepared and sold by AMBROSE WARREN,
Botanic Druggist, No. 1 Granite Block East Market
and

Square, Bangor, Me.

ITCH 1

nol4gNd&ww6m

Scratch,

ITCH I

Scratch,

Wheaton’s

Dyer.

Brig

Geo

Burnham, McLellan, Matanzas—Isaac

Emery.
Sch Maria Thoresa, (Br) McLaughlin, Port Mulgrave NS—master.
Sch Matanzas, Kilby, Boston—T Asencio & Co.
SAILED—Steamer Nova Scotian, at 4$ PM; barks
Istria, and Ellen Stevens.

&

General

INTEREST

I

ITCH I
Scratch!

Ointment

Will Care the Itch in Forty-Eight Hours.
Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
and all Eruptions qf the Skin. Price BO cents.
For
sale by all drugglsjs.
By sending 60 cents to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole
Agonts, 170 Washington St., Boston, it will be forwarded by mail, free of postage, to any part of the
United States.
Oct 28,1865.—g N d&wlyr

FROM MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.
Ar at Havana 151h, brigs Helen O Phtnney, Boyd,
and D O Castner, Schwartz, Portland: Lillian,-.
Sid 14th, brig Clara M Goodrich, Look, Portland;
15th, barque Sarah B Hale, Hutchinson, do.
Cld 16tn, brig Proteus, Mahoney, Portland.
Ar at Matanzas 13th, sch Kate Carlton, Bowden,
Portland; 14th, brig Sarah B Crosby, Crosby, St
•John .MB; 15th, barque S W Holbrook, Small, from

Portland.
Sid 12th, brig Aurora, for Portland.

Barque Halcyon, (of Bath) Larrabee. from Gloucester, Eng, lor New Orleans, arrived off Nassau NP
5th inst, short of provisions, and the pilot in taking
her into Salt Cay anchorage, caused her to Blrike
seven times and starting a bad leak. She afterwards
dragged ashoro during a heavy blow, where she remained seven days, pounding heavily. All the salt
between decks was taken out and the vessel have oft;
she has been docked for repairs.
Brig Neva, Talbot, trom New York for Jacksonville,

before
wrecked on St Johns Bar,
Fla,
tine dou ole-decked vessel of 230 tons, built at
East Machlas in 1864, and was owned by S H Talbot,
P S J Talbot, J R Talbot, and F L Talbot, ol East
Machlas. and Simpson & Clapp, of New York. She
was partially Insured.
Barque Pathfinder, fm Roc Hand for New Orleans,
struck on South Bimini Bank 27th ult, but came off
wl bout assistance and proceeded.
Sch Ocean Ranger, trom Philadelphia for Boston,
21
out, was spoken 13th inst, in lat 37 30, Ion 68,
with loss of jibs and boat, bulwarks stove, and short
of provisions. Was supplied by schr A Bradford.
was a

reported

days

DOMESTIC PORTS.
WEST—Sid 6th Inst, brig Martha A Berry,
Blatchford, Boston; 9th, sch Coast Pilot, Goodale,
KEY

Apalachicola.
Sid 10th, ship Roamer, Paino, Liverpool.
MOBILE—Ar 11th. sclis Maria Hall, Kelley, Boston :12tli, Mabel Hall, Hall, Richmond; 13th, sbsp
Skakspeare. Packard, New York; barque Carlton,

Trecartin, do.
Cld 10th, brigs Richmond, Powers, for Providence;
Aquidneck, Bigley, New York; 12th, ships Cynosure,
Liverpool; Success, Chase, Havre; sch J S Lee,
Jordan, mow York.
RICHMOND—Ar 19th, brig Wm Nickels, Ames,
Xewburyport.
NORFOLK—Ar 17th, sch Lookout, Lane, Portland
(lias been reported sailed.)
FORTRESS MCNROE—Ar 19th, brig Susan West,
from Cape Good Hope lor New York, (crew under
arrest for mutiny.)
In Hampton Roads 18th, ship Elvira Owen, from
Pldladelpnia for Antwerp, (in distress.)
BAl/lLMORF.—Ar 19tn. sclis Campbell, Gales, fm
Portland; Wm A Crocker, Tierce, Fortress Monroe.
Cld 19th, schs Mary A Rich, Hopkins, Norfolk: G
M Tartridge, Dorr, New York.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 2. th, sch Alida, Lambert,
Boston.

Cld 20th, ship St Peter, Goodwin. New Orleans.
At Delawar e Breakwater 18th, brigs Belle Bernard
from New Orleans for Philadelphia; Albert Adams,
from New York lor Hampton Roads.
NEW YORK—Ar 19th, brigs Clio,

Benson, Per-

nambuco; Henry Means, Hill, Wilmington.

AUCTION COLUMN.

Auction

Sale—Henry Bailey

& Co.
ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Hry Goods—nevulaud & Rawson.
For Sale—House.
Lost—Collar.
Cre ‘pers—22 Exchange St.
Saleswoman Wanted—Geo. Anderson
Special Notice—Pitman & Co.
Furniture—Geo. T. Burroughs & Co.
Notice-J. T. McCohb.
To Lot—77 Free Street.
Wanted—Girls.
NEW

continued to Monday, was again brought before the Commissioner.
Sanborn retracted
his plea of not guilty, and pleaded guilty.
In

default of sureties in the

sum

of $500 for his

appearance at the February term of the U. S.
District Court, he was committed to jail.
BUPREME JUDICIAL. COURT.

NEXT

DAYS I

SIXTY
-AT-

CLEVELAND &

TERM—TAPLEY, J., PRESIDING.
Monday.—The trial of the trover case, Ze-

Cushing & als., vs, Thomas Pennell, was
Mr. Burleigh was placed upon the
stand and underwent a long examination. Not
nas

resumed.

finished.
E. & F. Fox,

S. C. Strout.

Portland Shovel

Manufacturing Company.

To the Editor of the Press:

Having conceived the idea that some of the
readers of the Press may be interested to hear
something of the manufacturing of shovels
and spades, in one of the largest and most extensive establishments In the country. Induces
me to give the few following statements. The
Portland Shovel Manufacturing Company commenced

manufacturing
discription three

shovels and

spades

of

years ago. Since that
time more than seventy thousand dozen have
been made from the best of bar iron, with

every

steel

have four hammers of the most

4

No.

Street

Free

Block,

At prices that cannot Aril to suit every one, consisting of Silks, Thlbets, Delaines, Alpaccas, and

Dress Goods of All Kinds.

Broadcloths, Oatsimeres, Doeskins Tricot*,
AND WOOLENS OF ALL OBADE8.

BROWN AND BLEACHED TABLE LINEN:
QUILTS: NAPKINS; TOWELING; PLAIN
and BIRD’S EYE LINEN; PLAIN and
CHECKED CAMBRICS; and a general
assortment ol WHITE GOODS. Plain
and Bordered Handkerchief, in
great variety.
Brown and Blenched Cottons, Tickings,
Denims, and Flannels*
ot

every description and

kinds

good

a

assortment

of all

or

Such as are usually found in
ot which arc to be sold at

Very Low

a

Dry Goods Store,

all

the Portland manufactured shovels will stand
first, and be purchased in preference to any

employed by

stock of

Cloakings, Shawls, and Blankets,
Which will bo sold «old at prices suitable to tho
times and season.
PLEASE GIVE US A CALL.
Remember the place,
No. 4

Free Si. Block, Portland, Maine.

CLEVELAND

&

RAWSON,

Successors to THRASHER & CO.
Jan 23—dtf
----

Special

Notice.
who have been canvassing for the new
popular work, Grant and Sherman, their CamGenerals, written by J. T. Headley, are
paigns and
nereby notified that the agency of Grace & Co.. Port
Land, for the above work is discontinued, and that all
orders for Books, sent the undersigned, will be forwarded to their ordei, by express, Irom Boston, Ma«s,
and they are requested to report immediately the
number of unsupplied copies, and also to state what
territory was assigned them by said Wm. Grace 3
Co. Any persons wishing an agency for the above
PITMAN & CO.,
work will address
21 School St, Boston, Mass.
ja23dlw

AGENTS

B.

Plain and Marble Top,
ALSO,
Cottage, French and Corinthian

Walnut,

Sets I

GEO. T. BURROUGHS ft CO.,
No. 4 Free St. Block

NOTICE.
the
THE

ft Statement of the condition of
PORTLAND GAS LIGHT CO., January

following

L 1866.

is

Exist*ng Capital, (all paid in)

invested In Real Estate, fixtures
valued at
upon it, and in
the Company about,
Owing
Last valuation oi the Real Estate and
taxable property ol the corporation,
fixed by the assessors,

Capital

machinery,

by

#300,000.00
196,979.56
20,033.48
320,600.00

J. T. McCOBB, Treasurer.

Sworn to

ja23dlt

State of Maine.
Cumberland, 88. 20th Jan’y, 1866.
beiore me,
BEWJ. KINGSBURY. Jr.,
Justice of Pace.

To Let.

M
Jan

Throe Rooms on Laylbyette St, (Munjoy).
Enquire of
H. ROWE, Architect, on the premises.

23—dlw

For Sale.
large and convenient House, No. 15
Watervifie St, suitable lor two families. Terms
A

Hii!

JfeUtLoi sale liberal.
Apply to W, No. 37$ Middle St.

ja23dtf

To Let.
and Suits ol

furnished to let, with
SINGLE
Free Street*

Rooms furnlshod or unwithout board, at 77

or

Respectable transient boarders accommodated.
Jan 22—dlw*

of the Preset

Lost!
between Franklin St. and First Parish
Church, a Stone Martin Collar. The finder, by
leaving it at STEPHEN GALE’S, will be rewarded.
Jan 23—dlw*

SUNDAY

CREEPERS 1
CKEEPER in the market is
It has been Wfll proved.
42 Exchange Street.

only
BAILEY’S PATENT.
THE
0_

Jan 23— dlw

was

reading

He says

that he has discovered a medicine for the head

and dressing for the hair, that is free from alcohols and oils of every description, and free
from poisonous substances, such as sugar of
lead and lac sulphur, and that it is purely a
vegetable compound. That struck me as a
great revolution in the hair dressing line. It
is more than we think at the first glance, as

preparations
people to use

upon the hair have poisonous substances in
I know of three cases in this city
them.
where the best judges think that paralysis was
caused by poisonous preparations that had
been used upon the head.
One of them
dropped dead, and the first question asked by
the physician when he arrived, was, has he
been

using such

and such articles for

coloring

the hair ?

The facts were, that he had been
using the very preparations known to have
poisonous substances in them.

Now, I kuow Mr. Todd says he has discovered a dressing free from every such article.—
If it is so, and I do not dcubt the fact, is it
not entitled to more attention tlian a passing
thought, or a newspaper puff? I have known
of several cases in which ail other means had
failed to stop the hair from falling off and cur-

head, where this prepahope our physicians will
give it a try, as some have done, and if it is
what it seems to be, will give it their support,
although Mr. Todd is not an M. D.
Habby.

Flre.
The new and beautiful dwelling
house of John W. Dana, Esq., at Fa1mmit.li
—

(fore side), was destroyed by fire on Sunday
night, together with the adjoining out building. A portion of the furniture and paintings, the library and plate were saved. The
house was insured for $4,000, at the Lorillard
Co., New York, and the furniture, library,
paintings, plate, Ac., for $5,300 in the North
American Co., New York, at the agency of
J. E. Dow A Son, in this city.
The fire occurred from a defect in the chimney, and was fortunately discovered by Mr.
Dana as he was on the point of retiring at 10
o’clock at night.
His family had all retired,
and as he was about to follow them a pungent

burning pine saluted his nostrils.
He went down stairs and examined very care-

fully, but could discover nothing. Returning,
he opened a closet adjoining the chimney, and
heard a roaring, which he supposed was caused by the chimney being on fire. On opening

Port Royal, Fort Pulaski,
Jacksonville, BerHundreds, Swift Creek, Drury’s Bluff,
Spring HUi, Fort Gregg, Ware Bottom Church,
Cold Harbor, before Petersburg, Cemetery
Hill, Chaffin’s Farm, Fair Oaks, Hatcher’s
Run, Rice’s, SL Leon and Appomattox Court
muda

Opeba.—Our citizens will be gratified to
know that they are to enjoy a couple of Opera
nights this week at Deering Hall—on Thurs-

day and Friday evenings.
Mr. Leonard Grover will bring his
troupe of
artists and give us German operas. On Thursday evening the performance will be Fidelio,
and on Friday evening Boildieu’s
grand ope*a
of La Dame Blanche, with fall orchestra and
fall chorus.
The company is now performing in Boston
to crowded houses. The names of some of
the leading artists may be seen in our advertising column. The Boston Journal in speaking of them says:
The German company is highly esteemed
here, and with good reason too, for their per-

formances evolve such quantities of good huthat it is impossible to lesist their fascination. Individuality is rarely apparant, or at
least objectionally so. We cite their representation of “Martha” as an illustration. How
sparkling and enlivening was the overture,
played by the German orchestra and directed
by the skillful Nenendord. This led us agreeably Into the play. Following it lh>m beginning to end, the charming music ol “Flotow”
was united with the hearty
co-operative action of the singers, keeping the senses in a
constant spell of delight. 'The cast of Mine.
Johansen, Mile. Dziuba and Messrs. Hableman
and Weinlich into the leading parts was fortunate. All of the principal songs were enmor

cored, while the concerted pieces were much
applauded.
The book will be open this morning at 9

o’clock at the ticket office for the sale of
reserved seats. We think every seat in the
house will be taken.
Fobebt City Pabk.—The recent thaw has
put the Park in splendid condition for driving.
Every afternoon may be seen there the beauty
and fashion of our city, enjoying the excitement of speed, and at the same time
breathing
the pure, invigorating air that God intended
us to breathe.
Go and try it, you will find it
better than medicine. Free to all. Inside
track for slow driving, outside for fast
Collision.
A sleigh containing three
young ladies collided with a coal cart opposite
the Casco Natloual Bank yesterday afternoon.
The lady who was driving, as well as the oth—

paying too much attention to the
sidewalk, and not quite enough
to where the horse wes leading the sleigh.—
Hence the collision, which hoisted all three of
the feminines from the sleigh, and drew their
attention to sublunary matters.
Fortunately
they were not injured at all, and went on their
way rejoicing that it was no worse.
They
ers,

was

beaux

were

on

the

not hall so much amazed as the occucart.

pants of the coal

B. F. C.—The fourth of the popular entertainments of the B. F. C. will be given this
evening at Cummings’ Hall, Free Street Block,

when the comedy of War to the Knife and the
pantomime of Mons. Dechalumean, will be
performed. These entertainments are among
the most agreeable got up in our city.
They
Tickets
attract, as they deserve, full houses.
can be obtained at the places named in the
advertisement in another column.
Run Over.—Last evening as Capt. Benj.
was crossing Middle Street, near the
head of Union Street, he was knocked down
and run over by a horse attached to a
sleigh,
in which two men were riding,
ne was taken up considerably bruised but able to walk to
his residence.

Hsley

LEGISLATURE OF MAINE.
Augusta, Jan. 20,1866.
SENATE.

The President presented and read a letter from Hon. Samuel F. Perley, declining to
serve as a member of the Executive Council.

Passed to be engrossed—An act additional
to an act to incorporate the Forest City Sugar Refinery; an act to incorporate the Skowhegan Hall Association; an act to auth< rize
Geoige W. Gorham to extend his wharf
into the tide water of Passamaquoddy Bay;
an act to incorporate the Grand Falls Manufacturing Company; an act to incorporate
the Sabattis River Manufacturing Company.
Mr. Manson reported a bill to incorporate
the Androscoggin Land and Petroleum Company, which was read and assigned.
Mr. Abbott reported, in response to the order directing
inquiry, that legislation in
amandmer t of divorce law (chaster 4o of the
laws of 1868) would not be expedient.
IN CONVENTION.
A joint convention elected Col. Georgft W.
Randall, of Freeport, a member of the Executive Council, hi place of Hon. Samuel F Perley, who declined.
HOUSE.

Passed to bo engrossed—An act to amend
the charter of the Portland Rolling Mills and
an additional to the same: an act additional
to an act to incorporate the Portland Glass

Company.

The House indefinitely postponed bill to
raise the salary of the Register of Probate of

Washington County.
Taxation of the

/

of non-residents
was made the subject of two orders of
inquiry
in the House.

property

was

the

mail arrived all that had to be done was to
place the letters in the boxes. This arrangement is to be continued.

The mails

are

assorted

now

with great disdelivery win-

the

dows.
Pbomenade CojfOEBT.—The Portland Regatta Association will give a grand Promenade
Concert at City Hall this evening, which, it is
hoped, all friends of manly and invigorating

sports

will

patronize. Arrangements

have

been made for a brilliant time, which the managers will see are carried out.

fpo MAKE OIL CLOTHS.
Apply at once.
1
UhO. W. KICH & CO.,
No. 171 Fore St.
ja23dlw

i? Ex-America Hose Co. give their last Assembly this evening. Sixteen dances. Tickets seventy-five cents. Music by Chandler.—
These dances are highly spoken of, and deserve
the patronage of the public.

Girls Wanted

Their flag bears the
following honorable

record:

on fire, it having caught beSigns of Cold Weather.
chimney and the clapboarding,
Punch notes the following signs of a cold
probably from a brick being disintegrated.— snap. It is probably sharp winter weather—
When you think that you don’t know
Tift family was immediately aroused, and
whether the first bell has been rung or not.
such portions of the fbmiture, Ac., saved as
When it strikes you that your watch Is at
were possible,
The insurance will not cover least ten minutes
fast; and so if you get up
the loss sustained by some thousands of dol- when the minute hand is “at a quarter to’’
be
in
you’ll
lars.
capital time.
That if you could only be taken out of bed
Dispatch.—The Southern mail reached to be washed and dressed by machinery, you
wouldn’t mind getting up.
the Post Office in this city yesterday at twenty
That another five minutes’ sleep will make
minutes before 1 o’clock. Five minutes before
you all right for the day.
That it’s three minutes to the half-hour, and
1, the letter mail, a large one, was distributed
you’ll get up exactly at the half-hour.
and the letters were all placed in the boxes.
That it’s just one minute past the half-hot*,
This was effected by having one of the clerks,
so ybuTl get up exaetly at the thirty-five minMr. York, go out to South Berwick Junction utes.
That as five minutes wont make mnch difand, upon the arrival of the train at that stasay, get up at the quarter punctually.
tion, commence assorting the letters intended ference,
The following considerations will also lend
for delivery at this office; so that when the
you to the conclusiou that the winter has

tween

WANTED

an experienced Saleswoman at the
New York Skirt and Corset
Store, 26 Market
Square.
GEO. ANDERSON.
Jan 23—d3t*
Agent.

Transferred,

118
22
1
88
0
1

window he discovered that the outside of

the house

The general Committee on the Freedmen’s
Fair are requested to meet at the Aldermen’s
room at 3 o’clock, this
(Tuesday) afternoon.

Saleswoman Wanted.

Died,

I

[We publish the above willingly, and will
add, that we have used Todd’s Hungarian
Balm, and find it unequaled as a cure for dandruff and a nice hair dressing.]

a

Discharged,

the humor in the

patch, and without closing

reliable

are

sensation of

Just received, and for sale by

ja23dtt

men

Raw.

thought struck me while I

ration has done it.

our

Seventy-five

the company.

the advertisement of J. M. Todd.

ing

Figures l

We would call particular attention to

Each shovel

spade passes through from twenty to twenty-five different hands, each maD knowing and
doing his part. I believe they find no difficulty in procuring sales for them, and I predict

or

few are aware how many of the
that are put before the public for

RAWS0ITS,

8th Maine.—The 8th

House.

JANUARY

Revolutions never go Backwards.

GOODS!

DRY

the

Present on the rolls,
Killed in action,

WM. H. CLIFFORD, ESQ., COMMISSIONER.
Daniel Sanborn, of Kittery, whose examination, for larceny of copper from the Kittery
Navy Yard, was commenced last week, and

To the Editor

Forty Thousand Dollars

op

regiment arrived here, in a special train
from Boston, soon after three o’cloca yesterday afternoon. At the Kennebec depot they
were furnished with a fine collation,
got up by
Mr. Higgins. Soon after they started tor Augusta, where they will be paid off.
The following is a portion of the staff:
Wm. McArthur,Colonel; K. A. True,Lieut.
Colonel; Spencer W. Young, Adjutant; Casper Marshall, Quartermaster; H. C. Levenseller, Surgeon. Assistant Surgeon left beliind.
Whole number recruited for regt,
1,583
Present number on rolls,
278
Killed in action,
tlO
Missing in action,
li;
Discharged,
742
289
Died,
78
Transferred,
No. of officers com. for this regt.,

U.S. COMMISSIONERS COUBT.

This

Chamber

in her bottom stopped up.
Ship Elvira Owen, (rom Philadelphia (or Antwerp,
put into Hampton Roads 18th inst, in distress, and
reports having thrown overboard 800 bbls petroleum
to save the ship.
Ship Hudson, Pratt, at New York from London,
repoits, Jan.8. in a gale, John Biown, seaman, while
furling the foretopsail, fell from the yard and was
lost.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
German Optra—Deerlng Hall—25th Inst.

other in the market.

$40,000.00.

Israel L Snow and others, of Rockland, owners of
the yacht Wanderer, have taken her up on the railway, and lind her badly rotted. She will be rebuilt
stick by stick, so as to preserve her original shape.
DISASTERS.
Sch Kate Aubrey, of Portland, before reported
ashore at Gloucester, and subsequently floated off
and sunk, has been raised and righted and the hole

New Advertisement* To-Day

now

PORTLAND.

Monday* January 22.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Franconia, Sherwood, New York.
Sch Windward, (of Stockton) Libby, Matanzas, 21

For Asthma, Whooping Congh, Croup, Bronchitis,
Congestion of the Lungs, Pleurisy, Consumption, or
any ot er difficulties ot the Lungs or Air Passages.
For the above diseases tills is the best remedy that
was ever offered to tlic public, as any person who has
ever used a bottle will testify.
For Croup it has no

isfy

New Advertisements.

Foreign and Domestic Goods!

iSTEWS

VICINITY.

OF* Advertisers will benefit themselves, as treUas
accommodate us, by sending in their advertisements
at an early hour in the
day.

nice finished shovels per minute.

SPOKEN.
Dec 19, lat 36 50 N, Ion 12310 W, ship Gentoo,Freoman, from San Francisco for Callao.
Dec 28, lat 49, Ion 13, ship American Congress,
Woodard, lrom London ior New York.
Jan 14, off Sombrero, barque Nineveh, Stack pole,
from New York for New Orleans.

Portland

It will keep the hair from falling out.
It cleanses the scalp and makes the hair'soft, lustrous and silken.

Cough

York.

IMPORTS.

INAL COLOR.

OR.

Texel 29th ult, Cordelia, Morris, lrom

To be sold within the next

SHIELDS. Barque Templar —810 tons coal, to
Gas Light Co.
MATANZAS. Sell Windward—277 hhds 41 tres 23
bbls molasses, to Isaac Emery.

AND

PORTLAND

inlaid, (called plated shovels). They
improved patBaltimore.
tern, and employees inferior to none in the
Ar at Hong Kong Nov 21, Oracle, Wood, from San
United States. It has been the principle of
Francisco, (with loss of sails); 22d, Moravian, Patten the
company to spare no pains or expense to
Sunderland; 241h, Clara Morse, Lawrence, do.
Sid Nov 27, W A Farnsworth, Tliomdiko, ior San
obtain the most practical' workmen, men of
Francisco.
Ar at Singapore Nov 28, New Hampshire. Lord, ftn
long experience; and some who are now in
Cardiff for Hong Kong.
their employ have spent more than thirty years
Sid Nov 24, John Stuart, Lemon, Bombay; 25th,
Osaca, Terry, Saigon.
at some particular part. They have the most
Sid fin Calcutta Nov 25, Waterloo, Babson, Boston;
30tb. Colorado, Freeman, and Roswell Sprague, Crosimproved machinery, and it is so well adapted,
by, fordo.
that with one ponderous blow, each piece is
Ar at Buenos Ayres Nov 23. Magna Charta, Harticut and shaped to that exactness which, when
gan, New York, (and sailed 24th for Kosairo.)
put together, constitutes one great wboie in
In port Nov 24, Spirit of the Age, Aitcbeson; Florence Treat, Short; Eyelvn, Jenkins; Ella
Virginia, perfectness.
and
B
for
New
Aymar, Sawyer,
York; AnJohnson
At times they employ over one hundred
nie McKenzie, Stevenson, tor Portland; Fidelia,
S one, for Boston.
and with that amount of help, can make
men,
Ar at Montevideo Nov 23, E Churchill, trom Searspoit; 26th, Manuela, Morse, Portland; Slg al, Snow, fene hundred and fifty dozen per day, or three
New

In barque Templar, from Shields—Fred T
Bartlett,
Mary E Bartlett, and Anna M Bartlett.

It is a vegetable compound, and contains no injurious properties whatever.
IT WILL RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIG-

use

Messina 23d ult, Lemuel,Wilson, Corfu; 28th
Hamilton, Marsh man, Genoa; Sacramento.
Hussey, Malta.
Ar at Girg.-n 23d ult, Mira, DU, Cagliari.
lm Cadiz 27th ult, Intrepid,
Wlnsor, for New
ySld

Ar at
Fannie

-woeth or—

Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer has proved itself to be the most perfect preparation for the hair ever offered to the p&blic.

young, should fell to

phia.

_PASSENGERS*

mail,

or

Ar at London 2d, Rhine, Moore, and
Atlanla,Pinkham, New York.
Sid fill Gravesend 30th, Gen Butler, Chase,for Port
Philip: 1st inst, Villa Franca, Anderson, New York.
Ill Ihe Downs 1st, Lizzie Meses, Austin, lrom London for New York, (put back.)
Ar at Plymouth 3d, Flora E Brower,
Brewer, from
Galveston lor Liverpool, (with damage. •

of William and

In Minot, Jan 13, Mrs Betsey Dale, aged 68 years 7
months 27 days.
In East Liruington, Jan 20, of consumption, Mrs
Emma A, wife of Henry C Small, aged 34 yoars and
9 months.
[ Bangor papers please copy.]

plating

No person, old

Savannah.

76 years 7 months.

and Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human Organs in a state of Health and Disease, with a Treatice on Early Errors, its
Deplorable Consequences
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s Plan of
Treatment— the only rational and successful mode of
cure, as shown by the report of cases treated. A
truthful adviser to the married, and those contemmarriage, who entertain doubts at their physical condition. Sent free of postage to any address,
on receipt of 25 cents, in stamps or postal currency,
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane,
Albany, N. Y.
The author may be consulted upon any of the diswhich his book treats either personally or
eases
upon
and medicine sent to any part of the world
by
Oct 6—s sr d&w6m

a

Havana.
Returned 31st, Mary Russell, for
Philadelphia,
with loss of both anchors and chains.
Ent out 1st inst. Golden Ilind, Davis, Hong Kong
2d, Pilot Fish, Sedgely, Buenos Ayres;
Miller, and Alamo, Strieker, New Orleans: Northampton. Morse, for do; 3d, New Englaud, Hodge

Funeral Wednesday afternoon, at 3 o’clock,
from No 2 Pine street.
In Gorham, Dec 23, Deacon Matthias Murch, aged

t3P* A Physiological View of Marriage:
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 tine Plates

It is

eon

[Per steamer Nova Scotian.]
Ar at Liverpool 2d inst, Zephyr, West, New Orleans; 3d, Gettysburg, Edgo, do.
Cld 30tn, Homswaid Bound, Gilmoro, Havana: E
H Taylor, Lord, New York; 1st inst. Sami C
Grant,
llicli, Baker’s Island; Zuleika, Bidwell. Bombay; 2d
Webster, Norris, New York; 3d, Walter, Libby, for

Arrival

1866.

Maine

Boston for

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Panama lklh inst, ship Winfield Scott. Rand
orders.
wtg
At Callao £8th nit. ship Enoch
Talbot, Merrlman,
lrom Cardiff, ar 21st; Mary Emma, Fatten, lrom
do,
ar -4tli; Jash Fatten,
Percy, fm do, ar 25th; Charter Oak, Tukey, tin Madras, ar 22d;
Atlantic, Smalley, lrom Islay, ar 25th; Moonlight, Deslion, from
Montevideo, ar 25tli—all lor Cliinciias.
At Demarara 25th ult, brig Hattlo Eaton. Small,
for Turks Island and Boston.

New York.
Ar in the

99
98’
103

United States Five-twenties, 1862.
do
1865.102
United States Ten-lorti©9. 93j

A single trial convinces the most sceptical of its value.

Portland; Convoy, Merrill,

Ar at Havre 1st inst, Helen Sands, OtlB, from Now
Orleans.
Ar at Hamburg 1st inst, Richard HI, Gardlnor ftn
Callao; Arabia, Fuller, do.
At Cuxhavcn 1st inst, W B Dinsmore, Foster, for
England.
Cld at Ilelvoet 1st inst, Ocean Pearl, Newcomb, fiu

Sales;at

nicest bonnet.

—

Whippingham,
English matron, and subsequently treating
all the boys and girls of the
village school with
books, toys, plum-pudding and a Christmas
tree, the presents being distributed to the children by her majesty and the royal family in
person. “Wales” did the like, on a larger scale,
at Sandringham. Fifty stone of beef was given to the cottagers on the princely estate, his
royal highness superintending, on the terraoet

STo. 80 Middle Street.
A. S. DAVIS.

Boston Stock List*
the Brokers Board, Jan 22.
American Gold. 1394
U. S. Coupon Sixes. 1881,. IG3J
United States 7 3-10tlis Loan, 1st series._ 99

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Res+orer!
Will not stain the finest linen

LOOKt!

-AT THE-

Hair Restorer!

New York for

Tuesday Morning, January 23,

Richmond.
In port 20th, schs R L Tay,
Boston, S A Hammond,
Alice Parker, willow, and Convoy.
BOSTON—Ar 21st, barque Bounding Billow, Vidulich, Messina; sell Geo Brooks, Henley, Portland.
SALEM—In port 21st, scIir Sarah Buck. Grover,
r-om Belfast lor New York; Delmont, Orr, Portland
lor Baltimore.
BATH—Cld 22d. ia-iuo Eventldo, Park, for Matanzas; brig Sea Foam, for Havana.

Sid tlu Sunderland 1st, Castilliau, Pike, ior Singapore.
Ar at Falmouth 31st, Ottawa, McDonald, Philadel-

25 Tin«Type* for 50 cents*
25 Gem Ambrotypes, 50 cents*

Hair R storer !

—

cent

juneSldlyr

tion.

Clock's Excel

$300,000.
!feS7i” A ship captain

THIS oelebrated Toilet Soap, in such universal
Is made from the choicest materials, is
mild and emollient in its nature, fragrantly scented,
and extremely beneficial in its act upon the s> in.
For sale by all Druggists and
Fancy Goods Dealers

demand,

it fails to

Cld20th, ships American Union, Moire, MobileM 11 Ludwig. Harding, Callao; brigs J B Elliott’
Murphy, Sagua; A Bradshaw, Allen, tor NuevitaaViolet, Adams, Pensacola.
Also cld 20th, barque Edw Hill, Kilby, Sisal; brig
G W Barter, Frectliy, Darien.
Ar 20th, snip Haze, Forsyth, San Francisco; Constellation, from Liverpool; Panama, Soule, Whampoa; sell Ousel. Cathavt, Para.
Also ar 2i)th, brig T W Rowland, Morris, Palermo;
sell Zampa, Johnson, Martinique 28 da>9.
Below, ship Glad Tidings, from Liverpool.
Ar22d. barque Linda, Hewett, from Havre; brig
Machias. Cates, Caidenas.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 21st, brigs D B Doane, Redman, and Chimborazo, Hatch, Wilmington, to load
for Boston; schs Mary Aim, Brvant: Triton, Freeman, and Exchange, Brown, lor New York; Caineo,
EH well, Mystic, Cfc.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 19th,schs Willow,Fanning,

Columbia.

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!

Clock's Excelsior Hair Restorer!
give perfect satisfa*

Croup Syrup,

And taking according to dirootions.
Jan 18—syd2mos
"T

at

are

though

DB. BASCOMB’S

Couprh and

The only perfoot Hair Restorer and Hair Dressing
combined.

Eliza) he must be a charlatan (Charlotte Ann).
ty What Is the difference between a spider
and a duck ? One has its feet perpetually on
a web, and the other a web
perpetually on its
feet.
jiy An exchange says if a traveller by railway wishes to know the rate of speed at which
he is going, he has merely to take out his watch

That Cough

CAN BE CUBED by going down to No. 15 Middle Street, and getting a Bottle of

Clock's Excelsior Hair Restorer!

Which is the most wonderful animal in
A pig, because he is killed first

cape.

RESTLESSNESS.
And all diseases of the Nervous System.
For sale by ail Druggists. Sent by mad with hill
directions on receipt of price.
Price—Large Box (1.00, with 15 cents for postage;
Small Box 50 cents, with 6 cents for postage.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents for Maine.
Deo 5,1866—sxdly

The only ITair Reatflter in the world possessing all
the merits claimed for it.

farm-yard ?

and cured afterwards.
By What portion of the trimming of a lady’s dress resembles East India sherry of the
best quality ? That whieh goes round the

COUGHS,
COLDS,

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer i

if

reliable

NEURALGIA,

NOTICES.

refunded, after a fair trial,

only pleasant and

RHEUMATISM,
ASTHMA,

Sold by W. P. PHILLIPS, Portland, and by all
Druggists.
ja22sH3m*

ed and

a

is the

preparation of the article ever offered to the public and will
soon take the place of all other remedies for

SIC MERIT.
It will not soil the finest fabric.
Is neat, e’ean, and highly perfumed.
It will positively restore the whitest or grayest hair
to its orignal color.
Will purify the head from humors and dandruff.
As a dressing is bewitcliingly desirable.
Everv bottle '8 warranted or money refunded.
TEBBETTS BROTHERS, Proprietors. Manchester, N. H.

piece

of honey-comb and a blaok eye ? One is produced by the laboring bee, and the other by a

Company,

53T*Dr* Tibbetts* PhytrfoUgical Hair Regenerator* This article is unoqualled in ixti&x-

The money

the Oldest Remedies

of

Tli© Bengal Dispensatory says the “effects ol
Hasheesh are popularly known in the South of AA'ica
Turkey, Egypt, Asia Minor, India, and all the adjacent territories, and in the popular medicines of these
nations we find it extensively employed for a multitude of afflictions.** “in a standard treatise of Materia Medica more than six hundred years old, it is described as one of tho most valuable of all known
medicines.*’
THE HASHEESH CANDY!
Now imported and prepared by the Sylvan Oriental

though not as a painter possessing any great
originality of genius.
—The marriage project between Prince Humbert and the Princess Maria de Leucbtonberg
is said to be abandoned; the confidential communications opened on that subject between
Florence and St. Petersburg have only ended
in establishing the impossibility of surmounting the difficulty arising from the difference of
religion between the betrothed parties.
SPECIAL

NOTICES.

Kuowu to Medical Science*

from Pisa on Dec. 24tli,
the death of Sir Charles Eastlake,
President of the Royal Academy.
He was
born about 1793 at Plymouth. He was a man
highly esteemed for his personal character,

work.

Bstf" The Journal says the ruling price of the

One

announces

tougher ar-

The Ellsworth American says that Mrs.
Oliver Paine, aged 65 years, has spun 236 skeins
of yarn and woven 236 yards of cloth, the past
year, besides doing a large amount of other

'_SPECIAL

newspaper

riety.—[London Letter.
—A telegram received

and the loss of seventeen of her crew, has been
announced in our foreign news columns. It

FOBEIGN MISCELLANY.
ORIGINAL

to

who was lunch-

friends on bologna sausage and
ale the other day, found the end of a man's finger in his sausage! He quickly ejected the unwelcome morsel from his mouth, went home

ing with

land.

self, rendered null and void all slave codes and
“Kith. Because I cared more for the interlaws respecting slavery. He admitted, howevest, and freedom of the people than I did for
their calRites, and tried to take better care of er, that this view was not generally held in
Kentucky, though he was glad to say that some
them than they did themselves.
“17t.ii. Because X would not become a rebel of her ablest lawyers coincided with him in
and a tiaitor to my country, when it had done
judgment.
no harm to me or my State.
^yThc President has ordered that no more
“ldto. Because I was honest, in earnest, and
for pardon be laid before him. So
for the ‘Union, the
voted
I
applications
when
patriotic
Con-titutiou,and the enfoiccmcutof the laws,’ says a Washington dispatch.
and will not now stultify myself by repudiate
gy The House is said to have been someing all.
what surprised at the recent speech of Mr.
I
not
born
-lilth, and lastly. Because was
Deming of Connecticut. He assumed that the
timer a fool or a knave.”
Southern States were conquered territories,
whose readmUniou into the Union be should
IIoT7 a Drunkard was Deformed.
oppose until they placed the freedmen on a
An exchange tells a story of a “hard case,”
footing in all respects before the law equal to
istfates t in the meighboring town of
a

Cumberland. in this county. The story is a
d enc, and worth repeating, though we

ETA Hartford gentleman,

soon

come

at last:

BThat you can’t get up without hot

water.
That you don’t think that water is quite hot.
That he had better bring a little more waterplease; and take care it's quite hot.
That you can’t get up until your clothes
are ready for you.
That a little snooze while James is bringing the clothes, (and while he fetches some
more hot water), will do you all the good in
the world.
That when you do get up, you won’ be a second dressing.
That you’ll get np in exactly two minutes
from now.
That (the two minutes having passed) you’ll
just settle what you are going to do to-day,
and then get np.
That, it that’s the first bell you’ve plenty of
time; and that if it is the second, it is no use
hurrying up now, as you’re late anyhow.
The consideration that is generally required before
making a move out of bed, is in itself a pretty sure sign of the weather.

Philadelphia has subscribed $500,000
towards establishing several new steam.-hip
lines to Southern ports, and $100,000 more i*
wanted.

hi TELEGRAPH,
TO THE DAILY 1’IIESS.

Tuesday MorniDg, January 23,

1866.

---.<»>■■--

XXXIX CONGRESS—First Ssssion.
Washington, Jan.

21.

SENATE.

Mr. Sumner, presented the memorial of the
Boston Board of Trade, asking the passage of
a law to exempt northern creditors from the
operation of statutes of limitation. Referred
to the Judiciary Committee.
The bill providing that no person be disqualified from acting on grand or petit juries
by reason of having formed or expressed an
opinion upon the matter to be submitted to
such jury, founded upon public rumor, newspaper statements, etc., was made the special
order for Thursday.
The bill for the enlargement of the Freedmeu’s Bureau was taken up.
The pending
question w as upon Mr. Cowan’s amendment
to limit the jurisdiction of the Bureau to the
States lately in rebellion.
Mr. Fessenden, from the special committee
on Reconstruction, reported a joint resolution
to amend the Constitution by providing that
representation aud direct taxes shall be apportioned among the several States which may
be included in this Union, according to their

the whole number of persons in each State, and excluding
Indians not taxed, provided that whenever the
elective franchise shall be denied or abridged
in any State on account of race or color, all
persons of such race and color shall be excluded from the basis of representation.
After debate. Mr. Cowan’s amendment was
rejected, 11 against 33.
Mr. Davis moved to strike out the provision
extending military jurisdiction and protection
to the agents and employees of the Bureau.—
Rejected, 8 against 31.
An amendment was adopted restricting the
jurisdiction to the discretion of the officers
pertaining to the Bureau.
Several other amendments were offered and

respective numbers, counting

rejected.

The Committee on Reconstruction reported
amendment to the Constitution the same
as in the House report
A resolution was passed referring all papers
and documents on the subject of representation of the late rebellious States to the committee on Reconstruction.
The Senate then went into executive sesan

sion.—Adjourned.
HOUSE.

Mr. Finck introduced a bill prescribing the
oath of office and repealing the test oath ot
1802. Referred to Judiciary committee.
Messrs. Jencks & Myers introduced a bill
regulating suffrage in the District of Colum-

bia.
Mr. Bradford introduced a bill providing for
the admission of the State of Colorado into
the Union.

Several resolutions were introduced instructing the Committee on Ways and Means to enquire into the expediency of taxing tobacco in
the leaf, and reducing the tax on common
leaf.
A resolution was

adopted instructing the
Committee on Judiciary to enquire whether
further legislation is necessary to compel compliance with the law requiring all officers to
take the test oath
A resolution was committed to the Com-

mittee on Reconstruction, declaring that the
leaders of the rebellion ought to by tried by
court martial or a
military commission
and that it would be inexpedient to try
them by a civil court when jurors in the South
would be the equals of those accused of the
crime.
Mr. Stevens, from the Committee on Reconstruction, reported an amendment to the
Constitution, providing that representation be
based on the whole number of persons in the
State, and that where the elective franchise
is denied or abridged on account of race or
color, all such persons shall be excluded from
the basis of representation.

Mr. Rogers, of the Reconstruction Committee, opposed the amendment, arguing that it is
contrary to the principle on which our gov-

ernment is founded, viz., that representation
and taxation must go together.
It was designed to degrade the white men.
Mr. Conklin’s speech favored the amendment.
On motion of Mr. Stevens the further considoratiou of the subject was postponed until
to-morrow.

The following bills

ports arrived at the bar on the 13th. Gen.
Mejia has commenced building earthworks
and mounting guns, whereof two are 64 pound-

From Nashville.

Nashvillb, Jan. 22.
In the Senate to-day the free school bill was
defeated by 9 to 8. The bill Is virtually dead.
The Nashville blood horse association offers
a stake to be run during the Spring meeting
of sweepstakes for all ages. Three mile heats.
1030 dollars entrance; 500 dollars forfeit; 2000
to be added by the proprietor.

ers, between Matamoras and the river com-

manding Brownsville.
Gen. Mejia has notified Gen. Weitzel

that if
attacked from the American side of the Rio
Grande he will open fire, and that most likely
some of the shots will lodge in Brownsville.
Gen. Giles A. Smith was immediately sent
over to ascertain the intentions of Mejia. The
result of the meeting is unknown.
It is believed the ammunition of the beligerents has been removed three miles from

of the Kangaroo.
Halifax, N. S., Feb. 22.
The Kangaroo, arrived here,h« 198 passenShe
will
sail
at midnight for New York.
gers.
She reports heavy weather on the passage.

ture, died to-day.

Miscellaneous Dispatches.

San Francisco, Jan. 19.
The steamer Colorado sailed for Panama
with $995,203 in treasure.
The overland mail with New York dates to
the 23d has arrived. The ship Dreadnaught
has arrived.
San Francisco, Jan. 20.
The steamer Saranac sailed for Accapulco

yesterday.

New Orleans, Jan. 20.
The adjourned session of the Legislature

met to-day.
The steamer Missouri has arrived.

Financial.
New Yoek, Jan. 21.
Tho Commercial says Government securities continue (lull, pending the action of Congress on the loan
bill. The Secretary of the Treasury is very tenacious
as to tlie adoption of the Foreign loan
proposals, and
tho adoption of large discretionary powers, both of

i

019,249; legal tenders, decrease, $220,065.

Authentic Account of the Capture of Bagdad.
New York, Jan. 22.
A special Washington dispatch says the
French Minister made a demand upon the
State Department tor information relative to
the recent capture of
by Yankee fillibusters. Up to last nigh! no official informa
tion relative thereto had been received
by the

Dagdad

Department, consequently M. De Montholon
could not be gratified. Instructions were immediately transmitted to Gen. Sheridan on
tbe receipt of intelligence of the affair, requiring him to make a thorough investigation and
punish the offenders.
Orders have been sent by the War Department to oar military commanders on the Rio

through the week. The hulls
up Pittsburg this morning.

and Chinamen and quite a number of cattle
and hogs were frozen.
A party of 800 Snake Indians near Warren’s Diggings are assuming a hostile attitude.
They lately murdered seven whites and took
a number of their animals.

Uplands at 50c.
Flour-heavy and common grades 10 @ 15c lower;
sales 6,100 bbls.; State at 6 78@8 10; Round Hoop

Ohio at 8 86 @ 10 20: Western 6 75 @ 8 15; Southern
drooping; sales 300 bbls. at 8 70 @ 16 00; Canada doll
and 10cTower for common; saieB 250 bbls. at 7 86®
**
1100.
Wheat—dull and Spring 2 @ 3c lower; sales 22,800
bush.; Milwaukee No. 1, new, at 170; Amber Milwaukee choice at 1 741; new Amber Michigan at 160:
nnsonnd White do. at 2 45.
Com—quiet; sales 36,100 bushels Mixed Western
at 85 @ 88.

Jacksville, Oregon, Jan. 19.
A very heavy snow and rain storm has prevailed for several days. Snow has fallen in
the mountains to a great depth. There is

Beef—firm.

one

Pork—dull and lower; sales 2,650 bbls.; new
at 29 62} @ 3) 30. closing at 29 75.
Lard—heavy; sales 400 bbls. at 151@ 18}c.

days.

Whiskey—quiet;
@2 28.
Sugars -quiet.

Washington.

The Constitutional amendment reported in
both brandies of Congress to-day from Reconstruction Committee. It is the same in substance as that submitted on the 8th inst. differing only in phrase.
The Senate to-day made the following con-

Grande to stop ail interference with affairs on
the Mexican side, and to stop all fillibustering

expeditions.

New Orleans, Jan. 21.
Rrownsville accounts of the 15th give an
impartial and correct statement of the capture
of Dagdad, as follows:
A party of 123, mostly colored soldiers, belonging to the 113th U. S. Colored Infantry,
under command of Col. Reed, crossed the Rio
Grande at Clarksville and divided into three
squads. At 4 o’clock on the morning of the
6th the first squad entered Dagdad, which
they surprised, capturing about 400 prisoners
and 4 pieces of artillery. The second
party
proceeded to the ferry where a guard of ten
men were stationed.
The officer commanding
this guard stood at his post
bravely, firing his
revolver at the attacking
party, whereupon he
was shot down and the others surrendered. In
this affair one Imperialist was killed and another wounded.
The third party proceeded to
the quarters of Col. Rice, Post
Commander,
and took him and those with him prisoners.
Col. Rice subsequently escaped, but was retaken.
A squad of 10 men was then detailed to
take the
Imperial gunboat Antonio. They
fired on her, killing a sergeant and wounding
several others. The Antonio fired a volley at
tbe attacking party, killing two and wounding
one of them.
The attacking party then fired
two shots Irom a howitzer at the Antonio, all
of which passed through her just above the

morning of the 6th, a
French frigate lying outside, shelled the place.
Shots were afterwards freely exchanged be-

water line.

On the

tween the Liberals’ howitzer on the beach and
a howitzer boat from the
frigate. No damage
was doue by this firing,
beyong creating a panic among the citizens of
Dagdad, who crossed
to tbe American bank of the Rio Grande,
taking with them such of their valuables as
they could hurriedly carry off.
A detachment ot two hundred men from

the 118tli colored infantry was sent over to
protect the American citizens remaining in
place. This detachment continued on
guard there until the evening of the 7th, when
a detachment from the 46tli colored
infantry
relieved them, with instructions, it is said, to
withdraw in the case of an imperial attack.
The French mail steamer lying outside the
bar left immediately after the afiair,
probably
lor Vera Cruz.
Bagdad was nearly deserted, and plunder
and pillage were uninteruptedly kept up by
the captors. A large amount of stolen
goods
was crossed over the river to Clarksville.
Those which arrived at Broivnsvillc were seized and returned to their proper owner*.
After wrangling for several days with Gen.
Escabado regarding the command of the Liberal forces, Gen. Crawford left for New Orleans, where he has since arrived, after reinforcements and supplies.
A small force of Liberals are fortifying Bagdad with cotton bales, Three French transthe

sales 500

mess

New

FIRST

Molasses

Crop
For the

Season.

OAA HHIJS. PRIME NEW CROP MUSCO4UU VADO MOLASSES, now landing at Cus-

tom House Wharf, from
Matanzas, and for sale by

Schooner Emma

O,

from

Jan 20, 1806.

ja22dlm

Dissolution of

This grand conception, tlio only opera written by
the great Beethoven, is presented by the Grand
Opera Company with a cast confessedly superior to
any extant. Its revival in Boston, Philadelphia,and
other cities this season, awakened an enthusiasm
eclipsing, if possible, the teiisaiion the opera has
lately made in London.
JOSEPH HERMANS, as
ROCCO.
The greatest living Basso.
THEODORE H ABEL MAN. as
FLORES TAR.
The very popular Prlmo Tenore Lyric.
MADAME BERTHA JOHANSEN, as FIDELIO.
M’LLE SOPHIA DZIUBA, as
MARC LLINE.
JOSEPH WEINLICH, as
DON PIZARRO.
PIERE BERNARD, as
JACQUINO.
OTTO LEHMAN, as
DON PEDRO.
Prisoners, Soldiers, Peasants &c., &c., by the
GRAND CHORUS.

Friday

very

POSITIVELY LAST NIGHT!
BOILDIEU'S

THE
firm and style of

STEVENS, FREEMAN fc CO.,
is this day dissolved by mut ual consent. The affairs
of the lats firm will be settled by either party, at the
old stand on Grove St.

NATH’L STEVENS,

quiet

6,000 bushels

good,

Hermans assumes this comparatively light
give strength to the cast.
HERRICH STEINECKE,
As Dickson; his first appearance in Portland.
Also assumed to give unexampled strength to the

Mr'
role to

oast.

OTTO LEHMAN, as Mclrton.
Madame BERTHA JOHANN SEN,
Her first appearance as Anna.
M’llo SOPHIE DZIUBA,
From Imperial Opera House, Vienna, as Jenny.
MADAME ZIMMERMAN, as Margarita.
LA DAME BLANCHE has proved this season
ono among the greatest successes of 'he Grand German opera.
The very great strength of the cast, the
perloction of the grand chorn9, te brilliant and spirited ensemble, seem to give a degree of pleasure seldom obtained in

com.

Cincinnati Marheta.

Cincinnati,

Jan. 22.

Wheat—firm.

Hogs—firmer and in good demand at 1150 for city
dressed, holders ask 25c higher. It is estimated that
there are 18,000 heads in yards. Receipts 2,800 head.
Mess Pork—firmer; held at 29 00 for City.
Green Moats—heavy.
Lard—in good demand; sales at 174.
Whiskey—sales at 2 25 tree.
Gold 1 39}.

HOUSE

8 00.

New York checks lc discount.

Nashville, Jan. 22.
Cotton dull; quotations 41 @ 43c for Middling Uplands.
Marheta.
New York, Jan. 22.

Second Board.—Stocks heavy.

Olapp’B Block, Congress

Institution offers to

young
uneaualediacilities for obtaining
THIS
Education.

Central. 92

Read‘ng.101
Cleveland and Pittsburg. 82

Chicago and Rock Island.101
Fort Wayne. 93
Cumberland Coal Co. 46
Michigan Central_—. 69
Missouri Sixes. 77

Company.

Chicago, Burlington

and

Quincy

44*

.112

Preparatory to TAKING STOCK, and would offer
the public
goods at a

Wolcott’s instant Pain Annihilator is a
certain cure for Catarrh and Neuralgia, and
can be relied on as perfectly safe in
every respect. Call and get a bottle of the genuine at
Crosman & Co’s drug store. Our word for it,
you will never regret having done so.

Various Items.

New York, Jan. 22.
A fire occurred this a. m., in the Rectifying
House of S. M Spencer, caused by the burstr
ing of a still containing sixty-five bbls. high

Sale

wines. The building was saved bv the exertions of the firemen. Loss about 25,000 dollars, covered by insurance.
An Ice bridge was formed on Sunday mom-|
ing, above Niagara Fall3, extending three miles
down the rapids. It is the largest one for
many years, and people are crossing from both
sides to-day.

of Forfeited Goods

I

COLLECTOR’S OFFICE,
)
District of Portland and Falmouth, }
Portland, December 20,1866. )
following described Merchandise having been
torteiled for violation of the Revenue Laws ol the

THE
United

States, public notice of said seisures having
been given and no claim to said goods having been
will be sold at Public Auction, at the
made,
Office ot the U. S. Appraisers, 108 Foro Street, on
WEDNESDAY, January 24th, 1866, at 11 o’clock A.
M., to wit:

they

Flret.

1 box containing Silk, Calico and Stockings; 1
bun;
die containing 1 piece Broadcloth and 1 piece Silkl
2 boxen containing pimento: 1 bundle containing

Buffalo, Jan. 22.

A Fire
yesterday in Tonawanda destroyed
the distillery of J.
Farthing & Co. Loss $30,..

piece Broadcloth;

1 barrel

Molasses;

1 tin box

con-

taining about 30 lbs. Gum Camphor; 1 valise conta!n2
ing 11 bottles Brandy; 3 dor. pairs Stockings; 1410-1
dor. pairs MittenB.
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr.,
Collector.
Doc. 20, 1866.—dlawtd

Ul/U.

A dispatch from
Titusville, dated to-day,
says there were two big fires there last night,
three men were
arrested,charged with being
the incendiaries, and are
being tried by a
ilance committee.
If found
guilty they
J wUl
be liung at once.

vii?

dissolution of

BRYANT,

17—d&wtf

Jan

COAL, COAL,
TONS

A

THE

Fortress Monroe. Jan. 22.
The Albemarle and Chesapeake Canal is
open.
An unknown schooner is ashore ten miles

Light.

The steamship Falcon is anchored ten miles
south of Thomas’ Point, short of coal.
Boat Raro.

and

ladies

Poughkeepsie, Jan.

for

New York, Jan. 22.
The baik B. Sewall, from Bath,
Me., for Galveston, with a caigo of hay and potatoes was
wrecked below Galveston Bee. 20th. Captain
and crew saved.

S4LE !

The Desirable Residence 51 Spring Street.
Between High and Park Sta.

Marine Disaster.

House is in good order, well arranged
and convenient. Heated by Furnace. Piped for
With an abundance of good water and
Gas.
is in all respects a very desirable location.

®Tho

Possession given first of Mareh. Terms reasonable

Apply to
I

our

Which

thorough Busi-

GRAY,
Portland, Me.

former low prices.

COAL,

JOHN C. PROCTER, Lime Street.
Jan 20—eodtf

we

our

DEFY

[Promenade

committee reserve the right to reject all proposals if in their opinion too high.
Plans and Specifications mav be seen at the office
ofG. & C. Bliss, in South Freeport.
All proposals should be endorsed Builders' Proposals, and addressed to
'G. BLISS,
Chairman Building Committee.
South Freeport, Maine, January 10th, 1666.

Androscoggin

Bonds

At

Single Tickets 60 cents, or three for #1.; lor sale
Lowell & Senior’s, Grosman & Co.’s, and at the

door.

Ia22d3t

&OSWORTH,

KALKR

&

figures that will ensure their

-OF

undersigned
AL ADVANCES
THE
for

axe
on

sale, or shipment.
good security,

of

Made.
vossols

on

or

any other

OHTTBOHILL, BBOWNS & MANSON.

Jan 19—dtf

The Eggs of Pharaoh’s

Serpents!

WONDERFUL
CHEMICAL
Sold
TOY.
Wholesale hud Retail, at
CROSMAN & CO’S Drug Store,
Ja20d2w
78 Middle St.

A

Winter Dress

Goods,

Consisting of all desirable styles of plain and fancy
fabrics, in all grades, wo have marked without regard to cost, to
Close them before Taking Stock*

Dressed
FOR

M.

G.

Q iff t|

riTHllflf

&

CO.,

For Sale.
The three-story Brick
Dwelling-House and
Lot on the
southerly corner or Spring
F
8 and
State Streets.

ly

to

jalOdlm

J.&E. M. BAND,
123 jyn&lle St.

Dressed

Hogs.

CHOICE LOT ot Dressed Hogs just received and
for sale by
CLARK, READ & CHASE,
No. 71 Commercial St.
«
Portland, Jan 19,18GC.
Ja20dlw*
a

3000 Yds. Poplins and Thibets,
down and to be solv t bargains.

MARKED
novH distf

on

Our

House-keeping Department,

Comprising Quilts, Towels, Napkins, Brown and
Bleached Linen Tablings, Crashes, Plain Linens, and
an assortment of
all goods needed for HOUSE
FURNISHING.

I

45® pr.
loc pr.

REGATTA ASSOCIATION I

CLOTHS!
FLANNELS,
WHITE

Concert!

PORTLAND REGATTA ASSOCIATION,
I composed of tho members of the North Star, Alpha, Ariel, and Una Boat Clubs, will give a grand
Promenade Cencert, at

HOOP SKIRTS !

HENRY BAILEY & CO
Auctioneers,

Jan 22—dtd

Here ie Where we Put the Knife in.
Hoops,

30

tor

3

In. Tape, 6 tapes, heavy win,
1,45 former price 9.00

Hoops 1J, Corset and Skirt combined,

30

for

1,95 former price 1.75

Knit Goods, Knit Goods!

Small

And

sure

K.

St, Block.

Jan 10—dtf

be Sold Prior to Stock

Taking |

THECARIES,

PEERING BLOCK,
Cor. Congress and Preble Sts, Portland, Me.
S. E. Benson, Jb.,
Edwabd Merrill.

Foreign and Domestic Drags, Chemicals, Fluid Extracts, Toilet Articles, Perfumery and Fancy Goods.
Physicians’ Prescriptions carefully prepared, either
by day or night,
Portland, Jan. 16th, 1866.
Having sold out my Apothecary business, I take
this opportunity to express my thainks to my friends
for the
patronage and confidence which has been so
libei ally exrended to me, and at the same time to recommend to them my successors, Messrs. Benson <fc
Merrill, and to ask in their behalf a continuance of
same.

Portland,

E.
Jan.

17,1866.

Dana, Jr.
dtt

Dissolution !
copartnership heretofore existing
THE
firm
of

FOYE
in

&

this day dissolved.

under the

COFFIN,

*

Porliand, Jan. 15, 1806. ^_

W. H. FOYE,
J. H. COFFIN,
C. H. FOYE.

Copartnership

Notice.

undersigned have this day formed
nership under the style and firm of

THE

FOYE, COFFIN
?
in all

6

its

&

80 cents; two for 75 cts; three for
To be had at Lowell & Senter’s, Bailey &
Noyes’, Cvosman & Co’s, M. S. Whittier’s, of the
Cammitte, and at the door.

a

copart-

SWAN,

J. H.
F. K.
C. H.

SHAWLS.

20

•<

(loa

“

«

**

90c each

20 doz
hand made, German wool,
choice goods,
1.50 each

HOODS,
HOODS.
50 dom« Hoods, Woven, slightly damaged,
50c each, worth 1*00
50 dos« Hoods, Nubias, choice goods,
95c each, worth 1*50

few

left Emb. Backs,

more

The pr.

A Splendid Assortment of hand-made Shawls
Hoads and Saatags.
jy Don’t allow anything Jealous neighbors

can

say to prevent yon from calling.
Copy the number
and call il for nothing more than to see the great dif-

prices and

our

others.

nnuutas.
148 & 150 Middle St,
Manufacturer, af Haap Skirts A Caraeta.
Dee 12—dtf

to commence at 8

JalBdtd

ASSEMBLIES

and Evening, till the whole
disputed ol. A large lot of white and colored
Blankets, Rubber Blankets, Bed HcksXinen Sheets.
Hair Pillows, Pillow t ases, llatr Mattresses, 1 on
Bcusteads, Stoves, Tables, Chairs, 60 Barrels Pilot
Bread, Imported Castile Soap, Corn Stare
A huge
lot of Costa, Pants, Overcoats, Under-shirts and
Drawers, English Blue U n-er-sturU— London Mann
lacture, Traveling Shirts,large lot Men’s Wool Socks,
West or England Caaaiineres and Broadcloths, Laules
Hose, Gloves, Suspenders, ltasors, Paper Collars,
Haversacks, Woolen Caps, large lutot Cotton Batting.
Men’s Slippers, Sole Leather Traveling Trunks .Fancy Soaps, Perfumery, Linen Towels and Table
Cloths, Doylies, Crash, Linen and Colton Hanukerchlelk, Ac. Also a lot of
SILVER PLATED WARE.
Such as Castors, Cake Baskets, Butter Dishes.
Mugs, Tea, Dessert and Table Spoons; Dessert and
Medium Forks, Butter Knives, o. c. Also a good assortment ol Jewelry, Table and Pocket Cutlery,
Pocket Books, Band Wallets. Hair Brushes, Clout
and Shoe Brushes, and a small lot ol Toys and Fancy
Articles.

Goods at private Sales at average auction prioes.
gar'Ladies are Invited to attenu the sales
C. W. HOLMES, AccTiotrema.
Jan 12—d2w

Horsey Carriages, Sleighs, &c.,
shall sell Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, Rohes,
Harnesses, Ac.,

WE

Every Saturday at tl a’elaek A. M„
At Forest City Stable, corner Federal and Lima Sts.,
where Carriages can be stored and Horses bovrded it
desired, previous to or after the sale.
These sales will be under cover, and held without
regard to weather.
Also 66 Hope Halters and 2 Horae Slings, on account of U. S. Government.
HENRY BAILEY A Co., Auctioneers.
Dec 14—dtf

Government Sale.
Sale of Dry Goods, Bedding, Ac..
In Original Packages. WL1 be sold at Auction,
at the Medical PurvojOr’e W arehouse, No. 17 MARKET STREET, Nashville,

EXTENSIVE

BEDDING.

LEACH, BARTLETT & PARKER

CLOTHING.
42,000 Shirts;
40,000 Drawers;
25,000 Dressing Gowns;
18,000 Seeks;
10,00u Slippers;
10,000 Night Cape.

LARGE STOCK

NEW

GOODS
Which

NOW

!

the/ are

OPENING!
a

2,000 Hair Mattresses, Jointed;
15.000 Hair Pillows;
47,OOOBed Ticks;
22,000 Counterpanes, Linen anil Marseilles:
20,000 Mosquito Bars;

61,000 Pillow Cases;
45,000 Pillow Ticks;
80,000 Sheets, Linen and Cotton.

FEW BALES MOKE of those

CHEAP

Gray Mixed,

And

a

large assortment of

TABLE

LINNENS!

SUNDRIES.
34,000 Towels, fall slse, huckaback;
17,000 ReUer Towels, Crash;
1,000 Napkins;
2,000 yards Red Flannel;
2,400 yards Oulta Percha Cloth;
4,000 Gut a Percha Blankets;

1,080 India Ruober Cushions and PUlows:
1,000 Canvas Hammocks;
1,000 Canvas Blanket Cases;
10,000 lbs. Oakum and Tow,
Cotton Bats, Cotton Wad ing,
Tape, Ae.
BF A small portion of the loregoing articles ire
second-hand, and will be sold separately. The greater part are new and in original
packages. Catalogues
may be bad on application.
ROBERT FLETCHER,
Surgeon and Byt. Colonel U. 8. Vole..
Medical Purveyor u. S. A.
JulOdlOt

For Sale at Auction.
convenient and commodious Hotel
known
THE
Street, Saco,
"Saco
sold
o’clock
better

Central Wharf.

ae

the

Main

Ho n"

public auction, at ten
A. M.,
on
the-day of January next, »«i—
previously disposed of at private tale.
The house has been kept for the last few years by
Rums M. Lord. Possession given 18th July lkee.
wffl be

at

For particulars enquire of
Dr. J. E. L. KIMBALL, Saco,
Or. ISAAC DYER, No. 94 Union Wharf, Portland.
Dec 20—dtd

Both Bleached and Brown,

Commencing Deo, 5til, 1805,
Continuing each Tuesday Evening six weeks.
Under the direction of the following
COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS:
Pres. Chas. E. Chan,
Tr as. Claudius Lane,
Vico Pres. Geo. W. Pridham,Edwin Rico,
Sec. John W. Lane,
Fred. A.Drlnkwater,Jr.
Tickets to the Course,
$4.00
75
Siogld Tickets,
25
GolTery Tickets,
To be had ot the Committee of Arrangements and

DR. W. N.
]S£edical

PRINTS!
Beautiful,

at 8

at Low

Prices l

We win continue to sell

BLEACHED AND BROWN

C O T T O 1ST S 1

Cbsndler’s Foil Quadrille Bui

Dancing to oommence

Nov. 28—Cwtt&s

Atom former

o’clock.

LOW FIGURES I
Timekeepers

Brown Sheeting:,
THE PEOPLE’S IMPBOVED

Bleached Sheeting:, 5-4,

PRICE 85 CENTS EACH.
moat novel and useful invention of the age,
constructed on the most approved pinciples, and
1 warranted to denote solar
timo with greater accuracy than the most ovnenaiTe watch ever yet invested,
and can never get out of order. No fondly should be
without it.
P ice, with white enameled dial, gold or silver
gilt,
25 cents, and sent by mall to any part of this
country
or British Provinces,
Address, with one red stamp,
r.
Q. HOMEH,

40 cts.

—

THE

Boston, Mass.

WE

ARE .NOT

CLOSING OUT
But continue to

Buy Goods Cheap!
9

NOTICE.

And will eell them at a

alleged

VERY SMALL ADVANCE

Will meet in the

SENATE

Electrician,

MIDDLE STREET.

Nearly OfpMlle the Halted State* Hetel
'ITTHEKE he would respectfully announce to the
TV citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he hat
permanently located In this city. During the three
years w* have been in this city, we have cured some
ol the worst forme of disease In person* who have
tried other forms ot treatment in vain, and curIn*
patients in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this auestloa
we will say that all that do not stay cured? wYwIU
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twent#nne years, and Isalso a regular graduated
Electricity I* perfectly adapted to chronic diseases in
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia m
the head, neck, or extremities ; consumption "when
in the acute stages or where the lunge are not fully
Involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scroftala bio
diseases, white ewellings. spinal diseases, enrvaturi
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limb*,
paly or orparalysis, St. ofVita*' Dance, deafhess. stasmering
hesitancy
speech, dyspepsia, Indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitit, strictures ol* tht chest, and all forms of female

physician?

23 to 28 cts.

POCKET TIMEKEEPER.

The Committee of Investigation into
frauds in En istments,

174

DEHING,

complaints.

for the Bullion!

janld&wlm

ELECTEICITY

CHEAPER than they hare been offered la this City

MECHANICS’ HALL,

Bring determined

to

merit •

CHAMBER.

—OH-

Tuesday and

and

uing Every Afternoon

Stock la

since the foil of Somter.

Thursday Evenings,

GOOD SHARE OP PATRONAGE.

AT 7 O’CLOCK.

Leach, Bartlett & Parker,

SWAN,
FOYE.
Ja20dti

For“ciglij.osi No.
waias»,to
4

Jan 22—dlw*

be add at the Auction Store lot FedWILL
eral Street, cunnutnclng this day.
contin-

AND AGAIN

As this is their first Course of Dances, no pain*
will be spared to make them pleasant and agreeable
to all who a tend. These Dances will be given

By

07

AT AUCTION t

Received !

Just

EX. AMERICA HOSE 1.

luic

SALR

Clothing, Blankets, and HouseFurnishing Goods!

MEDICAL

By Electricity
The Eheumatlo, the gonty, the lame and the laxv
leap with joy, and move with the agOitv and elasticity of youth; the heated brain Is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed: faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength: the blind made to see, the deaf to hear and
the palsied form to more nprigbt; the blemishes ot
of mature Ilia
youth are obliterated; the accidents
prevented; the calamities ot old sge obviated and an
active circulation maintained.

LADIES
Who have cold hancs and feet; w«k stomachs, lamand weak backs; nervous and sick headache: dizziness and swimming In the bead, with Indigestion and
constipation of thebowels; pain in the side and back:
lencorrhma. (or whites); falling of the womb with In-

tern^

cancers; tumors,

polypus,

and all that

long

train of diseases will nnd in Electricity a sure means
of core. For painful menstruation, too profits*
menstruation, and all of those long Une of troublee
with young ladles, Electricity is a certain specific,
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the
rigor of health.
TEETH t TEETH 1 TEETH I
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity without rain. Persons having
decayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for resetting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines lor sale
tor family use, with thorough lnstru- tlons.
Dr. D. ciut aocomimelate s lew patients with board
and treatment at hlenoiisc.
Office hours from P o’clock A. \l to 12 M.; front 1
to 6 P. M„ and T to 9 In the evening.
novltl
Consultation free.

Puny for Sale.

ONE

Second-Hand
be seen *t
TAYLOB &

PUNO—Double Runner*—

mav

No. 5

For Mobile.

ML.
iSwrffi.

Band.

Quadrille

Dancing

COFFIN,

The fast sailing Brig JATJRATE, Capt.
F. B. Davis.

Read

Chandler's Pull

o’olock.

transaction of the Insurance Business,
branchos.
W. H. FOYE,

Portland, Jan’y 16,1666.

-A. XT C T I O TV

—

Single Tickets

door.
ty Clothing Checked Free.

Successors to Edmund Dana, jr.,

the

ON

LARGE

29 doz Shawls, large size, slightly damaged,
for
1.75, worth 4.00
29 doz Sontags, with Fringe, choice
goods, 1.00 each.

In Bed, Blue and

H. C. Davis.

at the

BUNSON «Ss MERRILL,

APO

FRIDAY, Jan2*th, at 10 o’clock A. M„ ie.
stock of uoa’er relinquishing business con 1stlug of fine Bearers and Broadcloths, Tricots, Doeskins, Casslmeres, Satinets, Flannels. CasLmarettn
Canvass, Siie.la, Linen, Hair Cloth, \tlggaa.Vaivetu’
Silks, Gloves, Shirts, Under-Clothing, Co iars Socks!
Ties, Umbrellas, Cups, Starts, G?er and Under
Costs, Pants, Vesta, Cloaks, BooU and Shoe*; together with a general variety of Furnishing Goods
Trimmings, Ac.
At 11 o’clock two Sewing Machines—one of

on

H. P. Wood,

-AT-

One Price and No Variation!

and

Establishment
at Auction.

FLANNELS!

*1.00.

it will be for THEIE ADVANTAGE.

5 Free

C.Swctt,

Every Tuesday Evening,

ELDEN £ WHITMAN.

Furnishing House

a

Clothing

Given under the direction of

One Price, and No Variation !

Eichange~*t

Singer’s best.
ESfSale positive.

Floor Committee.

In full variety st

feeling

Stock of

U

Jan 20—dtd

They Must

Jan. 23d.

H. C. Davis.

SOCIAL

Wares,

PATTEN, AUCTIONEER,

»

tGeallemea, Keep Year Temper 1

Among them are

H. H. Hatch,
G. C, Owon,

tyDoors open at 7.

Hosiery, Handkfs.,

K. M.

30 Hoops, 3 in., Corset and Skirt combined,
fur
1.50 former price 9.95

Committee cf Arrangements :

by

apparatus complete, Ac.
This presents a rare
opportunity for any cne wishto engage In this branch of business

GEOBGE W. PARKER, Sheriff
Dated at Portland, Janaary sad, 18M.

HALL,

Tuesday Evening,

Mnsio

GOODS,

ln*a’

loro—Ivsia scales. Draws, :£££■
Show-cases, Stones, Cigar Cases, book
ciwnSoda
Fountain and

ijn emu Caah.

rTIHE

CITY

8tro t,

_

PORTLAND

Promenade

Congrets

In the City of Portland, In Bald
county, the tollowbur
I*r~-mal property, to wittonowmg
Bourbon Bitters, Tinctures, Extracts
Chemicals, Drup, 1'erfumory, Xo-th Powder’
tho*® "tide, usually found
Ant class Drug Store;
together with ihe entire Fnrniture of the

Oa TUESDAY, Febraary 6th, 1S66.

TICKETS TWENTY-FIVE CENTS.
For sale by J. E. Fernald & Son, Bailey & Noyes,
and at the door.
Doors open at 7J—Curtain will riss at 8 o’clock.
Jan 20—-d3t

H. H. Hatch,
J. T. Wildrage,

C. IC. BABB.
Ko. fl Clarp’s Block.

Dk. Hughes* advertisement, in another
column. In his specialty Dr. Hughes is unequalled
by any physician in this country.
Jan 1—wly

o

-ON-

name

81 Commercial Street.

Jan 10—d2w

«

Hogs l

BALE BY

WEBB

Block,

MOWS. DECHALUMEAU !
Or, Tile Birthday Fete!

The attention of purchasers is called to

HOGS!
Extra Lot

C.

THE- KNIFE!

TO

At Store No. 373

s^r^nU’r!LthO

GRAND

CO.,

prepared to make LIBERgoods in transit, in store,

Also

F.

No. 3 Free St.

Thursday, the 25th Ray ofJanuary

ing

ference between

THE-

Will be given at
CUMMING’H
HALL,

SALE,

We invite the public to examine out

F. W. KALER,
C. V. BOSWORTH.
20th, 1866.
ja22dlw

Advances

HOSIERY.
100 do*, all wool Hose, ladles, 20
gauge,!
100 do*. Childrens' Balmoral, 4 sizes,

-—OF-

and

Is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
C. V. BOSWORTH.
F. W. HALER.

Portland, January

ENTERTAINMENT

Dechalumean.

STOCK and PRICES,

1JVHE

-ON-

A

at

OUR STOCK OP

Dissolution.
firm

Slaughter

the

KID GLOVES, KID GLOVES.

CoL Mattocks.
Doors open at 6} o’clock—Tableaux at 7 J o’cltck.
Dancing at 9. Refreshments for sale alter the Pan-

WAR

COMPETITION!

IMMEDIATE

&w2w3*

scoggin B. B. Co. on presentment at his office in
Portland; also Interest on on the first mortgage
bonds to Jan. 1, 1866, and Interest on tho second
mortgage bonds to Jan'y 1,18GC.
JABEZ C. WOODMAN,
Trcaa’r olL. & F. R. R. Co.
Portland, Jon. 10,180(3.
Jal3dfcw3w

copartnership existing under the

Concert 1

When will be presented the comedy

and would request the ladieB to examine Our Prices
before purchasing elsewhere.

undersigned will pay all Coupons outstanding
the first and second Mortgages ol the Andro-

on

Commence

Would call special attention to the

Coupons.

THE

We

a suc-

floor Managers :
H. P. Wood,
E. Clifford Wade,
Wm. R. Wood,
Gen. H. Thomas,
Rufus Docring,
J. Smith,

FOURTH

88.

A. D. 1806, at 18
o’clock, A. M.,

HOODS,

In which will be introdueed the beautiful Dance

at

PROPOSALS will be received until 12

jalldr,Mfcw

on

MANAGERS:
Hon. J. McLellan,
Hon. I. Washburn, Jr.,
T. A. Deblois,
Hon. S. E. Spring,
on. J. B. Brown,
Geo. F. Talbot, Esq.,
Hon. J. T. VcCnbb,
T. C. Hersey, Esq.,
Dr. John T. Gilman.
Hon. Wm. Willis,

33.

WOOL

WE HAVE MARKED

Notice !

R.

have any doubts read the following Pries

List and they will be dispelled.

cession of TABLEAUX, together with the Pantomime o1 BLUEBEARD, will be
in the early
part of the evening, to be followed by a

line of

offer at prices that

0nT93fJ

R.

groundless!

Wednesday Eve’ng+Jan. 24,

THE

OUR CLOAKS!

ALSO,
450 tons John’s Stove and Egg Coal.
500 tons Lehigh Egg and Furnace Coal.
200 tons Lehigh Stove Coal.
300 tons Locust Mountain Stove and Egg Coal.
200 tons Free Burning Stove Coal.
W ell picked and screened; delivered to any part of
the city at the lowest price for Cash.
ALSO,
200 tons Cumberland Coal for Smith's use; and all
kinds of hard and sort Wood, on hand and for sale by

SEALED

AID OF TOE FREEDMEN,

And the comic pantomime of

COAL f

JOHN'S CHESTNUT
per ton.

Builders’

series of Entertain-

second ot their

Tuesday Evening, January 23d,

A

22.
* ®® 'ce-boat
race on the river
to-day from
Aewburg to Hamburg, eight miles and return,
was won by the
Una, which made the trip
from A ewburg to
Hamburg, eight miles, in
seven minutes.

Reduction !

Street.

lOU $13,00

Copartnership

Copartnership heretofore existing nnder the
style and firm of S. T. CLEVELAND & CO.
was dissolved, by mutual consent, on the twentyninth day of December, A. D. 1865, by the withdrawal oi Mr. G. W. Richards.
All the unsettled business of the late firm will
be settled at the old stand, No. 4 Freo Street Block,
by the remaining partners, where the same business
will be continued under the style of
CLEVELAND to RAWSON.
S. T. Cleveland,
G. W. Richards,
T
Jan. C.—dSweod*
E. T. G. Rawsom.

From Fortress Monroe.

to

choice assortment of seasonable

HEAVY

Scholarships fov full course, comprising both theory and practice, good in forty-live Colleges, constituting the “International Chain,” time unlimited.
For further information please call at the College,
or send for College Monthly and Specimens of Penmanship, enclosing letter stamp. Address,
STRATTON «&

SOCIETY,

tomirne.

Prom

-Ti--

tonio.

full and

Ch'eat

Look out fob Counterfeits.—CounterCOPARTNERSHIP.
feit teu dollar bills on the Fall River Bank,are
Massachusetts,
plenty in our midst. SevThe undersigned will continue the MILLINERY
eral were thrown out at the banks yesterday and STRAW GOODS BUSINEESS, at the old stand
under the firm of
and Saturday. They are well got up, and calculated to deceive
F. W. KA1EE & CO.

ton as voters.
The San Antonio Express state that 1728
voters were registered in Bexar County.
Eleven marauders had been captured and
given over to the civil authorities at San An-

a

We would call special attention to

men
a

are

§on.

Dry Goods,

Texas.

New Vork, Jan. 22.
The steamer Quaker City, from Charleston
20th, has arrived.
The steamer Ashland, from Galveston
15th,
has arrived.
The Galveston Bulletin of the 5th states
that an engineer and pontoon train were embarking thence for the Rio Grande.
Only 377 names were registered in Galves-

THE YOUNG LADIES OF THE

ness

Erie.86}

Canton

Block,

Have marked down tholr Stock ol

PORTLAND

Gold.138}

United Stales 5-20 coupons, 1865,.102
Treasury Notes, 7 3-10, (iBt series). 96
New York

5 Free Street

Houses from $1000 to $5000.
MOSES GOULD, 74 Middle St.

The

Xaahvlllc Cotton Market.

manner.

to Lease!

o’clock noon, Saturday. January 27th, 1866, tor
furnishing materials, and doing all the work necesaarjrto complete a School House at South Freeport,

Freights—steady.

Ame) lean

ELDEN&WHITMAN,

foot.

No. 8

If you

tlic contrary

SHAWLS,

In Aid of the Freedmen.

IN

CUMDEELASO,

sundry WTlts, aud will be Bold
^ b»7
ATTACHED
consent oi parties, at
pubUo auction,
on

to

Pray,

F. E.

Jacob McLellax,
Joxas H. Perley,
Mrs. L. D. Shepley,
N. A. Foster.
d&wtf
Portland, January 20th, 1866.

ments
WILL

SHERIFF'S SALE.

EVERY THING MUST TUMBLE!

Any assertions

given

Jao 20—d3m

at 49o.

Stock

or

LOT/S,

ON

6

Mrs. F. O. Libby,
Mrs. H. N. Jose,
Mrs. Cha8. Holden,

MUSIC BY CHANDLER'S BAND,

GO Commercial Street,
Jan 12—dtf
Head Maine Wharl.

Sugar—more active at 14} @ 15*.
Coffeo—sales 1,800 sacks at 20c for gold.
Flour—In in more Improved demand; Superfine at

The Imperial force which left Manzanilla recently, found the fourth battalion starving and
with a multitude of sick.
The whole neighborhood of Acapulco had
emigrated after having destroyed the wells.
Desertions from the Imperial forces were
very great.
Maximilian's Minister plenipotentiary to
France, and about three hundred soldiers belonging to the Foreign Legion, had arrived at
Vera Cruz.
Secretary Seward had not arrived at Havana.
The Captain-General had arrived at his country seat and was making preparations to re-

copartner-

Franklin, Lincoln, Mayo, Smith, Fremont,
Hammond, Winthrop, Walnut, North, Montreal, Melbourne. Que<y^c. Merrill, Turner, Poplar,
Congress, Atlantic, Munjoy, Monument, Willis Sts.,
and the Eastern Promenade, at prices from 10 to 30
cents per

pastry', bread, butter, cheese, and fruit, prepared or
otherwise.
It would much
lighten the labors of the Committee,
who have the Fair m preparation, if at a very early
day, they can receive a written reply indicating the
kinds ot articles for sale and for the refreshment tables they may bo allowed to expect from different
persons and places. Further information may be obtained on application to either of the undersigned
Executive Committee on Fair.
|5f"All articles intended for the Fair should be addressed “FltElEDME^’S FAIR,City Building, Portland, care of the Mayor.”
Executive Committee on Fair.
Miss Harriet Howe, Alfred Woodman,

CITY HALL.

Ja22d4w

22,1866.

Fop Sal©

appe#

give the

SAM’L FREEMAN.
GEO. L. KIMBALL.

Jan.

—

w.

HOOP SKRITS ARE TUMBLING!

philanthropic

preparation

WILLIAM UUSE, Executor,
Or HEN It Y BAILEY A CO.. Auot’rs.
Jan 23—dlawt iebl7tedtd

n

GOODS ARE TUMBLING I

CLOAKS ARE TUMBLING!

approbation.

R. F.

Dry Groocls

SKIRT

supplying

popular

to a license from the Hon.
Judge of
tor the County of York, we shall bell at
on
the f rein ire* on Fi iday, Feb.
pubJe rtion*
23,
at 3 o'clock R. M., the lower corner lot on the weet
erly corner of Wnmot and
in
Portland, with the bulluings tl en.cn—which c ns ace
oi a Lo.ibo and two Cvorea on Cumberland, anu two
houbea on Wilmot St.
The lanu la about 60 foot on
Cu berland, by about 160 teet on Wilmot ntree
The houses will be sold .separately.
A
of the
property con be seen, and Anther
obtained by calling the week of the sale on

plan
particulars

FANCY GOODS ARE TUMBLING 1

Society
on

Chanty

Estate

cunbeihuictetreeh,

DRY GOODS ARE TUMBLING1

this

to hold a Public
he 26th ot
Fair, to commence
February next,
to raise funds to be expended in supporting teachers
among the Freedmen of the South, and so far as
the present destitution
necessary, in
among
them of food and clothing, has been received in this
city with general
and
inlluential
men
and woEnergelie, patriotic,
men have promised their assistance and co-operation
to make the contemplated Fair worthy oi the noble
charity with which it is connect© I, and a suitable exhibition oi the liberal and
spirit of
Portland and of the State of Maine. No pains will be
a fit successspared to make this Festival of
or to those which in our sister cities aided the Government dining the war in preserving the health and
efficiency of our victorious armies.
While the chief reliance for returns will be upon
tlio sale of articles useful and beautiful, it is expected that the rooms in which they are exhibited will be
made attractive to our citizens and visors from the
adjoining towns and cities, who will be glad to meet
each other in common sympathy with a cause that
heart.—
has moved the best instincts of the
To add to these attractions it is designed th it the
evenings ot the Fair shall be devoted, in part, to entertainments of a character consonant to the pu dio
taste, tho particulars of which will be from time to
time notified.
All persons whope eyes shall meet this Circu'ar are
most earnestly solicited to contribute to the interest
and success oi the occasion. They can do this best
by giving it their countenance and presence, and immediately, by themselves or in connection with othof articles for exhibiers, commence the
tion and sale. Any saleable articles will be accepted
and those oi prime uso ot course will be prefered
Merchandise, wares, and manufactured goods of every description; all farm produce, such as grain, apples, potatoes, and vegetables of all kinds will be acceptable, and meet a ready sale. To families in the
city, as well as in the adjoining towns, the committee
with confidence for meats and poultry,
cookea or uncooked, milk and cream, eggs, cake,

Ja23dtd

For the purpose of continuing the Wool-Pulling and
Tanning Business, heretofore conducted by Stevens,
Freeman & Co., on Grove St.

Portland,

proposition ol

Tho ARTISTS DREAM, represe tod by

a

FREEMAN & KIMBALL,

Mobile, Jan. 22.
Cotton—dull and inactive; sales 1,600 bales; mid-

Gold 141.

Reserved Seats 60 cents extra The sale of Reserved seats will commence at the Ticket Oflice, in the
Hall, at lOo’clock this morning and continue nntll 4

Copartnership.

RANDALL, McALLISTER & 00.,

Mobile Marheta.

dling

Opera.

P. M.

CHRISTMAS IS COMING,

—AT—

and

1,S00 bbls

Flour— Bleady.

Gaveston.

as

26th, 1866,

Feb.

Executor’s Sale of Real
at Auction.
a

Association!

Aid

To Continue Oae Week.

Marked Down !

The undersigned have this day formed
ship under the firm and style or

75.

of flour, 19,000 bushels of
Receipts
wheat, 10,000 bushels of com, 17,000 bushelB oats, 2,600 live hogs, 6,500 dressed hogs.
Shipments—1,400 bbls. floui, 4,500 bushels wheat,
—

FREEMAN,

GEO. L. KIMBALL.

Bressed Hogs—active and advanced 25 @ 35; salea
at 11 00 for

His first appearance

BUSINESS COLLEGE BLANKETS,

at

at 10 75 @ 11 25, closing
11 25 far extra heavy.

OPERA

THEODORE HABELMAN.
His first appearance as George Browne,
In which he has this seas in won the most flattering
comments from the critics ol New York and Boston.
JOSEPH HERMANS,

Portland, Jan 22,1866.

22.

Corn—inactive and nominal.
Oats—Arm.
High Wines—Arm.
Provisions—dull; Mess pork Arm at 26*0 @ 27 00.
Sweet Pickled Hams—quiet at 17}.
English and Bulk Meats—nominal.
Loose Green Meats—quiet; Hams at 153: shoulders

9J.
Lard—steady at 17.
Hogs—active at 9 00 @ 9

FAVORITE GRAND

La Dame Blanche

SCALE OF PRICES:

copartnership herotoforo existing under the

firm; Cot-

Chicago Marheta.
Chicago, Jan.
Flour—unchanged and moderately active.
Wheat—quiet at 1 22}.

Evcn ug, January 26th,

Admission,.£1.00

Copartnership.

SAM’L

E L I O !

F I D

Preedn en'a

bales.

Rr bute
PURSUANT

H A L Ll

MONDAY,

TIIE

HABELMAN sings, Incidentally, ROBIN ADAIR.
Conductor,
Adolph NeuendorlT.
Julius Bernstein*
Louder,

ISAAC EMERY,
Head of Lone Wharf.

lyAlso,

Western at227

i

ton 7-10d.

the Mexican forces.

north of Smith’s Point

bbls.;

Molasse*—quiet.
Freights to Liverpool—quiet and

Geo.

A'rom

this city, as an experienced an l excellent
nic, and also as a prompt, energetic, responsible and reliable man.
We solicit for him the confidence of this community, as well as their liberal patronage.
BARSTOW STOVE COMPANY.
A. C. Barstow, Prcst.
Jan 22—dtf

Coffee—firm.

firmations

hospitable

quietly picking

York Markets.
New Yoke, Jan. 22.
Cotton—dull and heavy;, sales 180 hales Middling

Jan. 19.
About eight inches of snow fell here last
The
weather is moderate.
night.

a

were

Mem

Salem, Oregon,

ceive him

3oi

Wednesday’s

Parties from Walla Walla say the road to
Boise is lined with deserted trains. Teamsters when overtaken by the storm cut loose
the animals and fled for safety. Many teamsters lose their entire trains.
Private letters from Fort Satire, say the
weather is intensely cold. Several Indians

introduced and ap-

Money

continues easy though with rathor more
activity in
tlie demand on call. Loans rate generally 8 per cent,
with rare exceptions at 6. Discounts
moderately active, though less so than at the commencement of the
month. Foreign exchaugo Is dull and rates unsettled
for
steamer. Gold inactive. Demand
for custom duties Arm. There Is no speculative
movement. The stock market is still vacillating and
unsettled. Speculation is confined to specialities, and
stocks let above gravitate. There is a downward
speculation in Cleveland St, Pittsburg, and oldiSouthem flagged at tho Board, and each stock closed 11
lower. Clique operations, however, are probably not
closed, and further fluctuations are likely to occur

Harrington of Georgia, minister to
propriately
Heme; Judson Kilpatrick, minister to Cliili;
To prevent counterfeiting U. S. money; to
Geo. H. Yeoman, minister to Denmark; J. A.
regulate the appointment of Admirals and Wright, minister to Berlin; Geo. Hay, Secrecertain volunteer officers in the regular navy;
tary of Legation at Paris; H. E, Peck, consul
giving bounties to those who entered the ser- at Hayti; J. C. Wright, Secretary of Legation
vice in 1801 and 1862; prescribing the oath of at
Berlin; G. C. Pomeroy, Asst Secretary of
office to all appointees of government; for the
Legation at Paris; T. Biddle Commissioner to
construction of a ship canal around Niagara
Columbia; R. M. Beale, consul at Ancona; E.
Falls: providing for the admission of ColoraF.Cook, Secfy. of Legation at Chili; C. Eydo as a State.
tnge, Seify. of Legation at Lima; A. B. HoThe resolution declaring that the leaders of
vey, minister at Peru; John Biglow, minister
the rebellion ought to be tried by court mar- at France.
tial. was referred to the Judiciary, not ReconThe Soldiers’ and Sailors’ National Convenstruction Committee.
tion assembled here to-day.
About one hunAn amendment to the Constitution was ofdred delegates were present.
The committee
fered, providing that in the event of the death on permanent organization reported the folof both the President and Vice President, the lowing as officers of the convention: PresiChief Justice shall act as President utitil a
j dent, Maj. Gen, John A. Logan; first Vice
new election.
Referred to the committee on j President, Gen. A. C. Parry; second Vice
the Judiciary.
President, Gen. E. W. Hinks; Secretaries,
A preamble and resolution was adopted that
J. E. Doughty and Capt. James Cross;
as several high officials have been appointed to
Treasurer, Col. Chas. Uoughtalhig; Sergeantoffice, among them several rebels, tne Judicia- at-Arms, John M. Powers.
ry Committee enquire whether legislation is
Roscoe Conklin who delivered a speech in
necessary to enforce obedience to Sie law by
the House to-day, is a member of the commitall men, without regard to rank or color.
tee on Reconstruction.
A senes of resolutions were offered by Mr.
Secretary and Mrs. Harlan’s reception this
and
referred to the Reconstruction evening, was one of the most brilliant of the
Grinder,
that
State
Committee,
governments cannot be season.
destroyed; that representatives should be admitted on taking the oath; that it is illegal to
From Havana and Mexico.
hold States in the Union to vote for the ConNew York, Jan. 22.
stitutional amendment, and then not allow
Advices from Havana to the 17th have been
them representation; that taxing the people
received.
while denying representation, is contrary to
Dates from Mexico City to the Oth have been
the principles of our government.
received.
Tne House then adjourned.
The general situation of the Imperialists by
their own accounts, are very unfavorable for
referred:

were

which are emphatically disapproved of on the street.
Old live's are f lower. The stringency in the London
Money Market has a depressing effect. Seven-thirties arc very firm but less active. Erie has advanced
If. The wockly bonk statement was less favorable
than was expected, and exhibits a suspension of tho
case noted for some weeks.
Loans ore gaining rapidly upon deposits, while legal tenders show a
slight increase. The cii eolation exhibits the important increase of $1,312,790. Tho deviations from the
returns of tlie previous week are as follows: Loans,
increase, $4,439,053; specie, decrease,
clrcnla ien, incroise, $1,312,790; deposits, increase, $1,-

$1,667,196;

Portland, Oregon, Jan. 19.
The weather is colder than yesterday, with
falls
of
snow, which now lays fully a foot
light
deep, over two feet having fallen during the
past three days.

From

Portland, Me., Jan 18, 1866.
Having sold the stock of Stoves, Furnaces. Ranges,
&c., in store No. 29 Market Square to Mr. D. B.
we most cordially commend him to the good

Auction

COMMENCING

CERMANOPERA!

growing

the upper Columbia.

able

HAVING

m

The steamer John H. Couch arrived at her
wharf at nine o’clock this afternoon from Astoria. She reports that it was almost impossible to make headway even in a direct course
on account of the snow storm.
She reports
Lower Columbia in much the same condition

was

purchased ol' Barstow Stove Company
the stock of Stoves, Furnaces, and Furnishing
Goods in store No. 29 Market Square, and having
secured the services of Mr. C. C. Tolrnan, so long
known to the patrons of the Store, I respectfully solicit a con tinuance ot their patronage. All orders for
Tin and Sheet Iron Work promptly and fkithiully
executed.
A full assortment of the Wares of the above
named company always on hand.
D. B. WING.
Portland, Jan. 18.1866.

THE

snow.

No

S- R0UNRS & SON.

Portland

GRAND

BETHOVEN’S GRAND OPERA

These Coals are oi the very best quality, and warranted to give satisfaction.
Also, 5i>0 cords ol best quality of HARD and
SOFT WOOD, which we will sed at the very
lowest price and deliver it to any part of tho city at
short notice.
fi3F"*Give us a call and try us.

FAIR

BEHALF OF THE

IN

THURSDAY, January 25, 1866,

White and Red Ash Coal.

Sound the Glad Tidings!

O I T

200 TONS LOBERY,

IX O TICK.

Raleigh, N. C., Jan. 22.
A proposition was made in the Senate today to build a penitentiary.
W. S. Herrahan, a member of the Legisla-

having been removed from her critical situation in Columbia Niver wiihout injury.
The cars drawn by the best engine of the

TWO NIGHTS ONLY

EGG AND STOVE SIZE.

Carolina Legislature.

North

teams to cross.
The thermometer at Idaho City has been
22 degrees below zero.
The steamer Pacific arrived yesterday, and
departed this evening for San Francisco, taking $504,500 in treasure.
The steamer Sierra Nevada has also arrived.
She reached her dock about the same hour,

snow on Scott mountain.
to cross for three

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

ICIKCULAB.l

GREAT

LEONARD GROVER.

GROVER’S

BROKEN AND EGO SIZE.

Miscellaneous.

-AT THE-

Cor. Franklin Wh- rf & Commercial St.,

Free burning and VERY PURE, and all kinds of

Arrival

and on the mountains there are from four to
six feet. The route to Plasterville is closed.—
The snow in Boise Valley averages twenty
inches, and Snake Creek is frozen so as to allow

12 feet of

Georgia.

Milledgeville, Ga.. Jan. 22.
Mr. Ridley, of Troup, introduced in the Legislature to-day a series of resolutions recommending to President Johnson a general amnesty and pardon.

Portland, Oregon, Jan. 18, )
Via San Francisco, Jan. 20.)
Decidedly the hardest snow storm that has
occurred in this part of Oregon for years, has
prevailed for two days. It snowed all day
Tuesday, and rained most of the time yesterday. During the night the storm continued,
and it has been snowing uninterruptedly today.
During the cold snap of a few weeks since,
there were storms particularly severe east of
the Blue Mountains. Quite a number of people were badly frost bitten. The snow is
deeper along the river than was ever known
before. In lieindeer Valley the snow is tliirty-six inches deep; at Lagrand twenty inches;

DIRECTOR,

Entertainments.

XiAxTlL.

HDZEEiFLIlSrO

RECEIVED and lor sale by the undersigned

ticipated.

Heavy Snowy iu Oregon,

Coal.

Coal,

275 Tons Hazclton Leliigii,

The Post’s special Washington dispatch says
the House will vote to-morrow on the Constitutional amendment reported to-day, and a
two-thirds vote in its favor is confidently anFrom

Entertainments.

at their Wharf,
JUST

New Yobk, Jan. 21.

the old Fort Brown, which was being mounted with 30-pounder Parrots. A long pontoon
train was also being rapidly put in good order.
Gen. Mejia apprehended another attack and
He betrays
was making another forced loan.
much uneasiness. Several of liis own guerrillas, in attempting to desert by crossing the
river were drowned. American citizens visiting Matauioras wore looked upon with suspicion and distrust, and United States officers
and men are not allowed to cross the river.
On the 14th, Gen. Weitzel reviewed the
Federal troops in Brownsville. All were in excellent health and spirits.

03

Coal,

Washington Correspondence,

Brownsville.
Gen. Weitzel has ordered the rebuilding of

company were unable to make more than
three miles for several hours, on account of

_Miscellaneous.

Wanted.

BOARD,

with furnished

rooms

(Parlor and Beda gentleman and

Room) in a private family, tor
wife. Rerctences exchanged1.
Address Lock-Box 1956 Portland P. O.
Jan 18—dtf

Deering
Congress

Block,

Street.

Jan 20—d2w
tW 11 you ore In want of any kind ol PRINTING
rail at the Daily Pres* Office.

Jen 18—dlw*

BOOTHBY*S

STABLE,
Temple

St.

Bags Flour and Meal l
i
mi) l-*, and l-8 BAGS EXTRA FLOUR.
± Ji. Superior Yellow Meal tor
*1*

by

7

Dec 14—tmt tf

Table Uee, tor
CHASE BROTHERS,
Head Lone
^ Wharf,

“No, Buxton, that would not be fair. Let
My life is ot worth as much as yours
people yonder,” cried King.
“No time for talking,” replied the guide in a
low determined voice.
“I am captian and
must be obeyed—hand me
your weapon.”
His companion sorely against his will, plac-

Poetry.

me stay.
to the

The Brave at Home.
BY

T. B.

BEAD.

ed his rifle in the hands of Buxton, who
carefully examined the nipple, and satisfied
himself that the precussion cap would not foil
him on any emergency.
We have no
“Now for the train! Quick!
timo to parley.”
The next minute King was on his way to
the train, wMch, when he had reached It,
without stopping to ascertain the cause of delay, instantly organized it for defence, as di-

The maid who btads her warrior's sash
With smile that well her pain dissembles,
Tho while beneath her drooping lash
One starry tear drop hangs and trembles,
the tear,
Thong'i Hoaven alone records
Ana fame shall nevor knew her story,
••
Her heart shall shed a
As ever clewed the field of glory.
The wife who girds her husband’s sword,
'Mid 11 tie ones who weep or wonder.
And bravely speak9 the cheering word,
What though her heart l*e rent asunder
Doomed nightly in her dreams to hear
The bolts of war around him rattle,
Hath s.i**d as sacred blood as e’er
Was poured upon the held of battle.

—

rected by the guide. Meantime, Buxton looked far out on the plain towards the west. Notwithstanding the critical position in which he
found liimself placed, the lives of so many helpless ones depending upon his vigilance andcouran exclamation of
he could not

Tho mother who conceals her grief,
When to her breast her son she presses.
Then broatho a few brave words and brief,
Kds ing tho patriot brow she blesses,
With no one but her secret God
To snow the pain that weighs upon her,
Slieis holy blood as e’er the sod
deceived on Freedom’s field of honor.

Chased by Wild Stallions.

“By heaven, they are upon us 1” exclaimed
Buxton, as he suddenly brought up his blooded bay, almost by the impetuosity of movement, tlnowing the noble courser ou his
haunches.

hastily questioned his companions, Baldwin, King, “t** Gooto be ridper, of the train, and who happened
at a canter,
ing over the g/rass covered prairie
Buxton.
by the side ol the Texan guide,
vV—what—Indians ?”

--11 mi. 1 do you hear them ?’
Loud neighings and shrill cries of pain came
to the ears of the listeners, accompanied by
a regular and heavy thud of a cavallada, wild
with passion in this, their rutting season.—
Tne very earth on which the guide and companions s-ood, a.though perhaps a half dozen
innei from wnere the hot blooded, angered
and fighting beasts were destroying each other as they flew over the plain, shook under

if an earthquake was spreading and
the rock-ribbed globe, and was
about to open great fissures and swallow them
on the instant.
i'hey are moving this way—for the water 1” cried Buxton, while a shade of anxiety
overspread his manly, sun bronzed face.
“Is there danger?” asked Cooper, in a low
nervous voice.
“Banger 1” “aye, there is and we must meet
it. If these mustangs should continue at their
present course, not only our own but the lives
of the women aad children in the trams will
be sacrificed. These animals in this season
are more terrijole than the same number of tihungering for human blood !”
gers
“
We must if possible, avert all danger from
the women and children,” said King, who, except the guide, seemed to be the most self-possessed of the four horesmen. What shall we
do? H ,wproceed?
These questions were addressed to the
guide, a nouie specimen of mankind—tall and
erect as an Indian, with the dark piercing
eyes of the eagle—eyes that could look squarely at the sun in its meridian glory without being dazzled.
Wnile King was yet speaking, Buxton, the
guide, slid from his horse and scanned the
ground closely. For upward of a minute—an
hour it seemed to his companions, he looked
at the ground; and then suddenly returned to
his blooded bay and sprang on his back.
“Whut shall we do? How proceed?” echoed the gulJe; “our position is dangerous; but
wa must loss no time in Idle conjectures.—
Taere is an arroyo within two miles of the
train—the only one that can now be reached.
If w3 can cross in season, before the incensed
devils can reach it, and by placing the wagons
around the women and their young ones as a
barrieado, we may avert the danger. Hark I
hear yo the thunder of their hoofs. There
mu,t be a thousand of them! yes, they are
making for the mattes! You, Cooper and
Baldwin, ride back to the train—remember
the lives of all that are dear to you may de-.
pend on your driving home your rowels into
your horses flanks a d turning their heads toward the arrayo. Cross it without delay.—
Leave a wagon transversely in the crooked
path on thii side. It will interrupt the progress of the beasts. Away.”
The men indicated, turned their animals’
heads to the eastward, and the next moment
the.n,

ai

vibrating in

were

flying over the prairies

as

If on the

repress
as his clear, dark, penetrating eye
rested on the spectacle beneath.
uIt is worth a life to look upon suen a
scene 1” he exclaimed. “I would I were here
alone! Ah! yonder noble courser would be
mine if I had to follow him over the hill and
valley to the Gaudaloupe. How splendidly he
carries himselfl He seems to know, too, that
with his erect ears, curved tail and flowing
mane, he is the undisputed leader of the thousands that are fighting and following whatever
I would that he took
way he turns his head.
the whim to gallop any way but the route he is
on; he seems to scent the trail of the mares,
and death only can stop his career. He must
die.”
As the guide spoke he drew his own trusty
rifle to his shoulder, ere he drew it therefrom
the noble steed he so much admired lay breathless, lifeless at the front of his thousands of
age,
admiration

equine fohowers.
“A respite ?” he cried. “Ha! will they not
stop? Another leading already. He too must
go—and thus everything depen's on chance. I

wish that the wind blew to the westward.”
The muzzle of King’s weapon covered the
new leader.
The‘rigger was pulled, and the
beast fell ere he had taken his place as leader.
The stallions now stopped as if irresolute how
to proceed; but Buxton saw leaving the ranks,
lar in the roar, a self appointed captain, who,
with movements we might in some degree of
truth say, were analogous to lightning, pushed to the front.
“It will be full a minute before he reaches
the van,” mused the guide; “I will have time
enough to reach the train. Ha 1 the wiud is

changing 1 We are saved—saved.”
As he spoke, he rode down the hill, and in
little while

a

was

within the lines jf the wag-

«Cu.A'ff.Jl-M

ons.

“Pull away all of you the grass from around
here.
Leave the ground baie. The prairie
must be fired.
It is our only chance 1” he
cried, a; he alighted from his panting bay.
In an instant t ie men, women anil children,

who had previously been made fully acquainted with the impending danger, were at work
with knives and sickles, shearing the earth of
its herbage.
A few minutes sufficed for this;
but it was not wholly finished when the front
rank of the wild stallions were seen coming
over the brow of the hill which the guide had
just left.
Without a word his directions were obey-

ed.
“We

prepared,” he said, as he looked
him; “but our poor beasts will suffer

are

around

for many

a

mile for that I

am

about to de-

stroy.’.’“Now,” said the guide, “is our time.”
Springing over one of the vehicles, he commenced striking his flint and steel. The tinder beneath this ignited. It was instantly applied to the grass, which—the cavallada was
within one thousand yards ol the train—at
once sprang by in great sheets of flame, and
seemed

travel towards the wild horses eveu
more rapidly, under the pressure of the wind,
than they wore moving against them.

and leaped from hillock to hillock, rising and
falling at the same time like the phosphorescent waves in a tropical sea.
Away to the
northward the prairie tire rushed, following
closely upon the heels of the disconcerted
stallions, until both were finally lost sight of
in the fir off distance; wlieie the earth and
sky seemed to meet each other in friendly em-

wings

brace.
The great peril was safely passed.
“Had not the wind suddenly veered,” said
Buxton as he looked upon the men, women
and children who had gathered around him,
“not one of us would have lived to see the sun
set. We shou d have been trampled and tom

“King,” cried Buxton, “a herd of mares
passed this way this morning. They have deserted the stallions, as is their wont at this

season, and must have crossed the arrayo at
The stallions are following them,
sunrise.
mad—30 mad that they are even now fighting
each other indiscriminately—biting and tearing each other to pieces. Look at your rifle.
You have a cot 1 head, a steady hand and a
if possible, al though the
steady eye. We must,
task is but hopeless, endeavor to check their
progress. There beasts are le 1 by captains so
to speak, whom they instinctively obey.—
You may remark them readily. They a e the
largest, strongest and noblest looking of the
herd. They take the lead. When the herd
appear in sight shoot the one down that I shall
indicate, while I do a like to the other. Do
not stop to see him fall, but turn your animal’s head towards the train, and make him
fly. In this I will follow your example. Do
not forget to load your weapon as you go. If
we succeed in shooting down the leaders we
shall gain a minute’s time; aud when they
resume their course, if they gain upon us before we teach the arroyo, your horse must
take the gulch on the fly. It is not more than
fifteen or sixteen feet In width. Once on the
other side, we may calculate on safety, If not,
God alone can help us, as the wind is now
against our firing the grass.”
_

At any other season than this,
those wild creatures would have avoided rather than pursued us. Now
they are literally
mad.”
With thankful hearts the men arranged I he
train and pursued their way over the ground
now black and dreary, that a few hours before
was as lovely to the vision of the mind’s
eye
as is an imagined landscape of Paradise.

For Sale and to

Valuable Hotel

Let.

Property

FOR SALE!
THAT SPLENDID UNFINISHED.
MARBLE
On

HO

TEL,

Middle* Willow and Silver Sta.,

in the City ot Portland, Maine, belonging in part to
the Estate if Hon. JOHN M. WOOD, and in part to
the undersigned, is oflered lor sale and can be purchased at a GREAT BARGAIN.
It occupies about nineteen thousand square feet ol
land, with an aggregate frontage of live hundred and
seventy-tive feet. It is Five Stories High, anil contains about two hundred and fifteen apartments J'or
the use of guests, besides lour capacious stores, and aU
the most approved modern conveniences for a FIRST
CLASS HOTEL.
It was designed by Wm. Washburn, Esq., Architect, of Boston.
Its arrangements for Hptel purposes are pronounced
competent judges o be fully equal to those of
any Hotel in the country. Its construction is most
thorough in all respects; the basement and lirst
stories being quite tire-proof, and all other parti

quiet tones.
Hardly had these words been uttered, when
thero appeared on a rise in the prairie a
great
black, moving mass, the vanguard of the rnfuated beasts, snorting and shrieking, their teeth
meantime snapping with rage. They were
galloping at a tremendous pace, and as Buxton had predicted, in a direef line for them.

‘■Ha 1 wo none but ourselves to take care
of,” said the guide with forced calmness, as he
put a fresh cap on the nipple of his rifle, “we

by

easily avoid this avalanche of madnearly so.
ness, by riding to the northward or southward,
Its original estimated cost was $177,000, exclusive
an i so by an oblique course get to the rear.—
ol the land; ot this sum about $140,000 have been
be
see
us!”
exclaimed.—
Hi! they
expended to bring it to its present s»age of progress,
suddenly
nd it is believed that notwithstanding the present
“What a magnificent sight! See, King, see!
nhanced prices, it can be
tor occupancy
They are in a line, and ready like trained cav- for $75*000, according to thecompleted
original plans.
us!
No
to
more
horses
fightFor price, terms ot sale and other particulars, encharge
upon
alry
ing among themselves now I They have' an quire of
JOS. ILSLEY.
enemy in front 1 Are you ready? They are
November 11,1865.—dtf
about"to plunge upon us! Take that great
sorrel one on the left. I will kill this white
one.
What a splendid animal! There is not Real Estate for Sale,
could very

snek an other one in Texa; l I would not
take a thousand dollars for him. Fire 1”
Simultaneously the explosion of the caps
followed by the report of the rifles, broke upon the stillness of the scene.
The nest moment the magnificent creature

In

Elizabeth.

stories, containing

13 rooms, closets, &c., all in
complete order. Also well arranged Stable and outbuildings. The lot contains 50.000 feet, and for beauty of location is unsurpassed in this victnty.
Term easy. For particular's enquire at

and then fell forward dead before his astonished followers. The ball had struck the eye of
the beast and penetrated the brain.
King was equally fortunate. The sorrel was
hit feirly In the breast and fell almost without

iJoni/rcss

july25dtf

St.,

Portland, Me.

House Lots for Sale.
Lots in Cape Eliztrom the Cape Bridge.
at the Sheriff's Office, Poit-

SEVERAL

abeth,
Inquire of E. N. PERRY,
land, where a plan of Cape Elizabeth lots may be
seen.
mayl3tf

“Now 1” and Buxton wheeled his horse toward the
arroyo. “Ke-load as yon ride,” he
added, as Ins bay with great strides swept over the rrass at the rate of aim >st a mile a minute. Meantime he was not idle. In a few
moments his weapon was reloaded and cap-

For Sale.
Two-story
THE
Street, at

Brick

a great

House and
bakgaik.

Lot, No.

2

Deer

ped.

For particulars, enquire of
BENJ. KNIGHT,
octl8dtl
Atlantic Wharf.

sily.

Store to Let.

Kin''followed his example, but more clumHe had not been accustomed, although
an expert marksman, to replenish his rifle
with powder aud ball while riding a steed that
was urged bv its very fear to outdo the tremendous pacing of the blooded bay. Howev
er, ho succeeded in accomplishing his object,
and he then laid It traversely before him on
hi: saddle, ready for any emergency.
For several moments the guide and his companion rode on in silence. At length Buxton
cried:
“Ah! do you hear them 1 They are following us. Tbev have got new leaders. Do you
Make for it. The
see yonder cliff, King?
descent is easy. If.we reach it in time, we
may have an onportu ity of seeing what progress the rain has made toward the gulch.—
The wagons should be on the other side of it
and the animals, women and children corralled by this time.”
Two or three minutes’ hard riding brought
them to the brow of the brow of the hill the
guide had indicated. There they slackeded
the:r pace, and while King looked toward the
great moving mass—the immense army of
stallions that were still following them, shriekin snorting, smashing their teeth and driving

Brick Store comer Commercial and Franklin
Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. JefferCoolidge & Co. Possession given Oct. 1st.
A. As 8. E. SI'KINO.

THE
son

Sept 27—dtf

For Sale.
second-hand Engine and Boiler (15 horse

ONE
power) all complete.

Second-hand shaft ing and Pollies.
One new horizontal Engine (6 in. cylinder.)
One new Oscillating Engine, (6 in. cylinder.)
Ono small 3 horse power Engine and Boiler.
Mill Gearing and Shafting.
^cond-hancf
Of-* All
kinds of Machinery promptly made and
repaired.
r,
,„niA WINN. Asent, No. 11 Union St,
Dec
2—t!2m
Portland. Me.

For Sale.

r-

uor in E\ergrecn
the main AvcCemetery,
Arrvr,
Said lot
oomixised of two lots in one,
°Ut' For
Address BL“.oe.ly
Nov 4—dtf
on

one.

AN

/i»mL

Nov 23—dtf

ner, about 8t miles trom this city._
There are about 25 acres ol land dividedinio tillage and pasture
land,
5fc5S- with some wood and a House and
thereon. Apply to CHARLES H. HILL, on

fl tvjjjsliid

Wanted.
Vessols to load deals at St. John, N.
B., tor English and Irish Ports, at highest rates of freight.

Also,

To load lumber at same place for Galveston, Philadelphia and Richmond.
LITTLEJOHN & CHASE,
No. 4 Central Whart,
Aug. 29—dtl

Stone- Cutter8

Wanted.

as

Immediately,

For Sale.
UNITED STATES PATENT RIGHT for
MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
For further particulars enquire of, or address
GEO. L. KIMBALL,
Firm of Stevens. Freeman & Go.
Not. 11—dtf

THF,

Wanted.
PARTNER with $600 in cash, in

a

light

manu-

ABusiness
facturing business in the city of Philadelphia.
all
very profitable.

jfig.

SECURITY INSURANCE CO.,
NEW YORK,
IS 65.

1st,

•

ASSET*.

hand in office,
$16,386 90
Cash in Bank of Commonwealth,44,432 48
Cash in Continental Bank.
43,372 94
Cash

on

Cash in hands of Agents, in
course of transmission,
14,793

Bonds and Mortgages, being first lien

34

$118,986 66
on

Real Estate in tne City of New York,
and its immediate vicinity,
Loans on call, secured by Stock collaterals
and U, S. securities,
United States 7 3-10 per cent. Treasury

639,134

Legislature,
Bonds of the City

149,126 63
121,000 00
11,800 00
6,025 00

5,683 00
4,380 00

Francisco,
the State of Cal ifornia,
of San

Bonds of
Bonds of the County of Westchester.
N. Y. City Soldiers’ Substitute and Relief

9,878 00
50,000 00
20,000 00

Redemption Bonds,
Sol tiers* Bounty Fund Bonds,
Wisconsin State Bonds,
Bills Receivable, (for premiums on Inland
Navigation and Marine risks,
Premiums uncollected, amount due from
Agents, and other property belonging to

16,560 00

99,100 33

150,297 83

the

Company,
Interest accrued on Bonds and Mortgages,
and all other investments,
Total

*

4fesets,

00

167,760 00

Notes of 1864,
United States 6 per cent. 10-40 Bonds,
Bonds ot the State of Tennessee,
Bonds or the Union Free School, District
No. 2. West Farms, issued by Act of

15,412 48

$1,686,100 93

Capital Stock, $1,000,000 OO
Sarplua,
585,100 93
$1,585,100 93
Unadjusted Losses $53,032 00.
■
No other Liabilities.
■■
THOMAS W. BIRDSALL, President.
O. G. CARTER, Vice-President.
L. Haydock, Secretary.

H.

LOSING, STAOKPOLE & 00., Agents,
Office No*

117 Commercial St.,

December 29,1865—eod3w

PORTLAND.

RETURN OF THE

millinery

Providence Washington Ins. Co.,

Bonds,

"I fiOO T?ss

"jonre

Hackmetack Timber.
°ak' Hackmetack

nSd^/d^ood P^nk!‘lSrKBieeCbl
L'

Oct 24-dtt

’yATL0R'

Boarders

ct

Commercial St.

Wanted^

MAN anil his wife, and a few sinijD
gentlemen
can bo accommodated with board at
No. 4 Oxford
B»e*t.
Ja20dlw*

KNIGHTS,

Providence,

Consumptive Remedy!
Indian

20,000

Portland, Nov. 6,1865-dtl

PORTLAND SjUJCHESTER R.R.

other

President.
Warren S. Greene, Secretary.

Syrup!

notice
Leave Saco River for Portland at 6 30 and 9 40 A. u.
and 340 P. m.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8 00 A. m, and 2 00
and 5 30 p m.
Tho 9 40 a M and 200 p m. train* will bo
freight
trains, with passenger cars attached.
Sr^T“Stagcsconnect at tiorham for West Gorhaui.

Standish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell lliram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limington, Cornish,l’orter Freedom, Mad son and Eaton. N. If
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Ea"!e,
South Limington
Limerick,

Limington,

At^accarappa^for

1>AN CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland, Oct 26.1865—dif

Ot

Complaints tending
CONSUMPTION.

LMtifcafcrfCJ

£. B. KNIGHTS,

Proprietor,

Trains will arrive as follows:—
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
From Montreal, Quebec Ac.

ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER.

LOSING, STA0KP0LE & 00., Agents,

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $30 in value (and tliat personal) unless notice is given and paid for at tho rate of
one passenger for every $50b additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Nov. i, I8G5
nov2dti

PORTLAND

61 Wall St,

Alter a long series of experiments, this article, as
it is now offered to the public, is believed to be the
most perfect of its kind which science has ever devised. No pains have been spared to produce what
has so long been demanded by thousands, who, from
sickness or other causes, have become prematurely
gray; and others, who in the sere and yellow leal of
life, would retain, so far as possible, the semblance of

Company

cor. William, NEW YORK.
Jahuary, 1865.

ensures Against Marine and Inland Navi
gation Risks.

Commencing December, 11,1S6J5.
asWCAMNAU Trains leave Portland dally (Sundays
fciga—wpvcxccptcd) for Bath, Lewiston via Androscoggin R. R.), Augusta, W’aterville, Kendall’s
Mills, Skowhegan, and Intermediate Stations, at
1.00 P. M.
Portland for Bath daily (Sundays excepted)
at 5.15 P.M. (Mixed Train.)
Leave Skowhegan for Portland and Boston at 8.30
A M., Augusta 10.35 and Bath at 11.55.
This is the only route east without break of gauge
at Portland. Through tickets fcr all Stations on this
line, also on the Maine Central R. R., can be purchased in Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going east
will change cars at the first depot they arrive at in
Portland, where ample time is there allowed to dine
(45 minutes) at a first class eating house. Superior
and well ventilated cars are run with the through
trains.

Fare

Low by this Routb as any other.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Belfast at Augusta, and for Solon, Anson, Norrldgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegan,
and for China, East and North Vassalborn’ at Vassalboro*, and for Unity at Kendall’s Mill's.
W. HATCH, Train Manager.
Dec. 11,1865—dtf

original color, and is the only
preparation of the kind upon which the public can
place any reliance. It has never been known to fail
in a single instance, and is totally unlike the thousand and one so-called Hair Restorers, by which so
many have been ogregiously deceived.
It is delightfully perfumed, gives the hair a rich
and glossy appearance, promotes its luxuriant growth
and will not soil the skin, scalp or any article of apparel.
After the use of one bottle, in daily applications, or
after the natural color of the hair is restored, its oc-

The Dividends in the Years 1863-1 and 6 were 16
cent each.

l'he Profits for 22 Years amount to the
sam of
*19,691,026
Or which here has been redeemed by

12,668,786

Company

has Assets, over Eleven MillUu
Dollars, via:—
United States and State of New-York
Bank and other Stocks,
Stock,
*4,974.700
Loans secured by Stooks and otherwise,
2,187,960
Premium Motes and Bills Receivable,
Real Estate, Bond and Mortgages, and

City,

other securities,
United States Gold Coin,
Cash in Bank,

use should be cont inued, in conjunction with
KNIGHT’S HAIR DRESSING, which, as a preserver and beautifier of the hair, is without a rival in
the estimation of the public.

casional

.8,140,531
441,89'
288,480

Dr.

*11,188,600
Price 75 Cents Per

TnnuTBns:

John
Jones,
Charles Dennis,
Wan Moore,
Henry Coil,
Wm C Pickersgil],
Lewis Curtis,

Wm Sturgis, Jr,
Henry K Bogert,
William E Dodge,

D

Charles H

Dennis

Russell,

Lowell Holbrook,
R Warren Weston,

Royal Phelps,

Caleb Barstow,
A P Pillot,
Dariel 8 Miller,
Joshua J Henry,
.eorge G Hobson,

David Lane,
■

.mes

Bryoe,

Dr. E. E. KNIGHTS, Ohemiat, Melrose,Mass.
DR.

Hair

H Marshall.
John D. Jours, Preeidont.
Charles Dhnnis, Vioe-President.
W. H. H. Moose, 2d Vioe-Pres’t.
Chas

Applications reoeived by

HUNGER, 166

^ebSledlm llmeodfcw6w

fore St.
PORTLAND.

8PKAGUE’8

SURE RELIEF!
IN

Sures

WIHCH

are

Positive !

SURE

PREPARED

Dr.

SURE
in its use!

E.
SOLD

invaluable remedy for Sciatica,
Gout, Netira’gia, Lame Back, Side or Stomach; Strains, Sprains,
and all Joint affections; CbilblainB, Cramp; and wiU
take the soreness from Cuts, Burns and Bruises.
An

H. H.

Dressing

!

PRICE 75 CENTS PER COTTLE.

OF NO INJURY TO THE SYSTEM.

Agreeable Application

KNIGHTS’

This article has been prepared with a view to supersede the pernicious oils and pomades so common
in the market, the use of which has been almost invariably detrimental to the growth and beauty of the
hair. It has long been a matter of regret that no reliable preparation for dressing the hair was generally
available, most oi the compounds used for that purpose being worthless, and many absolutely worse. As
a people, it is notorious that we become
prematurely
gray or bald. In no country are there so many gray
and bald heads on young shoulders as in this. For
this phenomenon many causes are assigned. By
some it is attributed to our mode of life; by
others, to
the restless activity oi the American mind; but we
♦race this public misfortune—for misfortune it is—to
the inordinate use oi oil as a dressing, which diseases
the scalp, and alcoholic preparations which dry up or
burn out the roots of the hair. DR. KNIGHTS*
HAIR DRESSING contains neither oil nor alcohol,
and is unquestionably the only article before the public that deserves the name. Its use prevents the hair
from falling off or turning gray; it removes dandruff,
cleanses the scalp, and cures nervous headache. Its
Invigorating properties insure luxuriant locks, inclined to curl, and its delightful fragrance, and the rich
and glossy appearanoe which it imparts, render it
the favorite Hair Dressing of the most fastidious.

I, H. Chapman, Aoting Secretary.

J. W

Bottle.

prepared bt

Perkins,
Joseph Gailurd, Jr,
J Henry Burgy,
Cornelius Grinnell,
C A Hand,
Watts Sherman,
B J Howland,
Ben] Baboook,
Fletcher Westray,
Rob B Minturn, Jr,
Gordon W Burnham,
Frederick Chaunoey,
James Lew,

R.

EDWIN

Dec 15.1803.

Chemist,

MELROSE, MASS.
WHOLES ALR

AT

BY

W, F. PHILLIPS & CO,
J. W. PREKIN 3 &

CO.,

PORTLAND,
And at retail by Druggists and Merchants throughout the Country.

Agent for the State of Maine.
Jan 16—ood3mo»
I

Dec 25—sod3m
1

DR. J. B. HUGHES

the year 184C, the writer embarked in the Drug
Business in the city of Philadelphia, and while thus
engaged, made several experiments in regard to the
most desirable mode of preparing Fluid Extracts.—
My efforts being successful—the articles being approved and used by the Medical
Faculty—I was desirous
ol placing them before the
public, but hesitated lor
some time before
concluding to resort to newspaper
advertis ng, knowing the prejudices that existed in
the minds of many against
using advertised Medicines or Nostrums, but through the advice of friends
and those who had used them this
objection was

Railway.

APPLY TO THE

90 Exchange Street.
Faros from $4 to $7 lower via. the Grand

Railway, than any other route to the West.
E. P. BEACH, Gen. Agt.
WM. FLOWERS.
276 Broadway, New York.
Eastern Agt., Bangor.
IAS. E. PRINDLE, Agent,

Atler 18 yoars* exertions,
commencing in a small
way, the popularity ol my articles has extended to all
parts of the United States, and widely throughout
foreign countries—and this in the face of much opposition.
Every means haft been resorted to by unpriciplcd dealers since their merit and success have
been known—such as
advertising larger bottles at less
price, censuring all other preparations, and even
copying my advej^sements—but I am happy to state
that out of the many who have resorted to
this, none
have been &uccss ful.
MY OBJECT
in this notice is to make facts known to
the public
and respectable dealers,
believing, after so many
years* exertions, that the Druggists will discountenance such
proceedings, and that the reputation of
my articles may not be damaged by use of inferior or

spurious ones.
Knowing that many may read this article who are
unacquainted with me, I append a few remarks from
those of my native city, and whose names aro known

parts of the world:
“Being personally acquainted with Mr. H. T. Helmbold, it affords me pleasure in stating I have been
most favorably impressed with his
energy and integrity, and gratified at his success.”
WM. WEIGHTMAN,
Firm of Powers & Weightman,
Ninth and Brown Streets, Philadelphia.

[.Evening Bulletin, Philadelphia. 1
“When on a visit to the city of New York a tew
days since, I was inducod to call on our old friend
and townsman, Mr. H. T. Helmbold, Druggist, 504
Broadway, New York. His store is a Model—a perGem—the handsomest of any kind we have ever
pleasure ot viewing, and so extensive, being
34 feet front, five stories in height, and over 200 feet
deep. It indeed a fiords us much pleasure to know
that he has been so successful, and it is ample evidence el the merits of his articles—as in our
whole business experience we have not known of the
success of any ariicles without
Merit—advertising
merely bringing the name before thopeeple.”
fect

had the

“We do not like to advertise worthless wares, or articles calculated to deceive our readers; and when we
see an advertiser like Mr.
Helmbold, whom we have
known for years, gradually extend Ids advertising
from year to year until he becomes the largest advertiser in the United States, we are satisfied that the
statements in regard to his ariicles must be correct.**
writer reluctantly inserts the above, and would
not do so wore he not a stranger to many; and con
eludes y stating the names of his articles, and the
diseases for which they have been used by many
thousands with complete success.

all diseases of the
Cures Pain or Weakness in the
Cures Weak Nerves, Loss of
Dimness of V ision.

and Bladder.—
Back, Stnctures, &c.;

Kidneys

Helmbold’s Fluid

Memory, Trembling,

Extract

of Buchu

Is apure fluid extract, and nota weak tea or infusion.
Is the one thing needful for all complaints incident to
Females. For particulars send for Circular.

HELMBOLD’S FLUID EXT. BUCHU
Cures Gravel and Dropsical Swelling existing in Men,
Women or Children; in fact, all diseases requiring
the aid of a Diuretic. It is the greatest Tonic ana
Diuretic known—perfectly safe, pleasant in taste and
odor, and immediate in its action.

HELMBOL D’S
FLUID EXTRACT OF SARSAPARILLA
HIGHLY COXCEXTBATED.
One bottle equivalent in strength to one gallon of
Syrup ot Decoction.
It reaches the seat of the disease immediately,
pelling all HUMOUS oi the BLOOD,

the
ex-

and beautifying the complexion.
These artcles, being of such strenglh, the doso is

exceedingly email. From this fact, it is used in the
United States Army Hospitals and public Sanitary
Institutions throughout the land.
[ar-Sold by all Druggists everywhere.
LtT’Ask for Helmbold’s. Take no other!
L-Jif^Cut out the advertisement and send for it, and
by this means avoid Counterfeit.
Dec 30—cod f

Eye, Ear,

Important to Travelers T I I

Catarrh

o’

It

D.

To the Public.
Having

been engaged for more than
twenty years in the Hair-Dressing Business, and knowing as I do all the preparations that are offered for the restoration of the Hair, and how
are made
and what composed ol, and knowing
most of them to be useless and some injurious, and feeling the great need foi
some preparation free trom injurious
substances, such as Oils, Aleohol, and
Sugar of Lead, Lac Sulphur, (a most poisonous preparation) injurious to
the

they

health of the hair and body. I have endeavored to supply the want by pre -aring an article
that is free from oils of all kinds, and all substances
known to be iajurious.
It will keep the hair moist
and glossy longer than any oil, cures all humors of
the scalp, stops the itching of the uead, provents the

falling off in the worst cases of fever or other diseases, and will not soil the nicest silk.
My
Balm is not a Dye, but purely a Dressing for the Hair

hair from

and a Modicfne for the Head. I here offer the names
of a lew persons who have used jny Balm. Let them
speak for themselves.
I am permitted to refer to the following gentlemen;
Capt. A. P. Hariis, Geo. W. Parker, J. Dunn.Ls i.,
D. Drinkwater, H. C. Hastings, R. 0. Hanson, A.

Thornes, H. Lewis.

Mr 7 odd:—
1 feel it due to you. as a public benefactor, to state
thatmv hairwa3 falling off very badly, and I was
troubled with a dise 'se of the head known in the
medical world as Porigo, which causes severs itching
I tried your Hungarian Balm, and to
of the head.
ray surprise and pleasure my hair stopped foiling off,
and humor ha< entirely left the head.
C. R. PACKARD, M. D.,
Boston, Mass.

I have used Todd's Hungarian Balm, and can say
that it is the best dressing for the hair in use.
My
hafer was foiling off very fast, and
the use of
half a bottle of the Balm is has stopped railing off entirely, and is foot thickening up, and is in tine condiF. H. STUOUT, Portland, Me.
tion.

TO AGENTS.
I take this opportunity to answer the many inquicrlcs made to me, I appoint but one agent for each
town. I waut an agent In every town in the State.
Would like to hear from
Saco, Lewiston,
Brunswick anil Bath.
Wholesale Agents, J. W. PERKINS and PHILLIPS & CO., Portland, Me.
My Hungarian Balm is for Bale at
J. BENNETT'S. Denmark,
S. M. HAYDEN’S, Briilgton,
A. O. LIBBY’S, Limerick,
Samuel Hanson, Buxton.
A. BAKER Ok CO., Gardiner, will
supply
agents fot Kennebec and Somerset Counties.
I will supply agents as fast as possible.
J. M. TODD, 74 Middle Street,

Biddo'lord,

MRS.

MANCHESTER,

THE INDEPENDENT

CLAIRVOYANTI

Arrangement!

THE

furnishing

Forest City, Lewiston and

Friday

Freight taken

as

usual

The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value and thut personal. unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger lor
every $500 additional value.
L. BILLLNGS Agent.
Aug 5, 1865.
feb.18,1863 —dtf

New

system

LINE.

The

splendid and fast Steamship*
Capt W. W. SAtrfranconia, Capt. h.
Tfinwmn—'
will until farther notice,
■““■•NSaiiawooD,
rnn as follows:
Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland,
every WEDHKSSaTUKDAY at4P. M., and leave Pier
°AJ andRiver,
*» E at
New York, every WEDNESDAY
ana SATURDAY, at 4 o'clock P. M.
These vessels are fitted up w»th fine accommodations for paasengera, making this the most speedy,
safe and comfortable route for travellers between
New York and Maine
Passage, in State Room,
S6.00. Cabin passage 86.00. Meals extra.
Good* forward**! by this line to and from Montreal, Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eaatport and

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

^gJpaWLCHESAPEAKK.

who have committed an excess ot any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence In malurcr years,
All

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may lbllow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.

Do not wait tor the consummation that is sure to follow: do not wait tor Unsightly Ulcers, tor
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

and Complexion.
HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TE8TIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad liablt In
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by ono
or more young man with the above disease, some ot
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they hod
the consumntion. and by their friends supposed to

tlt.JOuD.

Shippers urerequested to send their freight to the
as early as I P. 11. on the
day that they
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY A FOaTBrown’s wharf. Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL fc CO., Ho. 86 West
Street,
steamers

New York.

May 29, 1866.

*tf

have it.

RIO DE JANEIRO,
CALLING AT

buco and

Pernam-

Bahia, Every Trip.

THE UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL

AT

ATT.

2flth ot each

month,

dispatch regularly,

at 3

on

the

P. M., from Pier 43 North

The North

America,
...

.Commander.

WILL LEAVE

On

Jar' Send

Monday,

the 29th ot January.
An experienced Surgeon is attached to each Steamship.
All letters must pass through the Post Office.
E^®“Large lots of heavy freight at low rates.
For freight or passage apply to
THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
17 Broadway, N. Y.
THOMAS ASENCIO fc CO.,
Or,

STEAMSHIP

COMPANY.

Carrying the United States Mails. The
STEAMER “TONAWANRA,"
Joux Berry, Commander,

WILL
DAY, January IStb,

at 3 P.

on

M.,

JElectt'ic

Physician

N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult one of theii
A lady of experience in constant attend

own sex.
a nee.

MON-

child.

My daughter,

CmiKiMne

1

DR. STRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS COUGH
BALSAM is warautorl to cure Coughs,Cokla. Hoarseness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Consumption, and ami all affections oi thu throat and

Lungs.

A

For sale by Druggists. 50 cents per bottle.
GEO C. Goodwin & CO.. SI Hanover
Boston, Sole Agents tor Now England.

ten years

very

what the disease was. Some friends advised that we
should call on a Clairvoyant; there being none in
Providence that we could rely on, we wrote to Mrs.

MANCHESTER, in Portland, describing her symptoms. She immediately examined her case and told
that she had a Snake In her stomach, told where she
drank it, and that it has been growing, and from the
best of her judgement she should think it ton or
twelve inches long. 1 gave the child her prescription
and in

a

few hours the child ejected the snake alive

from the

stomach;

eleven and

it

was

measured and found to be

half inches

long. We have it preserved,
that ail may see for themselves that this statement is
really so. I am confident that the child could not
have lived, had it not been for Mrs. Manchester, and
we feel as though she never could be repaid lor her
skill.
MARY RAY,
GEORGE W. RAY.
dcl2ti
Providence, R. I., Nov. 10, 1865.
a

Another Witness

on

the Stand

IN FAVOR OP

JOHNSON’S REPRODUCER!
1
“Portland,
Dec. 27, ’65.}
Mb. Johnson,

Dear Sir:
Two
months ago my wife
—

commenced
▼our

using
Reproducer;—

her hair at that time
wss lading off very
rapidly and had be'<■

come so

thin

as

to

pose the scalp.
use of one bottle

ex-

The
has

entirely stopped

the
has in-

felling off anil
creased the growth so
that now she
thick head of hair which the most
thorough combing and brushing will not in the least
remove.
Both myself and wife have lound it excellent to remove dandruff, and as a dressing the best
preparation I ever used.
You are at liberty to publish this, or to refer any
one to me personally.
v/
lias a

Very respectfully, yours, &c.,

GEORGE BLAKE,
MRS. HATTIE E. BLAKE.”
Mr. Blake may be found with Mr. Dunham, manufacturer of Britannia Ware.corner of Union and Fore
St., Portland, or at his residence in Westbrook.
Manufactured and sold wholesale and retail by
HORACE II. JOHNSON. No. 80 Middle
St., Portland, (Up Stairs).
Dec 28—dtf

and

Liverpool.
DB. STRICKLAND'S PILE REMEDY lias cured
thousands ol the worst cases of Blind and Bleeding
IHea.
It gives Immediate relief, and effects a permanent core. Try it directly.
It Is warranted to
cure.
For sale Ivy all Druggists. 00 cts. per bottle.
GEO. C. CiOOi)WIN & CO., 38 Hanover Street,
Boston, Sole Agents tor New England.
noTlOdfim

utter the arrival oi the

previous day from Montreal.
by the Nova Scotian, on Feb. 3d.

Passage to Londondery and Liverpool:
#70 to #80
(according to accommodations)
Steerage,
#26
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For freight or passage apply to
H. «2fc A. ALLAN,
6 G. T. R. Passenger Depot.
declldtf
Portland, Dec. 11th, 1866.
Cabin

LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.
Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s
Hair Restorer and Dress-

ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the hair.
They

TO

BE

act

DISPOSED OF AT

ONE DOLLAR EACH,
Without

for

Regard

to Value.

Raid

Not to be

what you
to receive.

until you know

300
160

be Sold for ONE DOLLAR Each l

Musictd Boxes,
#20 to #150 each
44
44
with Bells and
200 to
Castinets,
Silver Teai»ots and Coffee Urns, 20 to
44
30 to
Chafing
Dishes,
44

600 44
50 44
100 44
50 44
50 44
50 44
20 44
5.) 44
20 doz.
40 44
100 each

500
500
1000
Ice Pi chers,
20 to
44
2500
Syrup Cups, with Salvers,20 to
44
500t
Goblets & Drinking Cups, 5 to
'4
3000
15 to
Castors,
44
2000
Fruit,Card &CakcBaskets20 to
5000 Doz n Sliver Tea Spoons,
10 to
44
44
10000
Tab-eSx»ooi»sAForks20 to
250 Gents* GoldUunt*g-CaseWatches50 to
250 Ladies' Gold & Enameled Hunt35 to
70 44
ing-Case Watches,
500 Gents' Hunting Case Silver
35 to
70 44
Watches,
200 Diamond Kings,
50 to 100 44
5000 Gold Vest and Neck Chains,
4 to
30 44
3000 Gold Oval Band Bracelets,
4 to
8 44
6000 Jet and Gold Bracelets,
6 to
10 44
2000 Chatelaine ChainsaUnardChains,5 to
20 44
7000 Solitaire and Gold Brooches’
4 to
10 44
5000
and Emerald Broochc s,
4 to
8 44
5000 Mosaic, Jet, Lava and Florentine
4 to
8 44
Eardrops,
7500 Coral,Opal & Emerald Eardrops, 4 to
6 44
4000 California DianioudBreast-pin*2.50 to
10 44
3000 Gold Fob and Vest Watch-keys2.50 to
8 44
4000 Fob and Vest Ribbon-slides,
3 to
10 44
5000 Sets Solitaire Sleeve-buttons,
Studs, Ac.,
3 to
8 44
3000 Gold Thimbles, Pencils, Jtc.,
4 to
6 44
10000 Minature Lockets,
2.50 to
10 44
44
44
4000
magic spring, 10 to 20 44
3000 Gold Toothpicks, Crosses, &c,
2 to
8 44
5000 Plain Gold ltings,
4 to
10 44
10000 Stone Set and Signet Rings,
2.50 to
10 44
5000 Chased Gold Rings,
4 to
11 44
10000 California Diamond
2 to
1C •*
7500 Sets Ladies, Jewelry—Jet and
5 to
Gold,
15 44
6000 Sets Ladies' Jewelry—Cameo,
Pearl, Opal and other stones, 4 to 15 4*
10000 Gold Pens, Silver Extension
Holders and Pencds,
4 to
10 44
10000 Gold Pens, and Gold Mounted
0 to
Holders,
10 44
5000 Gold Pens and Gold Extension
15 to
Holders,
26 44
5000 Ladies’ Gilt and Jet Buckles,
5 to
15 44
44
44
44
5000
Hair Bars
and Balls,
6 to
10 44
Certificates of tho various articles s»e first put into envelope*, sealed up and mixed; and when order-*
ed are taken out without regard to choice, and sent
by mail, thus giving all a fair chance.
On .receipt ol
the certificate, you will see what you are’ to have
and then It is at your option to send the Dollar
take the articlo or not. Purchasers may thus
obtain
a Gold Watch. Diamond Ring, or
any set of Jewelrv
J
on our list for Ono Dollar.

Wanted.

local Salesman
traveling
sale Grocery and Flour business, by
Ain the Jr hole
who has had
or

three years experience on
young man
Commercial Street, and has a good acquaintance
with the country trade
Address
SALESMAN, Press Office.
Jen 11—dtf

PLEASANT

cents per

box;

small boxes 30 cents.

For sale by J.
No 1 Tremont

S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors,
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to anv address
July till y
enclosing 80 cents.

on

luxuriant growth is the result. Ladies and Children
will appreciate the
delightful fragrance and rich,

glossy

appearance imparted to the hair, and no fear
of soiling the skin, scalp, or
most elegant head-dress.
Sold by all

Draagists.

Depot 198 & 200 Greenwich St. N. Y.
"W. P. PHILLIPS & CO., General Agents for
Maine
Sept 27, 1805—d&wCm

Opal

Vegetable Pulmonary
For

Coaghi, Cold*

aud

pSTABLISHKD

Balsam I

Consuiupiioii I

in 1832, and still the
JLJ remedy for all affections qfthe
Lungs,
Chest. Bo caretul to get the

best known
Throat ana

genuine.
CtTrfk* & CO., Boston, Proprietor*.

I*rge Bottles, ♦1.00.

Small, ISO cents.
Pure Cod Idvor Oil
Bottled expressly for Medicinal use bv ItPFD
CiiTLER & CO., who have tacillUes for r f
jj
ol tlio most reliable quality. Large Bottles SI "
Nov 10—d&wtim

Rinjjs,

and

Send 25 Cents for Certificate.
ali transactions by maP, wc shall
charge for lorwardrng the Certificates, Raying the postage and doing tho business, 25 cents each, which must be
>» sent.
Five Certificates
* mTk?U
2> 30,for *5; WO for $15.
e want
in every Regiment,
Agents
„.aHRNTS
and in every Town and
ami
County in the
those acting as such will be allowed 10 Country,
cents on every
certificate ordered by
omittheir
them, provided
tance amounts to One Dollar.
Agents will collect 25
cents lor every
certificate, and remit 15 cents to us,
either in Cash or
Postage Stamps.
In

encio£

th*°fJelei,ic?iep

W.
the palate, cause no pain, act
promptly, never require increase ol dose, do not
exhaust, and for elderly persons, females and children, are Just the tiling. Two taken at night movthe bowels ipice tho next morning.
Warranted
in all cases of Tiles and Falling of the Rectum
We
promise a cure for all symptoms of the Dyspepsia,
such as Oppression after eating, Sour
SpitStomach,
ting or food, Palpitations; also. Headache, Dizziness,
Pam in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of tl.e Skin
and Eves, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Biliousness, Liver Complniut, Loss of Appetite. Debility,
Monthly PainB, and all Irregularities. Neuralgia,
Faintness, Ac.
Travelers find the Lozenges just
<ohat they need, as
they are so oompact and inodorous
that they may be carried in the vest pocket. Price CO
to

upon the roots

natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disappears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and

are

SPLENDID LIST OP ARTICLES!
All to

directly

of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and

n.

“There Is

no

BBch Word as Fall.”

'T A. PL PL A. 1ST T’S
COMPOUND EXTRACT OP

Cubebs and

Copaiba,

Cerfdfn, and Speedy Cure for all iltseis*
I®esot the Biadder.
Kidneye and Urinary Organs,
*

the male or lomele. frequently performing
perlect cure In the short space of three or iour
'-'ey* aud alwavs In less time than any other prepa*»Mo*. In the ascot
Tarrante Compound Extract of Cubebt and

either In
a

Copaibt
thercts no need of aonUnemrnt or ohange of diet
In its approved form of a paste, I* I-entire), tasteless, and censes no unpleas wt sensadon to the naIt is now acknowledged by
tion*. and no expesur*
the moet learned In the profession that in the above
olaes ofdiseases, Cnkebs end Copaiba are tho oniv
two remedies known that oan be relied mon with
any oertaiaty or soooees.

Tarrant* Compound Extract of Cubebt and

Copaiba

JVEVER FAILS.
Manntaotured only by
TAR ft A NTT * CO..
278 Greonwlob St., New York.
nil over the World.
muvtt fifidly
___
Sold by

58 Liberty St., New F«rk City.
Nov 4—d3mos

the Time,

Provisions and Groceries,

Street,

Passengers Booked to

Half Million Dollars Worth

ohl, was taken sick
singular manner. We called
In si* of the be9t Physicians in the city; they said the
case was a very singular one—they never saw one like
it—and came to the conclusion they could not tell
a

jan1.!865d&wly

to be Jol-

lowed by tbe Steamer “CORTEZ,” sailing Thursday, February 1st, 186G.
Tliese steamers ore first class, and will sail semimonthly. Having very superior Cabin accommodations, they offer unusual facilities for those wishing
to visit the Island of Cuoa.
Price of passage, $C in currercy.
For freight or passage, apply to
WM. H. KINSMAN & CO.,
3 India Street.
Or to
BRIDGE, LORD & CO.,
6 India Street.
Boston, Jan. 3d. 1S66.
jan3dtf

I

From 618 Broadway, New York, has returned to
Portland, and can bj consulted at her office, No, 11
Clapp’s block.
A Clear Case of Clairvoyant Sight.
Dear Madam:—Permit me to tender you my sincere thanks for the cure you have effected on
my
last January in

Street], Portland. Me
Stamp lor Circular.

DR. HUGHES particularly nvites all Ladies, whe
a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 5
which they will findarrangod for theii
Temple Street,
accommodation.
especial
Dr. H.'s Electie Renovating Medicines aro unrivalled In elticaev and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of ob»
st ructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain.
It is
purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be takes
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

FOR n AY ANA.

sail from the end ot Long Wharf,

a

need

BOSTON AND CUBA

^tZ'WV-

WEAKNESS.

Electie Medical Infirmary,
TO THE LADIES.

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF
Portland, Me.

Jan 8—dtf

to the proper and only
a short time are

I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
lull and healthy restoration oi the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so oy writing, in a plain manner, a
description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, ii desired.
Address:
Dr. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street feomer of Middle

River,

L. P. TIMMERLANE,..

yield

ant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL

STEAMSHIP COMPANY
Will

suen cases

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
There are many men at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner
the patient cannot account lor.
On examining the
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milklsfi
hue,
changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
again
There are many men who iiio ol this diiliculty, ignor-

-FOR-

Thomas, Para,

All

correct course ot treatment, and in
made to rqjoice in perfect health.

United States Mail Line

St.

suc-

generally

England Screw Steamship Co

8KMI-WEEKLY

of his si.ill and

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for
general use should have
their eiticacy established
by well tested experience In
tne hands of a
regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies tits him for all the duties he must
luinil; yet the country is llooded with poor nostrum®
anu cure-alls,
purporting to be the best in the world,
are not only
useless, but always injurious. The uatortunato should be particular in
selecting his
physician, as it is a lumen table yet incontro vertable filet, that
syphilitic patients are made
many
miserable with ruined constitutions
by maltreatment
from Inexperienced physicians in general practice;
lor it is a point
fconoeded bv the Kat syphiiograpliers, that the study and management of these
complaints should engross the whole time of those
who would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure.
The inexperienced general practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make
liimself acquainted with tlioir pathology, commonly
one
of treatment, in most cases makpursues
ing an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dan
gcrous weapon, Hie Mercury.

and Satur'day, Thursday,
at 7 o’clock P. M
and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Weilnesday,Thursday, Friday and Saturday, a: 5 o’clock P. M,
Fare in Cabin
$2.00.

JiT

assurance

CAUTION TO THE PUFLIC.

Montreal,

Will, until farther notice, run as
follows:—
\\ Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
^every Monday Tuesday Wedncs-

day,

sufficient

cess.

STEAMERS

BBTAN BBOS. <V CO.,

Till the first day of February next, at GREATLY
REDUCED PRICES.
We offer this inducement in order to reduce the
stock tor other parties to take posesesion of tlio store
at that time.
Friends and patrons please give us a call.
Jan 16—<i2w
j. M. BAKER.

a

perfect and PERMANENT C U ftt.
He would call the attention ot the afllicted to the
tact of his long standing and well-earned reputaliou

-AND-

At the Car* of Federal Sc Exchange Sts*,

as

Summer

January, 1866, immediately

Portland.

„„

January 23. 18G6.—d3m

POSITION

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE!

train of the

1

glasa.

long
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
dregs of oi.seaac from the system, and making a

the

To be followed

by

Sold wholesale and retail by
JOHN M TODD,
No. 74 Middle, cor. of Exchango St., Portland, Me.
And bv Crosman & Co, 76 Middle St.
one genuine except the name is blown in the

Devoting

T Whari, Boston.

a

Return Tickets Granted at Reduced Rates,
The Steamship North American, Capt. —, will
sail from this port for Liverpool, SATURDAY, 27th

I have tried Todd's Hungarian Balm, and I consider it the best article in use-io’- the hair.
J. B. WEBB, Gorham, Me.

Buy

22-Ulyr

T !

Towns

Passage Tickets for California, by the Old Line
Mail Steamers and Panama Railroad may be secured
by early application at this office.
March », 1866.marSOdfcwtf

is

OO

feted,

by

Carrying the Canadian and U. S. Mails.

A

LITTLE

Railway Ticket Office* 31 Exchange Street, (up stairs.)
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.

Now

XT

.Londonderry

Porland

_

Baltimore and Washington
““i free
Lanai wr Railroad,
of coiumisbions.
i or freight, apply to
SPUAGUE, SOULE & CO.,
It
Nov

at all
hours < ally, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
i>r. U. addresses those who are
under
the
sutlcring
affliction oi private diseases, whether
arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of sell-abuse.
his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he lee Is warranted in Guarranteeing a Cure in all Cases, whether of

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co,

West, South, North-West and the Canadas.

W.

ho can be consulted
and with
WTHERE
v v
the utmost confidence bv privately,
the util

Long Whar Boston,.at KM.
f
Philadelphia.at lu A.M.
Sf* yhart,
West forwarded
i.io finr
by the Peunsylvato
™m

$mm

th.

No. 5 Temple Street,

EVEliY FIVE DAYS.

_

The

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

Line.

Steamship

Tho Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
tlie line, ami a steamer leaves each port

HELMBOLD S EXTRACT OF BUCHU
cure

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

Philadelphia

ONE of their NEW FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS.

[advertisement.]

Will

and

now form

The

PORTLAND.

to

Boston

In

NOYES, Supt.

General Western Ticket Office,

Trunk

FREIGHT FOR THE SOOTH AND WEST.

dcSZtf

AND

HAY, Druggist, Portland,

R.

For Tickets to all points West & South West,

To

BY

Knights,

R.

ABBANGEMENT.

trains Irom Auburn and Lewiston are due at 8.30 A.
M., and from Bangor and all intermediate stations,
at 3 P. M., to connect trains for Boston.
CB-" Freight trains leave dailv at 8 A.M.

gray or faded hair to its

teemed.

The

as

MAINE CENTRAL

Notice to the Public!

[Boston Herald.]

WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1865-66.

youto.
Such an article is now made available to the public in DR. KNIGHTS’ ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER, which, after a few applications, restores

The whole profits of the Company revert to the
tseoRRh, and are divided Annually, upon th«
t’remiiuns terminated daring the year; and for which
Jort-fioaies are issued, bearing intereet until re>or

^KENNEBEC rTr.

Portland to Skowhegan via Waterville'
and Kendall’s Mills.

Office No* 117 Commercial St*»
Dec. 29,1865.—eod3w
PORTLAND.

ATLANTIC

145p,

K
u.

LOWEST RATES OF FARE,
And all needful information cheerftilly furnished.
Travellers will find it greatly to their advantage
to procure Through Tickets at tho

KNIGHTS’

DB.

8 10 A

from Portland to ah the principal Cities and
in the leyal Slates and the Canadas, at the

MELBOSE, MASS.

HENRY MARTIN.
of Maine for ihe State

—

Agent for all tho great Leading Routes to ChicaIS go,
Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Galena, Oshkosn, fit. Paul, LaCrosse, Green Bay,
Quincy, bt, Lcuh, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
kc. and is prepared to furnish Through Tickets

Price 81*00 Per Bottle.

DB.

Nov. Of*, 1865,

above stated.

me

Medical.

all

Auburn at 7 35 A if.
Mail Train for Waterville, Bangor, Gorham, Island
ond, Montre <1 and Quebec at 110 r u
This train connects with Exp *ess train for
Toronto,
etroitand Chicago. S eoping Cars attaohod from
land Pond to Quebec and Montreal.
No Baggage oa t be received or ohecked after the

private life.

A Commissioner of the State
of Rheode Island.

Mutual Insurance

On and after Monday,
traina will run as follows

August 10—dCm

nomination, authors, editors, members of Congress,
and many of our most distinguished men in public

Insurance Company,” severally made oath
that the foregoing statement by them signed, is
wholly and strictly true.
Witness, my Signature and Official Seal.

Canada.

Morning Train for 8outh Paris, Lewiston and

to

necessity in every household, and is heartily endorsed by the medical faculty, clergymen of every de-

ington

RAILWAY,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

a

and

Newlield,

Parsunsfield and O’sipee
South Windham, Windham Olil,

GRAND TRUNK

Steamers.

90 Exchange Street,

This remedy is too well known and too highly esteemed to require commendation here. It is regarded

The State of Rhode Island,
)
And Providence Plantation, J ss.|
Providence County, )
Be it known, That in the city of Providence, In the
County and State aforesaid, on the twenty-third day
of December, in the Year of our Lord One Thousand
Eight Hundred and Sixty-Five, before me, Henry
Martin, a Commissioner of Deeds of the State of
Maine for the State of Rhode Island, personally
appeared John Kingsbury and Warren S. Greene,
and the said John Kingsbury as President and Warren S. Greene as Secretary of the “Providence Wash-

Oet. 30, 1865,
follows, until further

—

Medical.

overcome.

On and after Monday,
MSI
<l<3?lr,VnflgTrrain3 will leave as

the following

Hoarseness to which Public Speakers
and Singera, are liable, and all

against

IL.S.] (Stamp.)

made for

Colds, Coughs, Whooping Cough, Croup, Asthma,
Catarrh, Bronchitis, Spitting Blood, Pain in the
Side, Night Sweats, Humors, General Debility, and the various Throat Affections, and

03

Amount of losses claimed and unpaid,
16,353 75
Amount of losses reported upon which the
liability of the company is not determined, 13,250 00
Amount of all other claims
the Co.,
1,000 00
Am’t required to re-inBure all out-standing
50
risks, per cent,
63,683 84
JOHN KINGSB DRY,
|

j l.b. JJ

Pulmonic

ever

complaints:

LIABILITIES.

Amount of borrowed money,

Vegetable

The best preparation

157,850
2,335 03
7,200

-352,935

FRANCIS CHASE,’P
Supl.

Grand Trunk

Larookah’s

Dr.

30,000 33,600

Real Estate owned by the Co.
Citv Assessors valuation,
Amount Cash on hand,
Amount Cash in hands of Agts,

p

—Jrniirriiff~1 Train3 I«ave Portland dally (Grand
vTrunk Depot) Sundays evcepted.tor Auburn and Lewiston at 7.30 A. M, andtorBangor and
all intermediate Stations, at 1.15 P. M.
Bctuming,

100,000 110,000

Shares Exchange Bank,

and 2 30

u.

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.

Chemist,

GREAT

ASSETB.

p.

u

WINTEB

MELROSE. MASS.

Amount of Capital, all paid in,
8200,000*
Number of Shares 6250, par value of each 882*
Amount of Fire risks out-slanding, $11,915.38.
Amount of Marine risks out-standing:, None.

Of An

For Sale.

R.

Date of Organization, A. D., 1799.

300

Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 A.

and 220

,,

DR. E.

Amount Stocks and Bonds owned by the Company.
pnr val. mkt. val.
United States 5-20 Bonds,
20,001 20,600
Ditto, 6s, 1881,
20,000 21,350
City of Providence 6 per cent.

a. h.

M.

{PREPARED BY

OF PROVIDENCE. R. I.t
On the First Day of November, 1863*

P. S. W.

”2^^ Hiring.

as

—

Leave Portland for BoBton at a 45

Price $100 Per Bottle; Six Bottles for $5

SURE

rpOYS

Nervous Affections, and Palsy arising
use of Mercury or Lead.
It is a tonic
an alterative, restoring the tone ol the sys-

euro

Scrofula is a taint or inlection in the human organism. Acting like a latent poison,it reduces the vitality
of the blood. Constitutions affected with Scrofula
are more than any other suttfocted to
diseases, and
have less power to withstand or recover from them.
The Scrofula taint or infection is heriditary in the
constitution, “descending from parents to children,
until the third generation,”—and should be attended
to in season; and we honestly believe by the timely
use of DR. LAROOKAH’S SARSAPARILLA COMPOUND that this most loathsome disease can be
checked and in the majority ot cases cured. Dropsy
and Dropsical swellings are frequently cured by thin
great alterative medicine.
For Syphilis, or Venereal Disoase, and lor Mercurial Disease, which Is sometimes complicated with it,
the SARSAPARILLA should be taken freely and
constantly until the disorder is expelled from the system.
Neuralgia, Headache, and various disorders of the
nervous sytem frequently arise from a low state of
the constitutional health, and are much relieved and
often cured by this powerful remedy.
Erysipelas, Boils, Tumors, or Salt Bbeum, Ulcers,
Sores &c. Moderate doses three times a day will
usually effect the euro of the above complaints, but
often requires considerable time.
For Purifying the Blood, there is nothing now before the public which can excel Larookah's Sarsapailla Compound. By using this Compound, multitudes are saved from the endurance of foul eruptions through which the system strives to purify itself. Naturo should be assisted to do this through
its own channels by this great alterative medicine.
The theory of its operations is, that it cleanses the
system of all foul distemper which breeds and festors
in it; penetrating into every part of (he body, it expels all diseases that inha it it; commonly speaking,
it purifies the blood, driving out all the corruption
that Scrofula breeds in it. Purifying, it renovates
the blood, giving it a renewed vitality and force as in
youth again. Hence those cured by this great alterative medicine, will feel younger and stronger, as
well as freer from the infirmities of age.
Being composed entirely of vegetable products,
this Sarsaparilla Compound is perfectly harmless as
well as very effectual—a feet of vast importance to all
those who have occasion to use it; for many of the
alteratives in the market have mercury or arsenic as
their bases—although they may sometimes effect
cures, still they are very liable to entail a vast tram
of evils upon their victims, often worse than the original disease.

Jan 17-dlw*

AUGUST

well

after Nov. 6. 1865, Presenter

SSC^^Sfi&'l'rains leave aa follows

cure.

cash, an t
Address, C. L. T., Portland, P. O.

STATEMENT OF THE

On and

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

tem, thus curing Dropsy and General Debility, tending to Consumption. It 1b a great protection from attacks that originate in change of climate, season and
life.
Liver Complaints and their combined symptoms,
such as Lumba80. Jaundice, Rheumatism, Bilious
Eruptions, &c. When caused by Scrofula taint, this
Compound is a most effectual remedy.
Dyspepsia or Indigestion, is olten caused by Scrotula, which deranges the stomach, and renders it unhealthy. Indigestion is not always caused by Scrofula, when it is, this Sarsaparilla Compound is a ready

Biddeford.

Doc 27—dtf

COST.

at Cost, at No. 87$ Middle St., Payeon Block.
X The balance of stock of
Toys must be sold regardless of
stock
prices, to make room for a

A

It will

from the

twelve good Stone-Cutters to cut abutment and pier stone.
JAMES ANDREWS,
Applv to

WANTED

SACO S PORTSMOUTH R. R.

arising from Impurities
of the Blood.

Relief from all Rheumatic Affections.
AT

i

Complaint, Dyspepsia,
Scrofula, Dropsy, Neuralgia, Epilepsy, .Ert/sipelas, Boils, Tumors, Salt Rheum, Ulcers <ind Sores, Rheumatism, Pain
in the Stomach, Side and Bowels,
Debility, and all Complaints

—

Barn
the premises.
Jan 12—d4w *

I will remain here and check

For the Cure of Liver

Farm lor Sale,
In Westbrook, near Allen’s
Cor-

%

Dec

Sarsaparilla Compound!

MiddleStreet,
Portland, Maine.

130

is

_,

M

them into each others tom flanks, the
guide
tured his eyes anx ously eastward.”
“Great Heaven!” he suddenly exclaimed:
“are those people mad ? Look, King, the train
It is imhas stopped. What does it mean?
the arroyo in time to save
possible to get across
It from attack. I fear those poor defenceless
creatures La It it will never another hour.—
They will be trampled and tom to pieces I”
The guide swayed to and fro on his saddle
The crisis was
as if irrasolute of purpose.
At length he cried, as he looknear at hand.
ed at hi comoanion, whose pale face, usually
rubicund, told the guide that he fully appreciated the dan-g r: “Hand me your rifle, King,
and hasten towards the train. Cause it to be
drawn up in a square immediately. Join wagon to wagon. Leave not an opening any where;
and if the wild devils charge It, place the women and children under their bodies between

them.”

TUT

State of Maine to
sell a new, convenient and useful patented article. Ladies or Gentlemen wishing for a rare chance
to make money
every town in the

Agent in

finely located House
three minutes' walk

struggle.

the wheels.

Wanted.

PORTLAND

Cash,

one

enthusiastically spoken of by Buxton,
sprang from the ground with a wild, quick cry,

a

Cape

residence in Cape Elizabeth,
AVERYmiledesirable
from Portland Bridge, The house is
two

so

Railroads.

pieces.

to

“I will obey implicitly,” replied King, in

Medical.

to

The stallions suddenly stopped, looked bewildered, and then, with shriekings, snortings
and neighings that filled the air and stunned
the ear with discordant noises, turned northward to escape the new danger.
The fire had now spread itself far and wide,

of the wind.

Wants, Lost and Found.

WOODBURY,

Druggists

PIANO

of the firm of Randall & Woodburv, is admitted a member of our firm trom this Oats.

LATEof firm hereafter to be

Stylo
HARRIS, WOODBURY & ATWOOD.
HARRIS) ATWOOD St CO.
January 1,1866.
Jald3w

ftil

The

jrORTES.

'iedl'oig,lc'1

Piano

leave to

an-

Fortes,

all the modern Improvements, which
they can
sen as LOW ascan be purchased
elsewhere, oi tin,
sanio quality.
We have mate arrangements,
ill.
f0
an
keep
assortment ol New York and Boston 1‘iino
Fortes, anion* which are
witli

^*Y
•na b® conviuced ol iheir
eaperfaajtv ov«reverything e’se ol the
kird ev*»r ofT red to
the publfo for
Colds, Hoarse
Omghs,
ness. Sore Throat, Catarrh and mdaez za
Numerous testimonials irom
the Clerjrv, and others, aoMmpanvinireaohbox. For sale by the prino pal

^HKMl

BronehitU,

Dngglrtt throughout tho city.

mayJTeodtf

j

Steinway
All

d> Sons, of 1Veiv York.
instruments sold by us are warranted to *civ«

satisfaction.
Pianos to be let, and tuning done bv experienced

